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Abstrat

The inreasing adoption of smart sensors and atuators enables in-

dustrial appliations to proess data in a deentralized way. In this

ontext, ommuniation networks play a key role, as industrial au-

tomation appliations require network arhitetures and ommuni-

ation protools, wireless and wired, able to support the interation

between multiple devies not only in a reliable way, but also guar-

anteeing the meeting of real-time onstrains of the supported appli-

ations. The distributed proessing among oordinated automation

devies inludes the ooperation of robot teams. However, oopera-

tive robot networks impose additional ommuniation onstraints to

those required in the automation ontext.

This thesis originates from the ollaboration with STMiroele-

tronis and targets mehanisms, algorithms and protools that meet

the ommuniation requirements of ooperative robot appliations in

the industrial automation senario. With the aim to avoid the de�-

nition of �yet another protool�, the work mainly fouses on the ex-

isting ommuniation tehnologies adopted in the industrial ontext.

In partiular, innovative mehanisms, algorithm and protools built

upon standard ommuniation tehnologies are investigated, with the

aim to meet both the spei� requirements imposed by ooperative

robot appliations (e.g., mobility and low lateny) and those that are

typial of industrial automation networks.

In the thesis, innovative solutions for several ommuniation teh-

nologies, both wired and wireless, are presented and desribed. Among

the network tehnologies addressed, EtherCAT, Bluetooth Low En-
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ergy, Sub-GHz Communiations, the IEEE 802.15.4e and IEEE 802.11

standards. Evaluations through simulations, analysis and experi-

ments on proof-of-onept implementations are reported, whih prove

the e�etiveness and the suitability of the proposed solutions.
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Chapter 1

Introdution

In the last years the inreasing spread of smart sensors, able to aquire

data from multiple transduers, proessing it and take the appropri-

ate deisions (suh, for instane, the ativation of one or multiple

atuators), has opened new frontiers for the investigation of more

and more omplex industrial appliations. In fat, the apability of

suh devies to proess data in a deentralized way provides a note-

worthy potential for distributing on multiple nodes the proessing

ativities to perform omplex tasks. In this ontext, ommuniations

play a very important role, as they enable the oordination and the

ooperation of the ators of automation appliations (e.g., sensors,

atuators, roboti arms, et).

The oordinated ation of sensors and atuators in the automa-

tion �eld requires network arhitetures and ommuniation proto-

ols, both wireless and wired, able to support the interation between

multiple devies not only in a reliable way, but also guaranteeing the

meeting of the real-time onstrains of the supported appliations.

In this ontext of distributed proessing among oordinated au-

tomation devies, teams of ooperating robots ome into play. This

is a major improvement in robotis, as ooperation enables robots to

go beyond the limitations of individuals, providing the possibility to

perform more omplex tasks [1℄ than those that eah single robot an
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Chapter 1: Introdution

perform alone.

This thesis stems from industrial needs and, more spei�ally,

from the ollaboration with STMiroeletronis, with the aim of en-

abling the network tehnologies that are typially adopted in indus-

trial automation to support also ooperative robot appliations in the

industrial automation senario.

The heterogeneity of the supported appliations and their require-

ments imposes the investigation of innovative ommuniation systems

able to ful�ll all the appliation needs. For instane, the integration

of multiple mobile robots in an automation network also requires mo-

bility support together with other features suh as, real-time behavior

and reliability.

In the industrial automation, the �exibility and adaptivity of om-

muniation systems has also gained a remarkable interest. For in-

stane, Germany started the so-alled fourth industrial revolution

(Industrie 4.0 [2℄), whih foresees the Internet onnetivity of indus-

trial assets [3℄. Aording to the �Industrie 4.0� vision, industry shall

develop networks integrating mahinery, sensors, plants with nodes

able to autonomously exhange information, trigger ations, and o-

operate with eah other without human intervention. This not only

applies to �eld devies or mahines, but also to the mobile robots

that, for instane, automatially transports various types of goods

on the fatory �oor or handle materials in automated manufaturing

systems.

The typial requirements of industrial automation ommunia-

tions are summarized in the following.

- Reliability: Automation networks have to provide a suitable relia-

bility level for the transmissions, i.e., a low error probability. To

ope with this requirement, some of the mehanisms adopted

are retransmissions (with or without aknowledgement), relay-

ing (i.e., the transmission of a message over multiple paths from

the soure to the destination), and Automati Repeat reQuests

(ARQs) to detet errors.
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- Fault-tolerane: The node servies have to be always available, as

a stop of some hours entails high osts for the industry. For this

reason, fault-tolerane mehanisms (suh as, node redundany

and reovery, repliation of funtions) have to be provided.

- Real-Time: Networks have to meet the timing onstraints of the

supported appliations. This means that the end-to-end delays

of messages, i.e., the delivery times from the soure to the des-

tination, have to be bounded and preditable. Hene, suitable

deadline-aware Medium Aess Control (MAC) mehanisms to

avoid unpreditability in ommuniations and sheduling poli-

ies have to be investigated.

The above mentioned requirements have a general signi�ane in

automation networks. However, appliations impose di�erent on-

straints. In partiular, ooperative multi-robot appliations require

networks able to support additional onstraints, e.g.,

- Low message lateny: Due to the fast dynamis of this kind of

systems, messages not only have to be delivered within a ertain

deadline (real-time requirement), but also need low message

latenies (i.e., from hundreds of miroseonds to hundreds of

milliseonds).

- Salability: Cooperative multi-robot networks are typially real-

ized with a high number of nodes. However, some of the most

adopted medium aess mehanisms in industrial automation

are TDMA-based. Suh a mehanism is well known to be not

very salable, as a high number of nodes entails a high number

of timeslots in the ommuniation yle, thus inreasing the

message lateny.

- Mobility: The introdution of mobile robots in the industrial se-

nario entails additional requirements on the networks. In par-

tiular, the standard wireless ommuniation tehnologies, suh

as the IEEE 802.11e, IEEE 802.15.4e, et., do not spei�ally
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Chapter 1: Introdution

support node mobility. For these reasons, several mehanisms,

whih modify the standard spei�ation, were proposed [4℄, [5℄.

However, the support for mobility should not lash with the

other requirements desribed above.

- Support to multiple tra� lasses: The integration of the In-

ternet tehnologies in robotis appliations and also in indus-

trial networks requires the support for the transmission of mul-

tiple tra� types, with di�erent timing onstraints, in an ef-

�ient way and without ompromising the transmission of the

ontrol tra� (that is generally the most ritial one).

This thesis proposes innovative mehanisms that build upon the

existing ommuniation tehnologies used in automation and enable

them to support the needs of real-time industrial appliations, inlud-

ing the ones based on teams of ooperating robots. The aim of the

work is to meet the requirements of mobility, low lateny and sala-

bility that are imposed by ooperative robot appliations and those

of reliability, fault-tolerane and real-time that are typial of indus-

trial automation networks. Innovative solutions are investigated and

novel mehanisms, protools and algorithms for di�erent tehnologies

are proposed.

1.1 Researh hallenges and methodology

The researh hallenges addressed in this thesis are various and refer

to both wired and wireless tehnologies.

1.1.1 Introduing the support for aperiodi real-

time tra� over EtherCAT networks

The EtherCAT protool is a real-time Ethernet standard adopted in

multiple automation senarios (substation automation in smart grids,

motion ontrol in fatories, robotis) that provides high bandwidth
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1.1. Researh hallenges and methodology

and meets the requirements of industrial real-time ommuniations.

Among the RTE protools, the EtherCAT standard is suitable for

motion ontrol and losed-loop ontrol appliations, whih require

very short yle times. One important limitation for event-driven

robotis appliations is that, as EtherCAT was spei�ally devised

for periodi tra�, aperiodi real-time transmissions are far from

being e�ient and entail long yle times.

To overome this limitation, the �rst researh hallenge of this

thesis is therefore introduing the support for aperiodi real-time

tra� over EtherCAT networks. The solution proposed is a general

framework for priority-driven swapping-based sheduling of aperiodi

real-time messages over EtherCAT networks, whih uniformly overs

both dynami and stati priority and allows for very short yle times.

Chapter 2 provides a desription of the priority-driven swapping

framework, a shedulability analysis for both stati priority and dy-

nami priority sheduling, and simulative assessments, obtained through

OMNeT++ simulations.

1.1.2 Low datarate wireless tehnologies for real-

time ommuniation in automation and

robotis

The seond researh hallenge regards the suitability of extending in-

dustrial low datarate wireless tehnologies for supporting ooperative

robots appliations. The researh ativities start with an assessment

of existing wireless ommuniation tehnologies, in order to evaluate

their suitability for supporting ooperative robot appliations. The

fous is on the protools of the IEEE 802.15.4e standard, as they

are novel and promising. Then, the researh work ontinues with

the investigation of mehanisms to improve the salability, the fault-

tolerane, and to introdue message prioritization in the Low-Lateny

Deterministi Network (LLDN) protool. Next, a low-datarate MAC

protool spei�ally devised for ooperative mobile robot applia-

tions, is de�ned and a proof-of-onept implementation of the above
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Chapter 1: Introdution

mentioned protool on STMiroeletronis Sub-GHz devies (i.e., de-

vies operating on frequenies lower than 1 GHz) is presented.

Step 1. Performane assessment of the IEEE 802.15.4e pro-

tools. This step addresses the assessment of the wireless protools

de�ned in the IEEE 802.15.4e standard for low datarate Industrial

Wireless Sensor Networks (IWSNs). The IEEE 802.15.4 standard

is not able to ope with the requirements whih are found in many

appliation domains that require low lateny, robustness, and deter-

minism. For this reason, the IEEE 802.15.4e amendment was intro-

dued, whih provides novel MAC-layer pro�les that are optimized for

a broad range of appliation domains, inluding proess automation.

The �rst step fouses on two of these pro�les, i.e., the Determinis-

ti and Synhronous Multi-hannel Extension (DSME) and the Time

Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH). The aim of this work is twofold.

First, assessing their behavior in realisti proess automation se-

narios. Seond, omparing their performane in terms of end-to-end

delay, reliability and salability. The ultimate aim of the work is iden-

tifying the limits of those protools, thus paving the way to further

work addressing suitable approahes to takle them.

Chapter 3 presents the desription of the protools, de�ned in

the IEEE 802.15.4e standard, the assessed senario and simulative

results.

Step 2. Improving the existing tehnologies: the Low-Lateny

Deterministi networks. The LLDN protool is intended for fa-

tory automation appliations that require very low lateny and large

networks, suh as automotive manufaturing and robotis. However,

LLDN does not provide priority support to properly deal with real-

time tra� or dynami hannel on�guration apabilities to ope with

unreliable hannels. Moreover, it o�ers a limited salability, as the

yle time grows linearly with the number of network nodes. This

thesis therefore proposes the priority-aware multi-hannel adaptive

(PriMulA) framework, whih introdues in the LLDN priority-aware
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1.1. Researh hallenges and methodology

sheduling, multihannel ommuniation, adaptive hannel seletion,

and hannel blaklisting. PriMulA supports a higher number of net-

work nodes than the LLDN protool while keeping short yle times.

In addition, PriMulA avoids deadline miss and improves the network

reliability. It maintains the interoperability with LLDN standard

nodes and an be implemented on ommerial o�-the-shelf devies.

Chapter 4 presents the PriMuA framework, the shedulability

analysis, omparative simulations to assess the performane, and a

proof-of-onept implementation.

Step 3. A novel solution: the RoboMAC protool. The

PriMulA framework meets the requirements of real-time, reliability,

fault-tolerane, low lateny and salability imposed by the industrial

and ooperating robot appliations. For this reason it is a suitable

solution for the appliations that do not require mobility. However,

PriMulA is not suitable for mobile robot appliations, as it does not

support the node mobility. Moreover, reent ooperative robot ap-

pliations envisage the support of low datarate ommuniation teh-

nologies, as this hoie is bene�ial in terms of energy onsumption,

weight redution and integration with WSNs. For these reasons, the

researh work targets an innovative low datarate protool, spei�ally

devised for ooperative mobile robots appliations, that operates on

low datarate networks and is able to provide bounded latenies, mo-

bility and salability.

Chapter 5 presents the RoboMAC protool and its implementa-

tion on Sub-GHz devies produed by STMiroeletronis. Exper-

imental assessments prove the protool suitability for ooperating

mobile robot appliations.
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Chapter 1: Introdution

1.1.3 Consumer wireless tehnologies for real-time

ommuniation in automation and

robotis

The third researh hallenge is the introdution of a mehanism to

support real-time transmissions over wireless mesh networks. The

ativities foresees two steps related to the IEEE 802.11 protool and

the Bluetooth Low Energy protool, respetively.

Step 1. Introduing sheduled tra� over IEEE 802.11 ad-

ho networks. The spread use of IEEE 802.11 networks in indus-

trial automation raise the need to support multiple tra� lasses with

di�erent requirements. The work targets a novel approah, alled

ShedWiFi, that provides �exible support to the sheduled tra�

lass, i.e., a high priority tra� lass that is transmitted aording

to a �xed shedule, over IEEE 802.11 ad-ho industrial networks.

ShedWiFi operates on the IEEE 802.11n physial layer, thus pro-

viding high datarate, and supports multiple tra� lasses with di�er-

ent priorities. ShedWiFi modi�es the Enhaned Distributed Chan-

nel Aess (EDCA) mehanism allowing to transmit sheduled tra�

without requiring any prede�ned superframe struture, or timeslots,

thus allowing for more �exible shedule of non-ST tra�.

Chapter 6 presents the ShedWiFi protool and a simulative per-

formane assessment in realisti senarios.

Step 2. Introduing real-time ommuniation in Bluetooth

Low Energy mesh networks. The large di�usion of hand-held

devies opens new frontiers in the human interation with the in-

dustrial plant and its robots. The Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)

protool is an attrative solution for implementing low-ost IWSN

with redued energy onsumption and high �exibility. However, the

urrent BLE standard does not provide real-time support for data

pakets and is limited to a star topology. This thesis presents RT-

BLE, a real-time protool for industrial wireless mesh networks that

8



1.1. Researh hallenges and methodology

is developed on top of the BLE and overomes these limitations.

Chapter 7 desribes the RT-BLE protool and provides a timing

analysis, a proof-of onept implementation on STMiroeletronis

BlueNRG-MS devies, analytial and experimental results.

Chapter 8 gives the onlusions of this thesis and provides the

hints for future works.
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Chapter 2

Sheduling of Aperiodi

Real-Time Messages over

EtherCAT Networks

The integration of heterogeneous appliations with di�erent infor-

mation �ows and requirements requires networks apable to support

multi-servie ommuniations. In partiular, modern industrial net-

works must o�er support for both time-driven and event-driven on-

trol appliations. In time-driven appliations, messages are periodi-

ally transmitted and ontrol ations are taken at onstant rate [6,7℄,

while in event-driven appliations, messages are transmitted when

one or more trigger events our (e.g., if the ontrolled variable ex-

eeds a given threshold) [8, 9℄. For example, losed-loop ontrol ap-

pliations typially generate periodi messages with deadlines of ap-

proximately 1 ms [7℄. However, these appliations may also require

the transmission of aperiodi real-time messages, that have to be a-

ommodated in the overall tra� shedule without a�eting periodi

messages. Aperiodi real-time transmissions are also found in Cyber-

Physial Systems (CPSs), as they typially operate in unpreditable

environments [10�12℄.

Reently, Real-Time Ethernet (RTE) tehnologies [13℄ have be-
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Chapter 2: Aperiodi Real-Time Messages over EtherCAT

ome inreasingly popular, as they o�er high bandwidth, meet the

requirements of industrial real-time ommuniation and allow for ver-

tial integration of the di�erent levels in the automation pyramid [14℄.

Reent literature highlighted the properties of industrial Ethernet

networks able to support various tra� lasses [15℄ and temporal on-

straints [16℄. One example is Pro�net IRT, whose bandwidth man-

agement and sheduling are addressed in [17℄ and [18℄, respetively.

Another interesting real-time Ethernet protool is TTEthernet [19℄,

whih o�ers three di�erent tra� lasses to support the temporal and

bandwidth onstraints of a broad range of appliations.

This hapter fouses on the EtherCAT protool, whih is inluded

in both the IEC 61158 [20℄ and IEC 61784 [13℄ standards. EtherCAT

is suitable for motion ontrol and losed-loop ontrol appliations,

whih require very short yle times, where the yle time is de�ned

as the time neessary to exhange the input/output data between the

ontroller and all the networked devies one [21, 22℄.

EtherCAT provides a daisy-hain topology and a master/slave

arhiteture in whih the master periodially transmits a standard

Ethernet frame that embeds an EtherCAT frame ontaining multiple

telegrams (as shown in Figure2.1). Slaves read and/or write data in

the telegram by proessing the frame �on-the-�y�, so when a byte

arrives to a slave it is proessed and transmitted to the next slave

without waiting for the omplete reeption of the Ethernet frame.

The last slave in the hain transmits the frame bak to the master

by exploiting the full-duplex apability of Ethernet.

As shown in Fig.2.1, the EtherCAT frame used for transmitting

proess data ontains one or multiple telegrams, whih start with a

header ontaining the ommand ode (i.e., read, write or read/write),

the addressing �elds, and the payload length. Telegrams end with

a Working Counter (WKC) �eld, whih is inremented by the slaves

every time they suessfully read and/or write data into the telegram.

The WKC is also used for error detetion.

In order to allow slaves to transmit periodi real-time tra�, the

EtherCAT standard provides polling-based mehanisms that an also

12



be adopted for the transmission of aperiodi real-time messages. For

instane, the master may send EtherCAT frames ontaining at least

one telegram for eah slave that might have aperiodi real-time tra�

to transmit.

However, suh a mehanism would entail long yle times, as the

master must provide room in the EtherCAT frame for any slave that

has the potential to transmit aperiodi real-time tra�, regardless of

whether suh a slave atually has tra� to transmit. For instane, in

a network with 20 slaves, eah with the potential for transmitting 32

byte long aperiodi real-time messages, the master should provide 20

telegrams for eah yle. This would result in an inrease in the yle

time duration of 70.4 µs, with the probability that most of the time

suh telegrams would not atually be used, due to the event-driven

nature of aperiodi tra� generation.

Standard Ethernet Frame

EtherCAT Frame

EtherCAT Telegram

Ethernet Payload (42 - 1500 bytes)Ethernet Header (22 bytes) FCS (4 bytes)

EtherCAT Header (2 bytes) EtherCAT Telegram EtherCAT Telegram

Header (10 bytes) Data Working Counter (2 bytes)

...

Figure 2.1: Struture of an EtherCAT frame ontaining multiple tele-

grams

In addition to the yle time inrease, the need for handling ape-

riodi real-time messages by a polling mehanism performed by the

master would also introdue, in the ase of event-triggered ontrol ap-

pliations, a bandwidth waste that would redue the main advantage

of the event-triggered ontrol, that is, the low bandwidth demand.

Some works in the reent literature address methods to redue

the yle times in the EtherCAT networks. In [23℄ periodi and ape-

riodi real-time tra� is sheduled by the master, whih provides

13



Chapter 2: Aperiodi Real-Time Messages over EtherCAT

guaranteed bandwidth for the slave transmissions. In [24℄ a swith

operating at the EtherCAT telegram level is proposed, but suh a

solution does not fous on aperiodi tra� sheduling.

The work in [25℄ proposes an arbitration-based aess sheme for

aperiodi real-time messages whih introdues new aperiodi tele-

grams that are ontented by the slaves for transmitting aperiodi

messages. The slave with the highest priority among the ones om-

peting for the aperiodi telegrams will overwrite �on-the-�y� the in-

oming aperiodi message.

The mehanism in [25℄ foresees that the master transmits a opy

of the aperiodi message reeived. In this way, the slave that trans-

mitted the message realizes that it was suessful and so the message

an be safely removed from its queue. Conversely, the other slaves

know that they did not sueed and must try again. This approah

redues the yle time for transmitting aperiodi messages ompared

with the EtherCAT standard, but still su�ers from some limitations.

The main one is that low priority messages may experiene long de-

lays due to the interferene from high priority ones, with a potential

for starvation.

The same authors in [26℄ added the apability for embedding mul-

tiple aperiodi messages in one telegram. In this new approah, a

slave has to reeive a umulative �aknowledgement� message from

the master before removing the transmitted message from the loal

queue. The purpose of suh a message is twofold. It is a noti�ation

of suessful transmission and also a way to allow a slave to remove

the aperiodi message from its loal queue.

Inspired by the Slot Swapping Protool (SSP) [27�29℄, in [30℄

dynami priorities are exploited to swap between an inoming lower

priority aperiodi message and a higher priority message pending at

the urrent slave. This is ahieved by de�ning a new telegram type,

ontented among the slaves that have an aperiodi real-time message

to transmit.

Contention is ruled by omparing the absolute deadlines of the

messages aording to the EDF algorithm. When the message on-
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tained in the inoming telegram is less urgent and therefore loses the

ontention, it is swapped and replaed by the message with the most

urgent deadline in the loal queue. Swapping does not entail message

loss, beause the slave whih has swapped the inoming message will

be in harge of transmitting it whenever possible.

Contributions of this hapter In this hapter a Priority-driven

swapping-based mehanism to deal with the problem of providing

support for aperiodi real-time tra� over EtherCAT networks is

presented. As previously explained, the EtherCAT standard does

not o�er this support. The Priority-driven swapping-based approah

ombines the arbitration mehanism in [26℄ with the deadline-driven

swapping proposed in [30℄. In partiular, this work extends the work

in [30℄, whih only addresses EDF sheduling, in a general framework

for priority-driven swapping-based sheduling of aperiodi real-time

messages over EtherCAT networks, whih uniformly overs both dy-

nami and stati priority. The proposed mehanism allows slaves to

transmit multiple aperiodi real-time messages in a single EtherCAT

frame, while maintaining ompatibility with the EtherCAT standard

and ahieving yle times in the order of 100µs.

The target is to ahieve short yle times while ensuring the

shedulability of aperiodi real-time messages. For this reason, the

hapter provides shedulability onditions that enable the network

designer to on�gure the network parameters (e.g., the number of

aperiodi telegrams in the EtherCAT frame) so as to avoid deadline

miss. The Priority-driven Swapping here proposed is implementable

with minor modi�ations in the EtherCAT protool state mahine

and maintains ompatibility with EtherCAT standard devies, so

there is a lear potential for industrial exploitation.

This hapter is organized as follows. Setion 2.1 desribes the

Priority-driven Swapping approah here proposed and disusses its

implementation. Set. 2.2 presents the timing analysis of the ap-

proah, under stati and dynami priorities, respetively. Set. 2.3

deals with simulative assessments of the Priority-driven Swapping
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Chapter 2: Aperiodi Real-Time Messages over EtherCAT

approah and disusses its performane. Finally, Set. 2.4 onludes

the hapter and gives hints for future work.

2.1 The Priority-driven Swapping

In the Priority-driven Swapping approah here proposed to e�iently

support aperiodi tra� under both stati and dynami priority shedul-

ing, a novel telegram has been introdued. The aperiodi telegram,

whih is shown in Figure 2.2, is ontented among the slaves aord-

ing to a preemptive poliy that enables the slaves to send aperiodi

messages when needed. This is possible as the daisy-hain topology

of EtherCAT allows for message preemption by hanging �on-the-�y�

the telegram payload of an inoming frame when the frames traverses

a slave.

Telegram HDR

(CMD = DDS)
ApM_PRIO ApM_ADR ApM_LEN ApM_PAYLOAD

PADDING

(if needed)
WCK

Bytes 10 6 4 2 2ApM_LEN

ApM Header

ApM

Ethernet Header Header EtherCAT Telegram Aperiodic Telegram FCS

Figure 2.2: Aperiodi Telegram struture

Eah slave maintains a loal queue of aperiodi messages (ApMs),

ordered aording to a priority. The network an work under either

stati or dynami priority sheduling, but the hoie has to be made

during the on�guration phase, through a suitable setting.

In order to maintain ompatibility with the EtherCAT standard,

the aperiodi telegram is mapped into the standard EtherCAT tele-

gram as shown in Table 2.1.

The CMD �eld of the telegram header ontains the 0x10 value

whih indiates an aperiodi telegram, while the ADR �eld ontains

the address of the slave that generated the last reeived ApM. The

other �elds remain the same as spei�ed in the EtherCAT standard.
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2.1. The Priority-driven Swapping

Table 2.1: Aperiodi Telegram �elds.

Data Field Data Type Desription/Value

CMD Unsigned8 Command: (PdS) 0x10

IDX Unsigned8 Index

ADR DWORD Slave address of the last ApM

LEN Unsigned11 DATA �eld Length

RESERVED Unsigned3 0x00

C Unsigned1 Cirulating frame

NEXT Unsigned1 0 if the last telegram in the frame

IRQ WORD Reserved for future use

DATA OtetString Data

WKC WORD Working Counter

The DATA �eld ontains an ApM, whih is the aperiodi message

ontaining the data transmitted by a slave. The ApM is omposed

of an ApM header and a payload. The header �elds are spei�ed as

follows:

• ApM_PRIO : the message priority.

• ApM_ADR: the address of the slave that transmitted the ApM.

• ApM_LEN : the ApM payload length in bytes.

The master periodially transmits one EtherCAT frame ontain-

ing both standard telegrams for the periodi data and one or multiple

aperiodi telegrams. A slave, with a ready-to-transmit ApM, upon

reeiving the aperiodi telegram, stores the loal ApM with the high-

est priority (Mloc) in the output bu�er (Out_Buf) and the inoming

ApM (Min) in the input bu�er (In_Buf). When the �rst byte of Min

arrives, the ontention starts and the slave ompares byte by byte

the priorities of Mloc and Min. The message with the highest priority

value is transmitted, while the other one is stored in the slave loal

queue.

For priority omparison, due to serial ommuniation, the six

bytes of the ApM_PRIO �eld are enoded and transmitted from the
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most to the least signi�ant byte. The omparison works as follows.

The i-th byte of the priority of the inoming message Min (i.e., the

ApM_PRIO �eld of the ApM), Bi,in, for i=0...5, is ompared with

the orresponding byte of the ApM_DL �eld of the ApM of the loal

message Mloc, Bi,loc. The inoming message Min is swapped if the

following inequality (2.1) holds (here we assume that the lower the

value, the higher the priority):

Bi,loc < Bi,in (2.1)

otherwise Min is forwarded to the next slave. No swap ours if the

inoming ApM has the same priority as the loal ApM. If aording

to inequality (2.1) a swap ours, while the loal message Mloc is

transmitted to the next slave and removed from the loal queue, the

swapped message has to be entirely reeived and is then inserted in

the loal queue aording to its priority. Suh a mehanism annot

be implemented in the upper layer of the Data Link, as it requires

�on-the-�y� proessing of the frame.

Compared to the EtherCAT standard [20℄, the Priority-driven

swapping provides the possibility for slaves to transmit aperiodi mes-

sages without the need for the master to provide room for eah slave

with a potential for transmitting, thus reduing the yle time. In

fat, a single aperiodi telegram an be ontented among all the slaves

that intend to transmit an aperiodi message. If ompared to the

mehanism proposed in [26℄, the Priority-driven swapping provides

two advantages. First, it allows a slave to embed more aperiodi

telegrams into a single EtherCAT frame. This is possible beause

the slave whih has swapped the inoming message will be in harge

of transmitting it whenever possible. Seond, thanks to this meha-

nism, a slave whih transmitted an ApM an remove it from the loal

queue right after ompleting the transmission without waiting for an

�aknowledgement� message, as no aperiodi message will be lost due

to preemption from other messages.

This is not the ase for the CAN-like approah in [26℄, where a

slave must wait for the aknowledgement message sent by the master
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before removing the transmitted message from the loal queue, so

the same slave annot send more than one aperiodi message in the

same telegram. The seond advantage ompared to [26℄, whih only

addresses stati priorities in a CAN-like fashion, is that the Priority-

driven swapping uniformly overs both dynami and stati priority

sheduling, therefore, at the on�guration step, the most appropriate

sheduling poliy for the appliation at hand an be hosen on a

ase-by-ase basis.

An example of dynami priority sheduling is the Earliest Dead-

line First (EDF) algorithm [31℄, in whih the messages with loser

absolute deadlines preempt those with less imminent ones. To imple-

ment EDF in the Priority-driven swapping approah here proposed,

the absolute deadline ounts the miroseonds elapsed sine January

1, 2000 (the date refers to the EtherCAT system time [32℄) and a

slave generating an ApM alulates the absolute deadline by adding

to the system time the relative deadline of the message reeived from

the upper layers. Suh a mehanism relies on the lok synhroniza-

tion, whih is also provided with the EtherCAT standard with an

auray in the order of 100ns [32℄.

2.1.1 Implementing the Priority-driven Swapping

Eah EtherCAT slave onsists of three layers, i.e.:

• Appliation layer, whih ontains the Host Controller. This an

be implemented, for instane, in a miroontroller.

• Data Link Layer, whih ontains the EtherCAT Slave Con-

troller (ESC). This an be implemented either in hardware

(FPGA, ASIC) or in software [33℄.

• Physial Layer, whih implements the physial interfae to the

network.

The Priority-driven Swapping approah requires an additional

module in the ESC whose main omponents, shown in Fig. 2.3, are
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a prioritized loal queue ontaining the loal ApMs, two bu�ers for

the inoming and outoming ApMs, and an 8-bit omparator. All

these omponents an be implemented in hardware in the ase of

FPGA/ASIC ESC. The hardware implementation of the bu�ers and

the omparator is simple and, as far as the prioritized loal queue

is onerned, in the literature several hardware implementations of

prioritized loal queues are proposed [34℄ (e.g., Shift register priori-

tized queue or Systoli array prioritized queue). The module an be

also implemented in software in the ase of software ESC, as shown

in [33℄. Some slight modi�ation in the EtherCAT protool state

mahine has also to be added in order to handle the novel telegram

type.

Application Layer

Physical Layer

Data Link Layer

EtherCAT Slave Controller (ESC)

Prioritized

Local

Queue

InBuf OutBuf

Comparator

<=

Standard ESC

Modules

Network Interface

Host Controller

Figure 2.3: Modules implementing the Priority-driven Swapping

2.2 Analyti Assessment

2.2.1 Frame propagation and Timing

In EtherCAT networks, if the data to be embedded in the Ethernet

frame exeed the maximum payload size (i.e., 1500 bytes), multiple
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Ethernet frames will have to be transmitted by the master to om-

plete a yle. However, this hapter addresses the ase of very short

yle times (e.g., in the order of 100µs), and a maximum payload

Ethernet frame has a yle time of 150µs. Hene, here only a single

frame yle is onsidered.

Figure 2.4 illustrates the propagation of the Ethernet frame and

the related terminology and notations (also summarized in Table 2.2).

The Figure shows a senario with an Ethernet frame that is trans-

mitted by the master to a hain of three slaves, and then goes bak to

the master aording to the daisy hain topology. In Figure 2.4 the

master is represented twie to illustrate separately the transmission

(top-side) and the reeption (bottom-side). The propagation of the

Ethernet header and the Frame Chek Sequene (FCS) �eld is drawn

in light gray.

The Ethernet payload is drawn in two shades of gray (gray/dark

gray). In the payload, we highlight in dark gray the EtherCAT tele-

grams (three in the �gure) dediated to the transmission of aperiodi

messages (ApMs). All the notations are desribed in Table 2.2.

The master periodially sends an Ethernet frame, with period

P . Eah frame then propagates to the slaves through the network.

Slaves are labeled following the frame reeption order, so slave 1 is

the one that reeives the frame �rst, while slave m is the last. The

time elapsing from the transmission of a frame by the master to its

reeption, as a response [20℄, is equal to the time needed by the signal

to propagate through the medium (Tpr), plus the time needed by the

m slaves to proess the frame (Tde).

From Figure 2.4 it is possible to observe that the slaves proess

the frame �on-the-�y�, i.e., eah frame starts to be transmitted before

it has been fully reeived from the preeding node. This allows a low

end-to-end lateny and enables the transmission of an ApM even if

the external event generating the ApM arrives during the reeption

of the Ethernet frame. At any slave, the instant at whih the highest

priority ApM is transmitted is the start of the reeption of the next

aperiodi telegram (here alled start time). Then, the availability of
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Table 2.2: Summary of notation

Symbol De�nition

m The number of slaves in the hain

ℓk Length of the able onneting the k-th slave to the (k + 1)-th slave. ℓ0 is the

length of the able onneting the master to slave 1, while ℓm the length of the

able onneting slave m bak to the master.

P The transmission period of the Ethernet frame.

Tc The minimum yle time, i.e., the minimum time taken by all the network

nodes to exhange their input/output data one. In Figure2.4, Tc = Tet +
Tec + Tpr + Tde + Tif .

Tet The sum of the transmission times of the Ethernet header and Frame Chek

Sequene (FCS) �elds (a+ c in Fig. 2.4).

Tec The time neessary to transmit the EtherCAT frame.

u The propagation delay per unit of length over the medium (that is 5 ns/m

aording to the EtherCAT standard).

Tpr The propagation delay over the ommuniation medium that is equal to Tpr =
u
∑m

k=0 ℓk.

Tsv the time taken by eah slave to proess the frame.

∆k the delay from the reeption of a frame at slave k to the reeption of the same

frame at the master, that is (m − k + 1)Tsv + u
∑m

i=k ℓi.

Tde The frame delay that is mTsv .

Tif The inter-frame gap, i.e., the time between the end of the transmission of an

Ethernet frame and the start of the transmission of the next one.

p Number of aperiodi telegrams in the frame (p = 3 in Fig. 2.4).

Tap The time between the start of the transmission of the Ethernet frame and the

start of the transmission of the �rst aperiodi telegram (a+ b− pq in Fig. 2.4).

n The number of ApMs.

πi The index of the slave where the i-th ApM is generated.

pri(i) Priority of the i-th ApM.

Ti The minimum interarrival time between two onseutive instanes of the i-th

ApM.

Di The relative deadline of the i-th ApM.

S The time for reeiving an aperiodi telegram (q in Fig. 2.4).

A Time elapsing from the start of the reeption of the �rst aperiodi telegram to

the end of the reeption of the frame (pS + c in Fig. 2.4).
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master

slave 1

slave 2

slave 3

master

a+c

b
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e f g h k n o r q q q c time

PSfrag replaements

Ethernet header/FCS

Ethernet payload

Aperiodi EtherCAT telegrams

Tet =
Tec =
Tpr =
Tde =
Tif =
Tap =

Tc
A

P

Figure 2.4: EtherCAT frame proessing sequene

aperiodi telegrams must be arefully analyzed, as illustrated in the

following.

2.2.2 Timing Analysis

In real-time systems, in whih the fous is on meeting the deadlines

in the worst ase, the analysis is made by determining the worst ase

for both the resoure availability and the resoure request [35℄. In the

analysis the same number of aperiodi telegrams for eah EtherCAT

frame is assumed.

In this ontext, the resoure is the start time of an aperiodi

telegram. Hene, the worst ase for the resoure availability is de-

termined by omputing the minimum number s(t) of start times of
aperiodi telegrams whih may our in any interval of length t. As
illustrated in Fig. 2.5, the worst-ase interval (that is the one on-

taining the minimum number of start times of aperiodi telegrams)

begins when the last aperiodi telegram has just started. From this
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instant (please refer to Fig. 2.5 where the blak dots denote the start

time of the aperiodi telegrams over time), the time a slave may have

to wait before another aperiodi telegram starts is P−(p−1)S. Then
p aperiodi telegrams will start, spaed S, and the pattern will repeat
with period P .

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

PSfrag replaements

s(t)

t

SSSS SS

P P

P−(p−1)S

2PP

Figure 2.5: Example of the minimum number of start times s(t), with
p = 3 aperiodi telegrams in a frame.

The formal expression of s(t) an then be written as follows

s(t) =

p
∑

j=1

⌊

t+ (j − 1)S

P

⌋

, (2.2)

whih aounts for the fat that:

• the start times of the p aperiodi telegrams in the same frame

are separated by S;

• onseutive aperiodi telegrams at the same position in the

frame are separated by P .

In the example shown in Figure 2.5, we have p = 3 aperiodi tele-

grams in a frame.
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2.2.3 Response-time analysis

For omputing the longest response time of an ApM, we adopt the

lassi busy-interval approah [36℄, whih was extended to the event-

stream task model [37℄ by Rither et al [38℄. To apply this method,

it is neessary to ompute the longest time w(N) a slave has to wait
to see N onseutive start times of aperiodi messages. By this de�-

nition, w(N) is given by

w(N) = sup{x ∈ R : s(x) < N}. (2.3)

By de�nition, w(N) then is the longest time interval in whih less

than N aperiodi telegrams may start.

In the speial ase of s(t) of (2.2), onseutive aperiodi telegrams
in the same frame are separated by S, while the last aperiodi tele-
gram in the frame and the �rst one in the next frame are separated by

P − (p− 1)S, so that aperiodi telegrams at the same position in the

frame are separated exatly by P . As also illustrated in Figure 2.5,

this ondition implies that w(N) inreases by P − (p− 1)S when N
is a multiple of p, while it inreases by S at all other values of N (not

multiple of p). Hene w(N) an be written as

w(N) = (Q+ 1)P − (p− 1− Z)S (2.4)

with Q and Z, respetively, quotient and remainder of the Eulidean

division of N−1 by p, that is N−1 = Qp+Z with Z ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p−
1}. For example, if p = 3 (as illustrated in Fig. 2.5) and N = 1, then
the result of the Eulidean division is Q = 0 and Z = 0. For this

hoie, from (2.4) we �nd w(1) = P − 2S, whih orretly is the

longest separation between two onseutive aperiodi telegrams. If,

for example, N = 3, then Q = 0, Z = 2 and w(3) = P . With these

de�nitions in mind, we an ompute the response time of an ApM,

by applying the lassial busy-period approah. First, we de�ne Ij(t)
as the largest number of messages of the j-th ApM whih an be

generated in any interval of length t. For example, in the lassial

example of sporadi ApM with minimum interarrival time Tj, we have
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Ij(t) =
⌈

t
Tj

⌉

. Then, we ompute the largest number Ni of aperiodi

telegrams, whih may be needed to transmit the i-th ApM, as the

smallest �xed point of the following iteration



























N
(0)
i = 1

N
(k+1)
i = 1 +

∑

pri(j)>pri(i) Ij(w(N
(k)
i ))

+
∑

pri(j)=pri(i)
πj<πi

Ij(w(N
(k)
i ))

+
∑

pri(j)=pri(i)
πj=πi,j 6=i

1.

(2.5)

The expression of N
(k+1)
i aounts for the fat that in the time in-

terval w(N
(k)
i ) we must onsider the following possible soures of

interferene:

• the ApMs with higher priority, represented by the �rst sum

with j suh that pri(j) > pri(i);

• the ApMs with the same priority as the i-th, but generated at

preeding slaves (as desribed earlier, an inoming ApM with

the same priority of the ApM at the loal slave is not swapped),

represented by the sum over pri(j) = pri(i), πj < πi;

• the ApMs at the same slave with the same priority, whih,

however, may interfere only one, sine ApMs with the same

priority are sheduled FIFO within the same slave (the last

term in the sum of (2.5)).

Note that, if messages have minimum interarrival time Tj, the

above desribed iterative de�nition is proved to onverge [36℄ if the

maximum number of needed aperiodi telegrams is less than the avail-

able ones, that is

∑

pri(j)>pri(i)

1

Tj

<
p

P
. (2.6)

One Ni is omputed, the response time (Ri) of the i-th ApM is

Ri = ∆πi
+ w(Ni) + A (2.7)
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with the following interpretation:

• ∆πi
is the maximum time from the slave πi to the master;

• w(Ni) is the time the i-th ApM may have to wait to have one

telegram available;

• A is the time from the reeption of the aperiodi telegram at

the master to the instant the message is atually read.

2.2.4 EDF analysis

If the ApMs have a deadline Di between their release at the slave

and the delivery time at the master, and ApM priorities are assigned

based on EDF, so it is then possible to tighten the analysis by adapt-

ing the lassi EDF guarantee test [39℄.

Theorem 1. A set of n aperiodi messages (ApMs), eah one trig-

gered by events with minimum interarrival time Ti are guaranteed

to be reeived at the master within Di from their release time when

sheduled by EDF, if:

∀t > 0,
n

∑

i=1

max

(

0,

⌊

t− (Di −∆πi
−A)

Ti

⌋

+ 1

)

≤ s(t). (2.8)

Proof. Sine the priority of ApMs is assigned aording to EDF, we

adapt the guarantee test based on the demand bound funtion [39℄.

Di�erently than a lassi CPU sheduling problem, the resoure to

be sheduled is not the CPU time but rather the aperiodi telegrams.

As also illustrated by the dark gray band in Figure 2.4, the same ape-

riodi telegram is available at di�erent times for di�erent slaves. To

remove this slave-dependent time shift, we set the ommon referene

time at the reeption side of the master (illustrated as the horizontal

line at the bottom of Figure 2.4). The arrival of any ApM at time t
at slave k an be equivalently represented by the arrival of the same

message at time t + ∆k at the master. Then, if the i-th ApM has
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deadlineDi from the arrival at slave πi to the reeption at the master,

it an be equivalently represented by a message arriving diretly at

the master with deadline Di−∆πi
. In addition, the assumption that

the latest time to transmit the ApMs is at the start of the reeption

of the inoming aperiodi telegram, while the reading of the aperiodi

message is made only at the end of the reeption of the entire frame

at the master, implies that all ApM deadlines must be deremented

by an amount A = Tet + Tec − Tap (also represented in Figure 2.4

by pq+ c). In onlusion, the demand bound funtion [39℄, whih in

this ase is the largest possible number of ApMs with arrival properly

translated to the referene time at the master and deadline within an

interval of length t, is given by the following expression:

n
∑

i=1

max

(

0,

⌊

t− (Di −∆πi
− A)

Ti

⌋

+ 1

)

(2.9)

Sine the minimum possible number of aperiodi telegrams avail-

able in any interval of length t is represented by s(t), then Condi-

tion (2.8) holds, beause EDF an shedule any task set for whih

the demand bound funtion does not exeed the available resoure

for all t ≥ 0. Hene, the Theorem is proved.

Condition (2.8) also implies the neessary ondition

n
∑

i=1

1

Ti

≤
p

P
(2.10)

whih is equivalent to the lassi neessary ondition of a non-overloaded

proessor in CPU sheduling problems.

Theorem 1 provides a test whih is not pratial. In the next

Lemma, following the idea by Baruah et al [40℄, we redue the set in

whih the inequality of (2.8) needs to be tested to a �nite one.

Lemma 1. A set of n aperiodi messages (ApMs), eah one triggered

by events with minimum interarrival time Ti are guaranteed to be re-

eived at the master within Di from their release time when sheduled
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by EDF, if:

n
∑

i=1

1

Ti

<
p

P
(2.11)

and

∀t ∈ D,

n
∑

i=1

max

(

0,

⌊

t− φi

Ti

⌋)

≤ s(t) (2.12)

with

φi = Di −∆πi
−A− Ti (2.13)

L∗ = max
ℓ=0,...,n

p

P
(P − (p− 1)S)−

∑ℓ

i=1
φi

Ti

p

P
−
∑ℓ

i=1
1
Ti

(2.14)

D = {d : d = φi + kTi, i = 1, . . . , n, k ∈ N, d < L∗}, (2.15)

and assuming that ApMs are sorted by an inreasing value of φi.

Proof. We observe that s(t) of (2.2) an be lower bounded as follows

s(t) ≥

p
∑

j=1

(

t + (j − 1)S

P
− 1

)

=
p

P
(t− P )+

S

P

p
∑

j=1

(j − 1)

=
p

P
(t− P ) +

S

P
p(p− 1) =

p

P
(t− (P − (p− 1)S)).

The left-hand side (LHS) of (2.8), whih we denote for simpliity

dbf(t) to reall the demand bound funtion of EDF sheduling [39℄,

an be upper bounded as follows

dbf(t) ≤
n

∑

i=1

max

(

0,
t− φi

Ti

)

= max
ℓ=0,...,n

ℓ
∑

i=1

t− φi

Ti

,

sine the ordering φ1 ≤ φ2 ≤ . . . ≤ φn holds. From the lower bound

of s(t) and the upper bound of dbt(t), it follows that dbt(t) ≤ s(t)
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for all t satisfying the next ondition

dbf(t) ≤ max
ℓ=0,...,n

ℓ
∑

i=1

t− φi

Ti

≤
p

P
(t− (P − (p− 1)S)) ≤s(t)

∀ℓ = 0, . . . , n,

ℓ
∑

i=1

t− φi

Ti

≤
p

P
(t− (P − (p− 1)S))

∀ℓ = 0, . . . , n,
p

P
(P − (p− 1)S)−

ℓ
∑

i=1

φi

Ti

≤ t(
p

P
−

ℓ
∑

i=1

1

Ti

)

∀ℓ = 0, . . . , n, t ≥

p

P
(P − (p− 1)S)−

∑ℓ
i=1

φi

Ti

p

P
−
∑ℓ

i=1
1
Ti

t ≥ max
ℓ=0,...,n

p

P
(P − (p− 1)S)−

∑ℓ
i=1

φi

Ti

p

P
−
∑ℓ

i=1
1
Ti

= L∗.

Note that dividing LHS and right-hand side (RHS) by

p

P
−
∑ℓ

i=1
1
Ti
is

possible, thanks to the hypothesis of (2.10).

Then ∀t ≥ L∗
is always dbf(t) ≤ s(t). If, instead, t < L∗

the

ondition (2.8) needs to be expliitly heked. However, it is su�ient

to hek it only at the disontinuity of the LHS, whih are the absolute

deadlines of all ApMs not larger than L∗
, all ontained in D.

2.3 Simulative assessments

2.3.1 Simulation Model Assessment

To assess the performane of the proposed approah, a suitable sim-

ulation model was developed using the OMNeT++ framework. In

the simulation model two kinds of nodes are implemented, i.e., the

EtherCAT Master and the EtherCAT Slave. The EtherCAT Mas-

ter is omposed of a MasterDLL module and a MasterPHY module.

The �rst module periodially generates Ethernet frames and ollets

statistis. The MasterPHY transmits the frame in one-byte long
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pakets and transmits eah byte every 0.08µs (i.e., the byte time of
the 100Mb/s Ethernet). In this way, the timing of the simulation

model is ompliant with that of the EtherCAT standard. The Ether-

CAT Slave module provides several funtionalities. Among them, the

EtherCAT DLL, whih supports both the periodi telegrams foreseen

by the standard and the aperiodi telegrams of the proposed Priority-

driven swapping approah, the forwarding mehanisms for inoming

pakets, the read/write and management funtions of the ApMs loal

queue, and the slave Appliation layer.

The simulation model was assessed by omparing the EtherCAT

timing parameters alulated as in Set. 2.2 with those obtained in

the simulation. In partiular, for the simulations, a typial networked

ontrol system for motion ontrol was simulated. The system onsists

of one ontroller (the master), 5 devies (the slaves), 6 joints and 4

wheels. Three slaves are in harge of 2 axes eah, and the other two

slaves manage 4 wheels (2 wheels for eah slave). For the joint ontrol

48-byte data is ylially exhanged with a period of 50µs, a realisti
value for these appliations [41℄. The wheels are ontrolled in an

event-triggered way, so the tra� is sporadi (i.e., haraterized by

a minimum interarrival time). The data transmission period for the

wheel ontrol is 500µs [42℄ and data size at the appliation layer is 32
bytes. The wheel ontrol tra� is randomly generated between 500µs
and 1000µs using a uniform distribution. The relative deadline Di

is hosen equal to the minimum interarrival time (i.e., 500µs). The
slaves may also transmit event noti�ation messages haraterized by

Ti = 1000µs andDi = 1000µs. The distane between two onseutive
network nodes is 2m, so the overall distane overed by the Ethernet

frames is 20m. The relevant simulation parameters and timing are

summarized in Table 2.3.

In the simulation, the slaves 1 and 2 manage the wheels, while

the slaves 4,5, and 6 are in harge of the 6 joints. Table 2.4 shows

the ApMs parameters. An ApM set indiates the ApMs with the

same interarrival time Ti and the same relative deadline Di, and ∆k

is the delay from the reeption of a frame at slave k to the reeption
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Table 2.3: Simulation I - Network parameters and timings

Net. params Value/range

Tsv 1µs

Tpr 50ns

Tc 46.33µs

P 41.28µs

A 3.84µs

p 1

Payload size of an aperiodi telegram 44 bytes

Number of periodi telegrams 7

Payload size of a periodi telegram 48 bytes

of the same frame at the master (as de�ned in Table 2.2). With

these parameters, the onditions of Lemma 1 are met. Therefore, the

sheduling of the ApM set is feasible.

Table 2.4: Sporadi Tra� parameters of simulation I

ApMs Set Slave πi Ti Di ∆k

1 1 500µs 500µs 5.040µs

1 2 500µs 500µs 4.030µs

2 1 1000µs 1000µs 5.040µs

2 2 1000µs 1000µs 4.030µs

2 3 1000µs 1000µs 3.020µs

2 4 1000µs 1000µs 2.010µs

2 5 1000µs 1000µs 1.000µs

A simulation run of 10s, orresponding to a generation of about

20000 ApMs, was performed and simulations were repeated 5 times

varying the seed of the random generators. The alulated yle time

is 46.33µs as required from the appliation. Results show that the

response time values obtained by the simulation math the ones al-

ulated using the analysis desribed in Setion 2.2. In Figure 2.6 the

Cumulative Perentage Distribution of the message response times,

de�ned as the perentage of ApMs with the response time lower than

a given response time value (i.e., the value of x-axis), is drawn.
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Figure 2.6: Cumulative Perentage Distribution of the ApM Re-

sponse Times.

This orresponds to the results of the analysis that proved the

feasibility of the onsidered ApM set (i.e., that the ApM response

times are always lower than their relative deadlines) in the addressed

senario. The same simulation was performed using stati priorities.

Results also math with the values obtained with the analysis in

Set. 2.2.3.

2.3.2 Cyle Time assessment

To assess the yle times whih an be reahed using the proposed

approah and to ompare it with the standard EtherCAT, a set of

simulations were performed. The goal of these simulations is to �nd

the minimum number of aperiodi telegrams required to transmit the

ApMs while maintaining the Deadline Miss Ratio (DMR) (i.e., the

number of deadline misses over the number of generated ApMs) lower

than 0.1%.

Eah slave generated ApMs with three di�erent priorities (or

deadlines in the ase of EDF sheduling). ApMs were generated with

exponentially distributed random generation periods with a given

mean (λ), while the ApMs deadlines were uniformly distributed. Ta-
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ble 2.5 shows the simulation parameters. Lambda is given as an

interval beause for eah simulation run di�erent lambda values were

used. This hoie was made in order to evaluate the protool perfor-

mane with varying mean generation periods.

To have realisti frame sizes, 20 periodi telegrams were transmit-

ted, in addition to the aperiodi telegrams, every yle. This entails

an inrease of 70.4µs in the yle time. Eah simulation run was

repeated 5 times varying the seed. In eah simulation the simulated

time was hosen to ollet statistis over 50000 ApMs.

Table 2.5: Parameters of Simulation II

Parameters Values/Range

Number of slaves 10

Number of periodi telegrams 20

Payload size of a periodi telegram 32 bytes

Number of aperiodi telegrams (p) from 1 to 8

Payload size of an aperiodi telegram 32 bytes

ApMs deadlines 300µs, 600µs, 900µs

λ from 186µs to 1515µs

Repetitions 5 repetitions varying the seed

Inreasing the number of aperiodi telegrams embedded in the

EtherCAT frame entails an inrease in the yle time. For the simu-

lated senario, the yle time values as a funtion of the number of

aperiodi telegrams are shown in Table 2.6.

Table 2.6: Cyle Time as a funtion of the number of aperiodi tele-

grams in the EtherCAT frame

p Tc p Tc

1 87.62µs 5 101.70µs

2 91.14µs 6 105.22µs

3 94.66µs 7 108.74µs

4 98.18µs 8 112.26µs

Figure 2.7 ompares the simulation results obtained by the stan-

dard EtherCAT, the Priority-driven Swapping with dynami priori-
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ties (PdS-EDF), and the Priority-driven Swapping with stati prior-

ities (PdS-SP).
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Figure 2.7: Cyle Time vs. Mean ApM Generation Rate

In the EtherCAT standard simulation, one periodi telegram with

20 bytes of payload is transmitted by eah slave, so the yle time is

onstant in Figure 2.7 (i.e., 109.70µs). Conversely, in the PdS-EDF

and in the PdS-SP the yle time varies as a funtion of the ape-

riodi workload. This is an advantage of the two mehanisms here

proposed over the EtherCAT standard. In fat, while the latter pro-

vides a onstant yle time, that is higher than 109 us in Figure 2.7,

independently of the atual aperiodi workload, the two Priority-

driven Swapping approahes obtain a yle time that depends on the

aperiodi workload. As a result, under low aperiodi workloads, the

yle time is also low. As shown in Figure 2.7, the two Priority-driven

Swapping approahes experiene a yle time value omparable with

that of the EtherCAT standard only under a high aperiodi workload,

i.e., 53700 aperiodi messages per seond. The Priority-driven Swap-

ping (PdS) shows the same trend with both stati (PdS-SP) and dy-

nami priorities (PdS-EDF), with the di�erene that with the same

number of aperiodi telegrams embedded in one EtherCAT frame,

and so with the same yle time, the PdS-EDF supports a higher

generation rate for aperiodi real-time messages than the PdS-SP.

This is beause in the PdS-SP the low-priority messages experiene
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longer delays due to the interferene from the messages with higher

priority. We highlight that in both the Priority-driven Swapping ap-

proahes the number of ApMs in the slave queue is always lower

than 10 ApMs, so the loal queues were never saturated. Summariz-

ing, the Priority-driven Swapping o�ers better performane than the

EtherCAT standard in terms of redution of the yle time for the

aperiodi tra�.

2.3.3 Comparison with the CAN-Like

In this simulation a omparison between the Priority-driven Swap-

ping with another approah proposed in the literature [26℄, here alled

�CAN-Like�, is performed. In partiular, the response times in a de-

�ned senario are ompared.

In the CAN-Like an aperiodi telegram, alled MARB, is em-

bedded in the EtherCAT frame. Slaves transmit aperiodi messages

in the MARB using a �bytewise� arbitration (similar to the CAN

protool). The CAN-Like approah allows the possibility to transmit

multiple aperiodi messages in a MARB (but only one for eah slave).

Moreover, as the CAN-Like does not provide any swapping meha-

nism, it requires an additional telegram to inform the slaves about

the reeived messages (i.e., the MDBT Telegram). So, if the slave

messages are reeived by the master, then the slaves an remove the

pending messages from their loal queue. This prevents the master

from embedding multiple MARBs in the same EtherCAT frame and

also prevents the slaves from transmitting multiple aperiodi mes-

sages within a single MARB.

In order to ompare the two protools a network with 10 slaves

was simulated. Eah slave generates aperiodi messages aording

to an exponential distribution with mean λ. A simulation was per-

formed using stati priorities. The priority of eah message was as-

signed randomly with a uniform distribution between three ranges,

as shown in Table 2.7. As the CAN-Like approah does not provide

the possibility to generate messages with the same priorities (as the
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priority identi�es the message), the index of eah slave is subtrated

to the priority, so di�erent slaves generate messages with di�erent

priority (e.g., slave 10 subtrats 10 to the priority of its messages).

The same assignment has been used for the Priority-driven Swap-

ping here proposed. In Table 2.7 the parameters of this simulation

are shown.

Table 2.7: Parameters of Simulation III

Parameters Values/Range

Number of slaves 10

Number of periodi teleg. 20

Payload size (periodi teleg.) 32 bytes

Number of aperiodi teleg. (p) 4 (PdS), 1 (CAN-Like)

Payload size (aperiodi teleg.) 32 bytes (PdS), 50 bytes (CAN-Like)

Repetitions 5 repetitions varying the seed

λ 1162µs (i.e., 8600 messages/s)

Aperiodi message priorities High:[600, 609]µs,
Medium:[900, 909] µs,
Low:[1200, 1209] µs

A tuning of the MARB length (for CAN-Like) and of the number

of aperiodi telegrams (for PdS) was performed in order to hoose

the best simulation parameters regarding the response times. For the

CAN-Like a MARB of 50 bytes was set, so that 2 aperiodi messages

per yle an be transmitted (inreasing the MARB size does not

result in better performane). The mean generation period for the

aperiodi messages is 1162µs, whih orresponds to a workload of

8600 messages/s, so as not to saturate the network. The Cumulative

Perentage Distribution of response times is shown in Figure 2.8.

Taking into aount 80% of the aperiodi messages, the Priority-

driven Swapping (PdS) obtains response times lower than 100µs,
while the response times obtained by the CAN-Like are higher than

100µs, but remain lower than 200µs. Considering the whole set of

messages, the maximum response time for the highest priority mes-

sages is 214µs for the PdS and 532µs for the CAN-Like, while the

maximum response time for the lowest priority messages is 406µs for
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the PdS and 879µs for the CAN-Like. The Priority-driven Swapping
provides lower response time than the CAN-Like thanks to the apa-

bility for the same slave to transmit multiple aperiodi telegrams in

the same EtherCAT frame.

2.4 Conlusions

In this work a Priority-driven swapping mehanism to deal with

the problem of providing support for aperiodi real-time tra� over

EtherCAT networks was presented. The proposed mehanism pro-

vides the possibility for slaves to transmit aperiodi real-time mes-

sages under stati and dynami priorities, respetively, while main-

taining the ompatibility with the EtherCAT standard. The pro-

posed approah is suitable for event-triggered ontrol appliations, as

the aperiodi messages an be transmitted while maintaining short

yle times (i.e., in the order of 100µs). This work proposed a general
analysis for the Priority-driven sheduling based on response times

whih an be used to assess the feasibility of a stati priority mes-

sage set. As far as dynami priorities are onerned, the ase of EDF

sheduling was analytially assessed and the relevant shedulability
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onditions were derived. An extensive simulative assessments per-

formed through the OMNeT++ framework is also provided. Future

works will address the possibility to embed multiple ApMs within a

single aperiodi telegram so as to further redue the yle time.
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Chapter 3

Simulative assessments of the

IEEE 802.15.4e DSME and

TSCH protools

Industrial Wireless Sensor Networks (IWSN) onsist of a number of

sensor devies that gather data from the physial environment and

send it to ontrollers. IWSNs are found in many appliation do-

mains, suh as fatory automation, distributed proess ontrol, real-

time monitoring, and so on. Typial requirements for IWSNs are low

lateny, robustness and determinism for transmission of small-size

pakets [43,44℄. In reent years, many standard protools to support

IWSNs in di�erent appliation domains, i.e., WirelessHART [45℄,

ISA100.11a [46℄, Bluetooth [47℄, IEEE 802.15.4e [48℄ appeared and

were evaluated in di�erent industrial automation senarios [49�55℄.

The IEEE 802.15.4 [56℄ standard proved to be unable to address

the typial industrial appliation requirements. For this reason, in

2012, an amendment was introdued, i.e., the IEEE 802.15.4e stan-

dard, whih o�ers new MAC-layer pro�les that are optimized for sev-

eral typial automation domain, inluding proess automation. The

IEEE 802.15.4e standard presents three pro�les, i.e., the Low Lateny

Deterministi Network (LLDN), the Deterministi and Synhronous
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Multi-hannel Extension (DSME) and the Time Slotted Channel

Hopping (TSCH). In [48℄ a set of referene appliation domains is

de�ned for eah pro�le. LLDN targets very low-lateny appliations,

suh as those ommonly found in robotis, automotive manufatur-

ing and milling mahines. DSME is designed for industrial, ommer-

ial and healthare appliations, suh as proess automation, smart

metering, and telemediine. TSCH is intended for proess automa-

tion appliations. Both the DSME and the TSCH are suitable for

proess automation appliations. Unlike other industrial protools

(e.g., WirelessHART and ISA100.11a), the protools de�ned in the

IEEE 802.15.4e amendment [48℄ are interoperable with the original

IEEE 802.15.4 standard [56℄, while they provide the real-time behav-

ior required for industrial appliations. For this reason, this hapter

fouses on these two pro�les with a twofold aim. First, to assess

their behavior in realisti proess automation senarios, highlighting

their strong and weak points. Seond, to ompare their performane

in terms of delay, reliability and salability. One goal of the work

is identifying whih of the two protools is the best hoie in given

operating senarios based on some parameters suh as, the number

of nodes, the hannel noise, and so on. Moreover, the hapter also

intends to highlight the limits of those protools, thus paving the way

to the design of novel approahes able to solve them.

This hapter is organized as follows. Setion 3.1 presents related

work, while Setion 3.2 provides an overview of the pro�les de�ned

in the IEEE 802.15.4e amendment. Setion 3.3 desribes the realisti

appliation senarios and presents and disuss the results obtained.

Finally, Setion 3.4 gives the onlusions and outlines future work.

3.1 Related Work

The IEEE 802.15.4e [48℄ amendment provides support to apply the

IEEE 802.15.4 standard to appliation domains that require spei�

properties, suh as reliability, low lateny and salability. Several
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works in the literature deal with the IEEE 802.15.4e, but most of

them fous on only one of the three pro�les provided in the amend-

ment [48℄. In [43℄ the performane of the LLDN protool are evalu-

ated in a simple senario and an extension of the standard retransmis-

sion mode is also presented. The work onsiders the LLDN protool

only. In [57℄ a simulative assessment of an improved version of the

IEEE 802.15.4 standard is presented. Although in the paper suh an

extension is alled IEEE 802.15.4e protool, it is just an early ver-

sion of the LLDN protool. The works in [58℄ and [59℄ propose some

improvements to the LLDN protool. The �rst one suggests to use re-

dundant transmissions in IEEE 802.15.4e network to redue the e�et

of paket loss. The seond provides a two-level network in whih sev-

eral sub-networks operate at the same time on di�erent hannels, thus

enhaning the LLDN salability. In [60℄ the performane, in terms of

paket delivery ratio and delay, of the DSME are evaluated through

simulations for a wireless hospital room senario. As in the amend-

ment [48℄ e-health and patient monitoring are mentioned as referene

appliations for the DSME protool, suh senarios are not suitable

for a omparative evaluation between the DSME and the other two

pro�les desribed in the standard [48℄. In [61℄ the performane of

the DSME protool in the presene of IEEE 802.11 interferene are

assessed. The outome is that the DSME protool is more reliable,

under WLAN interferene, than the IEEE 802.15.4. In [62℄ and [63℄

the performane of DSME are ompared, through simulations, to

those of the IEEE 802.15.4 protool, in terms of energy onsumption

and throughput, respetively. In [62℄ a novel energy e�ient imple-

mentation of the DSME protool (alled ELPIDA) is presented and

ompared with the native DSME approah and the IEEE 802.15.4

protool. The results proved that the power onsumption of DSME

or ELPIDA is always lower than that of the IEEE 802.15.4 protool.

Although the hosen simulation senario of [62℄ and [63℄ is typial of

a proess automation appliations, and so also TSCH protool would

have been a suitable andidate, both works do not address ompara-

tive assessment with the TSCH. The fous of the work in [64℄ is the
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formation proess of TSCH networks, espeially as far as the joining

time (i.e., the total time taken by a new node to join the network) is

onerned, but nothing is said about the DSME and LLDN. In the

work it is proved that using more hannel o�sets signi�antly redues

the joining time, but may be bene�ial only when the network den-

sity is extremely high. In [65℄ the advantages o�ered by the TSCH

protool are ompared to the features provided by the WirelessHART

standard, while in [66℄ the performane of oordinated sampled lis-

tening (CSL), whih is a feature presented in [48℄ that foresees that

a transmitter node sends wakeup frames before sending a data, are

investigated and ompared to that of TSCH.

Comparing with related works, this work provides a twofold on-

tribution. First, a performane evaluation of the DSME and TSCH

protools under a realisti proess automation senario based on [44℄

and [67℄, with the aim of addressing both salability and reliability.

In partiular, we assessed the e�et of retransmissions on the end-

to-end delay of the two protools and their reliability under di�erent

hannel propagation parameters. Moreover, salability was assessed

evaluating the impat on the end-to-end delay of inreasing the num-

ber of network nodes. Seond, a omparative evaluation of the two

protools to highlight the strengths and the weaknesses of eah of

them. To the best of our knowledge there is no previous work that

presents a omparative assessments of the DSME and the TSCH pro-

tools in a realisti proess automation senario. The LLDN is not

addressed in this work beause, as spei�ed in [48℄, it is not designed

for proess automation appliations.

3.2 Overview of the 802.15.4e standard

In this Setion an overview of the IEEE 802.15.4e amendment is

presented. About the LLDN protool just a brief introdution is

provided, as this work fouses in on the TSCH and DSME protools

only.
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3.2.1 Low Lateny Determinist Network (LLDN)

The IEEE 802.15.4e-LLDN protool is spei�ally devised for indus-

trial appliations requiring low lateny, suh as those found in man-

ufaturing, in robotis, et. Aording to the LLDN pro�le, time is

divided in superframes (SFs), that repeat one after the other in a

regular way. A SF onsists of several timeslots and eah node has

assigned one or multiple timeslots in whih it is allowed to transmit.

Eah timeslot is large enough to aommodate the transmission of one

paket. The LLDN protool provides a star topology in whih nodes

transmit using a Time Division Multiple Aess (TDMA) mehanism.

Aording to the LLDN protool the network is managed by the PAN

oordinator, whih is responsible for the network on�guration and

node synhronization.

3.2.2 Deterministi and Synhronous Multi-hannel

Extension (DSME) protool

The IEEE 802.15.4e-DSME protool [48℄ is designed for meshed net-

works and allows for a very e�ient alloation of the available re-

soures by exploiting both time and frequeny multiplexing. The

DSME extends to 15 the number of Guaranteed Time Slots (GTS)

per superframe that was provided by the IEEE 802.15.4. One addi-

tional slot is used for sending the beaon frame.

The medium aess is based on a spei� time struture, alled

multi-superframe (multi-SF). Eah multi-SF onsists of a set of SFs

and eah SF onsists of several onseutive timeslots. Eah SF is

omposed of three parts: a) An Enhaned Beaon (EB); b) The

Contention Aess Period (CAP), ) The Contention-Free Period

(CFP). During the CAP, that is made up of at most 8 timeslots in

whih monitoring periodi data, urgent or non-periodi data an be

sent, the network devies ompete for hannel aess using a slotted

CSMA/CA. The CAP is mandatory just for the �rst SF in a multi-

SF. In fat, the CAP redution �ag an be enabled to allow all the
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superframes (but the �rst one) to skip the CAP. A beaon timeslot

is sheduled at the beginning of eah SF. Suh a timeslot is used by

the PAN oordinator to send the beaon frame in the �rst SF only.

The other beaon timeslots are used by the other nodes that expet

to reeive pakets, i.e., oordinator nodes.

The CFP is made up of a set of multi-hannel GTS (alled DSME-

GTSs), whih are used for ommuniation between two devies and

are haraterized by pair-wise assignments of hannels and time slots.

The CFP follows immediately after the CAP and extends to the end

of the superframe. A devie in a DSME network an play one of the

roles of PAN oordinator, oordinator or end node.

• The PAN oordinator usually is the sink node of the network

and sends EB every beaon interval (BI). There is one PAN

oordinator for eah network. The EB sent by the PAN oordi-

nator ontains a spei� DSME PAN desriptor, whih inludes

information about time (to synhronize the network nodes),

hannel hopping and timeslots.

• The oordinator is the sink node for some of the network nodes.

A oordinator sends a beaon at least one per multi-SF, in the

beaon slot, in order to delare its presene in the network.

It ats as a relay for the nodes that annot reah the PAN

oordinator diretly. In the same network multiple oordinators

nodes are allowed.

• End nodes produe data and send it to the relevant oordina-

tor (or to the PAN oordinator, if it is lose enough). After

reeiving a beaon, an end node an ompete for transmitting

the data during the CAP or ask for a DSME-GTS.

The duration of the SFs and the struture of the multi-SF depends

on the following parameters:

• The MultiSuperframe Order (MO), whih desribes the multi-

SF length.
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• The Beaon Order (BO), whih indiates the number of SFs

any oordinator has to wait to transmit a beaon.

• The Superframe Order (SO), whih represents the length of the

ative portion of the superframe, whih is equal to the super-

frame length as the standard [48℄ does not foresee an inative

portion in the SF.

• Beaon Interval (BI), whih is the time interval between two

onseutive Enhaned Beaon frames sent by the PAN oordi-

nator.

The number of superframes in a multi-SF is given by formula (3.1):

numberOfsuperframes = 2(MO−SO). (3.1)

The number of multi-superframes in a beaon interval an be ob-

tained as in formula (3.2):

numberOfMultisuperframes = 2(BO−MO). (3.2)

The superframe duration (SD), in symbols (in the 2.45GHz PHY

Layer the standard spei�es that 62500 QPSK-symbols per seond

are transmitted), is given in formula (3.3):

SD = aBaseSuperframeDuration ∗ 2SO (3.3)

where aBaseSuperframeDuration is the number of symbols forming
a superframe when SO is equal to 0. The multi-superframe duration

(MD), in symbols, is given in formula (3.4):

MD = aBaseSuperframeDuration ∗ 2MO. (3.4)

The BI duration, in symbols, is shown in formula (3.5):

BI = aBaseSuperframeDuration ∗ 2BO. (3.5)
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Figure 3.1: The DSME multi-SF struture shown in the IEEE

802.15.4e [48℄.

The value of MO, SO, and superframe duration, SD, are related

as in formula (3.6):

0 ≤ SO ≤ BO ≤ 14. (3.6)

In Figure 3.1 the struture of two onseutive multi-SFs, seen from

the perspetive of two generi oordinator devies, named Devie 1

and Devie2, is shown. The Devie2 reeives the EB during the

beaon timeslot in the �rst SF and then is able to send an EB itself

during the beaon timeslot in the third SF. During a BI, multiple

multi-SFs an be sheduled. The multi-SF struture is de�ned by

the oordinators, whih periodially transmit an EB with the DSME

PAN desriptor.

The DSME implements hannel hopping. The series of hannels

used at eah slot is referred as the hopping sequene. The transmitter

swithes to the hannel used by the reeiver in order to send a data

frame. If the reeiver suessfully reeives the data frame, it sends

an aknowledgement frame (ACK) to the transmitter on the same

hannel. Group ACK are also foreseen by the standard, as follows.

A oordinator alloates two timeslots for aknowledgement purposes.

The �rst, here alled TACK1, is used to aknowledge all the data

frames reeived from the �rst GTS in the superframe to the TACK1

timeslot, while the seond, alled TACK2, is used to aknowledge

all the data frames reeived after the TACK1 frame, but before the
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transmission of the TACK2 frame.

The maximum number of devies that an at as a reeiver, in-

luding the PAN oordinator, is given by the total number of SFs in

the Beaon Interval (BI), orresponding to the number of available

beaon slots.

3.2.3 Time Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH)

The IEEE 802.15.4e-TSCH is suitable for multi-hop networks where

multi-hannel ommuniation allows for an e�ient use of the avail-

able resoures [64℄. Nodes synhronize periodially, on a periodi SF

that onsists of a sequene of ontiguous timeslots. In eah timeslot a

node is allowed to send a maximum-size data frame and reeives the

relevant aknowledgement (ACK). In order for the PAN oordinator

to advertise the presene of the network, an Enhaned Beaon (EB)

is sent. The kind of information ontained in the EB is the same as

the one in the EB of the DSME, desribed in the previous subsetion.

In a TSCH network, the superframe onept is replaed with

that of slotframe. The slotframe ontains either ontention-based

or ontention-free timeslots. The main di�erene between the slot-

frame and the superframe is that the network nodes are supposed

to share a ommon notion of time, so the slotframe automatially

repeats without requiring beaon frames to initiate ommuniations.

The timeslots assignment to the devies within the slotframe may

initially be ommuniated through a beaon, but usually they are

on�gured by the higher network layers when the devie joins the

network. In Fig. 3.2 an example of TSCH slotframe struture is

shown. In this example, among the �ve timeslots of eah slotframe,

only three are assigned, to node A, B and C respetively, while the

remaining two timeslots are empty.

In TSCH all the transmissions are diret. If a single transmission

attempt fails or the ACK is not reeived within a prede�ned time-

out, the data frame is deferred to the next time slot assigned to the

same <sender, destination> pair of nodes. The devie an retry data
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timeslot

slotframe

A B C -- - A B C - - A B C - -

timeslots

Figure 3.2: The TSCH slotframe struture.

transmission and waits for the ACK up to a given maximum number

of times.

The TSCH ombines time slotted aess with multi-hannel trans-

mission and hannel hopping apabilities. The hopping sequene is

de�ned by an ID, the sequene length and an ordered list of hannels.

This default sequene is a pseudo-random list of all the hannels avail-

able at the physial layer. A link between ommuniating devies is

represented by a pair <timeslot, hannel o�set>. Shared links are

intentionally assigned to multiple devies for transmission. This an

lead to ollisions and result in a transmission failure deteted by a

missing ACK. In order to redue the probability of repeated olli-

sions, a retransmission bako� algorithm is implemented for shared

links. This bako� algorithm has the following properties:

• The wait for a retransmission bako� applies only to the trans-

mission on shared links, there is no wait for transmission on

dediated links.

• In ase of transmission failure on a shared link, a devie ini-

tializes the bako� exponent (BE)(whih is a parameter used

for determining the bako� delay) to a given minimum, alled

macMinBE.

• The retransmission bako� is alulated in terms of the num-

ber of shared transmission links. The devie shall delay for a

random number of shared link in the range 0 to 2BE − 1 before
attempting a retransmission on a shared link.
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• For eah suessive failure on a shared link, the devie should

inrease BE, up to a given maximum value, i.e., macMaxBE.
Aording to [48℄, the value of macMaxBE for TSCH is hosen

in the range 3 to 8.

• A suessful transmission in a shared link resets the bako�

window to the minimum value.

• In dediated links, Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) may be

used to promote oexistene with other users of the radio han-

nel. In this ase, bako� delay is not foreseen.

3.3 Simulative Assessment

In this setion the simulative and omparative assessment between

TSCH and DSME is desribed. The assessment fouses on the pro-

ess automation domain. The used simulator is developed using the

OMNet++ simulation environment. The INETMANET framework

was adopted for the wireless hannel and the IEEE 802.15.4 physi-

al layer, while the MAC layers were developed from srath. The

simulation models were validated analytially by omparing the sim-

ulation timing with those analytially alulated. Following the �nd-

ings in [44℄, in a proess automation ontext the network ontains

a maximum of 50 nodes. The purpose of this assessment is to om-

pare the two protools in order to evaluate reliability, salability and

maximum delay. Note that proessing delays are exluded from the

simulations as they are implementation-dependent.

Two senarios are onsidered, alled Senario A and B, respe-

tively. Senario A is adopted to assess the reliability and delay per-

formane of the two protools, while Senario B is used to evaluate

their salability.
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3.3.1 Reliability and delay assessment

To assess both the reliability of the two protools under study and

the impat of retransmissions on the end-to-end delay, a network with

10 sensor nodes and a PAN oordinator that ats as sink node for

all the data frame sent from the sensors was simulated. Di�erent

kinds of sensors, taken from realisti senarios, are onsidered. For

monitoring appliations, there are pressure (PS) and temperature

sensors (TS). For losed-loop ontrol, there are torque sensors (TqS)

and for interloking and ontrol there are �ow (FS) and proximity

sensors (PxS). In both protools, two sensor nodes have a twofold role:

they at as sensor nodes, sending data to the PAN oordinator, and

as oordinator nodes, olleting data from other sensors that annot

reah the PAN oordinator diretly and forwarding them to the PAN

oordinator in a multihop way. In both simulations a single possible

retransmission for eah message is assumed. Nodes are plaed in a

sensing area of 50 x 50 meters. Both the PAN oordinator and the

relay nodes are plaed in the sensing area to be in the range of the

sensor nodes that are diretly onneted to them, while the sensor

nodes are randomly plaed following a uniform distribution. The

network data rate is 250 Kbps.

Table 3.1 shows the tra� haraterization. The �rst olumn

shows the sensor name, whih inludes the sensor type, so the PS-1

node is the �rst pressure sensor, the TS-1 is the �rst temperature

sensor and so on. The seond olumn shows the payload at the

appliation layer in bytes, while in the third olumn the period at

whih the data are sent by the relevant sensor node is shown. The

last olumn shows the magnitude order of the maximum delay allowed

by the relevant appliation.

In this simulation the Paket Loss Ratio (PLR) and the End-to-

End Delay (E2ED) are assessed.

The PLR is de�ned as the number of lost or orrupted messages

over the overall number of messages transmitted by the sensors nodes
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Table 3.1: Tra� haraterization

Sensor Nodes Payload Period Delay

Monitoring and supervision

PS-1 50 bytes 1 s ms

TS-1 40 bytes 5 s s

Closed loop ontrol

TqS-1 50 bytes 200 ms ms

TqS-2 50 bytes 200 ms ms

TqS-3 50 bytes 500 ms ms

Interloking and ontrol

FS-1 50 bytes 250 ms ms

FS-2 50 bytes 250 ms ms

FS-3 50 bytes 500 ms ms

PxS-1 25 bytes 150 ms ms

PxS-2 25 bytes 250 ms ms

(at the appliation layer). The PLR is alulated as in Formula (3.7)

PLR =

(

1−
NumRxMessages

NumTxMessages

)

× 100 (3.7)

where NumRxMessages is the number of messages orretly reeived,

while NumTxMessages is the overall number of messages transmitted

by the sensor nodes.

The E2ED is the time a messages takes from its generation in

the soure appliation to its arrival in the sink appliation. It is

alulated as in Formula (3.8)

E2ED = ArrivalT ime−GenT ime. (3.8)

In this senario the Log-normal Shadowing propagation model

is adopted. The assessment was performed with di�erent propaga-

tion parameters measured in the industrial environment in [68℄. The

adopted parameters are shown in Table 3.2, where PL(d0) is the

path loss measured over the referene distane d0, n is the path-loss

exponent and σ is the standard deviation.
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Table 3.2: Propagation Parameters

Run no. d0 PL(d0)[dB] n σ[dB]
0 15m 63.57 2.40 4.97

1 15m 63.57 2.77 5.42

2 15m 63.57 3.44 8.63

In both the DSME and TSCH networks eah node is assigned

one slot for the message transmission and one for the retransmis-

sion. Hene, the on�guration parameters were heuristially hosen

in order to obtain the lowest superframe period, while taking into

aount the above assumption. The slot position does not in�uene

the results, as simulations are repeated with di�erent random mes-

sage generation start times of the nodes and the appliation whih

generates messages is not synhronized with the superframe slots.

The radio transmission power was set to 1 mW, sensitivity is set

to -85 dBm. The simulation parameters for the DSME and TSCH

networks are shown in Table 3.3

Table 3.3: Simulation parameters

Parameter Value/Range

DSME Network

Beaon Order (BO) 4

Multisuperframe Order (MO) 3

Superframe Order (SO) 2

Group Ak enabled

CAP Redution enabled

Slot duration 3.84 ms

TSCH Network

Num. of slot in a Superframe 20

Slot duration 10 ms

Eah simulation run has a duration of 600s to ollet a signi�-

ant number of data. Moreover simulations are repeated three times

varying the seed for the random number generation, whih in�uenes

the nodes position, the appliation start times of the nodes and the
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log-normal pathloss model.

The PLR results, presented in Table 3.4, show that with the three

di�erent propagation parameters the paket loss ratio is always lower

than 0.01%. Suh a result demonstrates that the protools behave

similarly as far as reliability is onerned.

Table 3.4: Paket Loss Ratio results

Run no. PLR DSME PLR TSCH

0 0% 0%

1 0.005% 0%

2 0.01% 0.005%

Fig 3.3 shows the Cumulative Perentage Distribution (CPD) of

the end-to-end delay, de�ned as the perentage of messages with the

delay lower than a given value (i.e., the relevant x-axis value), for the

run no. 2. The results of the other runs are quite similar to these

ones.
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Figure 3.3: End-to-end delay for the run no. 2 in Table 3.2.

The results in Fig. 3.3 show that in this senario the TSCH pro-

tool provides signi�antly lower delays than the DSME protool. In

fat, 70% of messages in the TSCH simulation obtain delays lower
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than 61ms, while the same perentage of nodes in the DSME simu-

lation has end-to-end delay values lose to 90ms.

The maximum end-to-end delay (the vertial dashed lines in Fig. 3.3)

is 187ms in the TSCH simulation and 253ms in the DSME one. The

di�erene between the two maximum end-to-end delays is mainly due

to the �xed and stati multi-superframe struture of DSME, whih

presents more GTSs than those required, hene introduing a higher

delay.

The order of magnitude of these values is the same, or lower,

than the order of magnitude of the maximum delay allowed by the

appliation (Table 3.1). This on�rms that both DSME and TSCH

are suitable for proess automation, although TSCH provides lower

end-to-end delays.

Note that the stepped trend of the TSCH distribution is due to

the long timeslot duration (i.e., 10 ms).

3.3.2 Salability Assessment

To assess the salability of the two protools, a network in whih

eah sensor node periodially transmits a 70-byte message with pe-

riod equal to 500ms was deployed. The aim of this simulation is

to evaluate and ompare the delays when inreasing the number of

nodes in the network.

In both protools four sensor nodes have a twofold role. They at

as sensor nodes, sending data to the PAN oordinator, and as oor-

dinator nodes, olleting data from the sensors that annot reah the

PAN oordinator diretly and forwarding them to the PAN oordina-

tor. The messages with an end-to-end delay higher than their period

are here alled late messages.

For both the protools, the on�gurations were designed tuning

the relevant parameters (BO, SO, MO, et.) so as to avoid that

the message end-to-end delay is higher than the message generation

period.

The simulation parameters for the DSME protool are shown in
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Table 3.5. The last olumn of the Table shows the multi-superframe

duration, whih depends on the number of superframes in a multi-

superframe and on the superframe length. In all the simulations,

the DSME-GTS duration is equal to 3.84 ms. The number of su-

perframes in the multi-superframe an be inreased as a power of

two (Formula (3.1)). This, in turn, entails that the number of slots

inreases as a multiple of 16. In the DSME simulations one GTS

for data transmission is required for eah sensor node and retrans-

missions are handled in dediated slots (DSME-GTSR). Hene, eah

single node requires from one to two slots, so the higher the number of

nodes in the network, the higher the number of DSME-GTS required,

that in turn entails a higher multi-superframe duration. Suh a value

is important to understand the timings of messages. In fat, in this

senario a message is multi-hop, i.e., it is �rst transmitted from the

sensor node to a oordinator node and then to the PAN oordinator.

As a result, if the multi-superframe duration is higher than half of the

message period (i.e. 500ms), the message delay may be higher than

the message generation period. In the simulation with 50 nodes this

value is lose to half of the message period. As all the DSME-GTS

are assigned, there is no room for retransmissions. In the other ases

(i.e., with 10 and 30 nodes), the hoie to enable the group ACK is

mandatory, as the messages have to be transmitted within the multi-

superframe, otherwise they would arrive to the PAN oordinator too

late.

Table 3.5: Simulation parameters for DSME

# of nodes BO MO SO GroupACK MultiSF Period

10 4 3 2 enabled 122.88ms

30 4 3 2 enabled 122.88ms

50 5 4 2 disabled 245.76ms

The on�guration for the TSCH protool is shown in Table 3.6.

Even in this on�guration a slot is assigned to eah node, therefore

the superframe period is equal to the number of nodes multiplied

by the slot size (i.e., 10ms). Looking at Table 3.6, in the networks
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with 10 and 30 nodes the superframe periods are lower than the

sampling periods in Table 3.1. This allows message retransmissions,

as a message has a hane to be retransmitted one without being

late. On the ontrary, in the 50-nodes on�guration, if a message

is retransmitted it will interfere with the transmission of the next

messages, as in this on�guration all the slots are used. For this

reason in the 50-node on�guration retransmissions are not allowed.

Table 3.6: Simulation parameters for TSCH

#. of Nodes #. of Slots Superframe Period

10 10 100ms

30 30 300ms

50 50 500ms

The end-to-end delay results for the network with 10 nodes, 30

nodes and 50 nodes are shown in Fig. 3.4, in Fig. 3.5, and in Fig. 3.6,

respetively.
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Figure 3.4: End-to-end delay: 10 nodes.

In Fig. 3.4, the ase of a network with 10 nodes shows that the

TSCH protool performs better than the DSME. In fat 99% of mes-

sages present delays lower than 100ms, while the DSME approahes
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150ms. The maximum delay for the TSCH is lower than 200 ms,

while for the DSME is lose to 260ms.

In fat, the DSME superframe �xed struture entails a higher

delay for messages to be transmitted, as the multi-superframe grows

exponentially with the number of superframes.

Inreasing the number of nodes in the network, results start hang-

ing. In Fig. 3.5, that refers to 30 nodes, while the delay distribution

is in favor of the TSCH protool, the maximum delays, represented

by the vertial dashed lines, show that the TSCH presents a higher

maximum delay than the DSME. This is beause the TSCH does not

have slots dediated to retransmissions, thus retransmitted messages

interfere with the regular transmissions. In the ase of the DSME, the

message lateness is due to the number of retransmission slots assigned

to a oordinator, whih is hosen lower than the number of nodes on-

neted with eah oordinator (as a higher number of retransmission

slots would entail adding more superframes in the multi-superframe

thus introduing delays higher than the message periods). Hene,

the messages that need to be retransmitted will wait for the next

DSME-GTSR in the next multi-superframe.
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Figure 3.5: End-to-end delay: 30 nodes.

In the simulation with 50 nodes (in Fig. 3.6) the delays of the

DSME are lower than the TSCH ones. In partiular with the DSME,
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80% of messages experiene a delay lower than 313ms, while with the

TSCH delays are lower than 418ms.
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Figure 3.6: End-to-end delay: 50 nodes

Salability results show that the �xed-struture of DSME penal-

izes the networks in whih the number of nodes is lower than 30.

In fat, using the group ACK, retransmissions our in dediated

DSME-GTSR loated at the end of the superframe (this entails a

high number of slots and a long waiting period for regular message

transmissions) and this will entail high delays. The adoption of the

lassial ACK mehanism of the IEEE 802.15.4 is allowed, but it

is not suitable for these senarios, as retransmissions annot be a-

ommodated in the same multi-superframe (as spei�ed in the stan-

dard [48℄).

On the ontrary, if the number of nodes is higher than 30, the

DSME performs better ompared to the TSCH, as the latter pro-

vides a longer superframe period than the DSME multi-superframe

duration.

As far as salability is onerned, TSCH performs better than

DSME when the number of nodes is lower than 30, as there are no

dediated retransmission slots, so a lost message will be retransmitted

in the next available slot for the same node that failed the transmis-

sion. However, this entails that retransmitted messages will interfere
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with the regular message transmission, as in the ase of retransmis-

sion, the regular message transmission will be delayed to make room

for the retransmission. This is an advantage when the number of

nodes is low, as the superframe period is low too and there is time

left for retransmissions. When the number of nodes is higher than

30, the superframe period inreases, thus dereasing the possibility

of retransmissions.

3.4 Conlusions and future works

This work presented a performane assessment of two of the three

IEEE 802.15.4e pro�les, i.e., the DSME and TSCH. Aording to the

IEEE 802.15.4e amendment [48℄, proess automation represents the

referene appliation domain for both the pro�les. The evaluation is

performed in a realisti proess automation senario and the perfor-

mane metris are reliability, delay and salability. As far as reliabil-

ity is onerned, both protools proved to be robust towards hannel

noise. In general, TSCH o�ers better end-to-end delays than DSME.

In partiular, simulation results show that DSME perform better

than TSCH in terms of end-to-end lateny only when the number of

nodes is higher than 30. This result derives from the rigid struture

of the DSME multi-superframes, in whih the number of superframes

in multi-superframes grows as a power of 2 and the number of slots in

a superframe is equal to 16. When the number of nodes is low, suh

a struture leads to an overprovisioning of DSME-GTS that not only

a�ets the bandwidth e�ieny, as more slots than those atually

needed are used, but also determines long delays for the messages to

be transmitted. On the ontrary, when the number of nodes grows,

all the DSME-GTS in the multi-superframe are used, thus improv-

ing the bandwidth e�ieny, and the DSME delay values are better

than those of TSCH, thanks to the smaller size of the DSME slots

ompared to the TSCH ones.

Conversely, the TSCH has a more �exible slotframe struture than
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DSME, as a single timeslot an be inserted in or removed from the

superframe. However, timeslots have to be larger than in DSME,

in order to aommodate the ACK. This means that in networks

with a high number of nodes, the superframe period grows faster

in TSCH than in DSME. Moreover, another limitation is that the

IEEE 802.15.4e standard does not provide group ACK methods for

the TSCH.

Ongoing work extends this study to address possible approahes

to overome the limits of DSME or TSCH previously mentioned.

Moreover, the support provided by the two protools to event-driven

tra� will be investigated. A timing analysis of the two protools is

also in progress.
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Chapter 4

A Priority-Aware

Multihannel Adaptive

Framework for the IEEE

802.15.4e-LLDN

Industrial wireless sensor networks (IWSNs) require bounded mes-

sage lateny [69�71℄, high reliability [72�74℄, salability [75�77℄ and,

in some ases, very short yle times. As suh requirements were

not adequately addressed by the IEEE Std 802.15.4-2011, the IEEE

802.15.4e amendment [48℄ was proposed, whih de�nes three Media

Aess Control (MAC) protools, i.e., the Low Lateny Deterministi

Network (LLDN), the Deterministi and Synhronous Multi-hannel

Extension (DSME) and the Time Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH).

These protools are quite di�erent, as they target di�erent indus-

trial appliation domains. DSME �ts well general industrial applia-

tions that do not need low lateny, but require deterministi lateny,

�exibility, high reliability, e�ieny, salability, and robustness. The

TSCH instead meets the requirements of proess ontrol appliations,

while the typial appliations addressed by the LLDN are those found

in fatory automation (suh as, automotive manufaturing), in whih
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a large number of devies observe and ontrol the prodution. These

appliations, whih require very low lateny and large networks with

many sensors (even more than 100), ould not be supported by DSME

or TSCH. In fat, the DSME protool proved to be able to ahieve

low lateny (i.e., in the order of hundreds of milliseonds) by using

the Ultra Wide Band physial layer, whih operates at 850 kbps [60℄.

However, with the most ommon IEEE 802.15.4 physial layer oper-

ating at 250 kbps, low lateny is di�ult to obtain with the DSME

for two reasons. First, the DSME MAC frames have a high overhead

(as typially they are the same as the original IEEE 802.15.4 proto-

ol). Seond, the DSME provides a onstrained superframe struture

omposed of sixteen timeslots, one for the beaon and the others for

the Contention Aess and the Contention Free Period, respetively.

If more timeslots are needed, an entire superframe has to be added

in the multi-superframe and this inreases lateny. As far as the

TSCH is onerned, some assessments were reently proposed in the

literature [78℄, [79℄. In partiular, TSCH proved to be not suitable

to support appliations that require low lateny (or round-trip time)

and, more in general, appliations with fast dynamis. In fat, the

TSCH uses the lassial IEEE 802.15.4 MAC frames, whih entail a

high overhead and therefore a high yle time [78℄. Conversely, in

the LLDN low lateny transmissions are ahieved introduing MAC

frames that provide a minimum MAC overhead of 3 bytes (1 byte for

the header, 2 bytes for the FCS).

However, the LLDN protool has some limitations. First, it does

not provide any message prioritization mehanism. Seond, it su�ers

from salability problems, as the yle time (i.e., the time in whih all

nodes an transmit one) grows linearly with the number of network

nodes. Finally, LLDN does not provide mehanisms for dynami

hannel on�guration, so if the urrent hannel beomes unreliable,

there is no way to dynamially swith to another hannel. To over-

ome these limitations, this work proposes the Priority-aware Multi-

hannel Adaptive (PriMulA) framework, whih introdues in LLDN

priority-aware sheduling, multihannel ommuniation and dynami
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hannel on�guration. Thanks to the multihannel ommuniation,

PriMulA allows for an inrease in the number of nodes in the LLDN

network while minimizing the superframe augmentation. PriMulA

therefore enables the deployment of larger LLDN networks for appli-

ations requiring low lateny (e.g., round-trip time in the order of tens

of milliseonds), suh as roboti and automotive manufaturing [48℄.

PriMulA improves the network reliability providing a mehanism for

adaptive hannel seletion and blaklisting and, thanks to the intro-

dution of message priority, PriMulA avoids deadline miss. Finally,

PriMulA maintains the interoperability with LLDN standard nodes

and an be implemented on COTS devies.

The hapter is organized as follows. Set. 4.1 presents related

work, while Set. 4.2 overviews the LLDN protool. Set. 4.3 de-

sribes the PriMulA framework. Set. 4.4 presents a shedulability

analysis for real-time messages. Set. 4.5 provides omparative as-

sessments of LLDN, PriMulA and another approah, obtained through

OMNeT++ simulations. Set. 4.6 presents an implementation of

PriMulA on o�-the-shelf devies. Finally, Set. 4.7 onludes the

hapter and gives hints for future work.

4.1 Related Work

Several works in the literature present solutions to address the re-

quirements of IWSNs. Shen at al. [71℄ propose a MAC protool to

support high priority tra� over IWSNs, while Yan et al. [70℄ investi-

gate the planning of the superframe struture of slotted MAC proto-

ols. To improve salability and delays, Tung et al. [77℄ suggest mul-

tiple transeivers in a single node. This approah redues delays, as

multiple nodes an transmit at the same time, but inreases omplex-

ity and osts. Tosano and Lo Bello [80℄, [76℄ propose a multi-hannel

approah for the original IEEE 802.15.4 beaon-enabled protool with

the twofold aim of avoiding beaon ollisions and allowing multiple

devies to ommuniate at the same time in networks with multiple
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nodes. Mehanisms to enhane reliability in IWSN are proposed in

the literature [81�83℄. Dobslaw et al. [74℄ present and assess a low-

omplexity sheduling algorithm to guarantee bounded end-to-end

reliability, while Willig et al. [84℄ address relaying and the problem

of sheduling relayers and retransmission slots for periodi �ows in a

Time Division Multiple Aess (TDMA)-based network. To improve

slot e�ieny, Yang et al. [85℄ present a shared slot sheduling for re-

transmission in IWSNs. Unlike suh works, PriMulA addresses three

objetives, i.e., the ability to ope with message deadlines, reliability,

and salability, with the aim of ahieving all of them in an integrated

way. As far as LLDN is onerned, Dariz et al. [86℄ propose an en-

hanement of the LLDN to redue the yle time and handle di�erent

tra� lasses, whih provides for di�erent timeslot lengths aording

to the data to be transmitted. However, the approah has the draw-

bak of introduing heavy modi�ations in the LLDN standard. In

the IEEE 802.15.4k [87℄ standard a mehanism for the transmission

of ritial event messages, alled a Priority Channel Aess (PCA),

was spei�ed. The PCA allows nodes to transmit ritial event mes-

sages during the Contention Aess Period using a modi�ed Carrier

Sense Multiple Aess (CSMA) mehanism, whih, on average, re-

dues the bako� duration ompared to that of the plain CSMA.

However, unlike PriMulA, the PCA does not provide guarantees on

the maximum message delay. The MC-LLDN proposed by Patti et

al. [59℄ provides a two-level network, in whih a Higher Level Network

(HLN), made up of nodes that are diretly onneted to the Personal

Area Network (PAN)-Coordinator, and several sub-networks operate

at the same time on di�erent hannels. Suh an approah improves

the yle time up to 44% in a network with 100 nodes. However, the

MC-LLDN annot ope with message deadlines, as there is no way

to prioritize messages based on their di�erent temporal onstraints.

In addition, in MC-LLDN the hannels for the HLN and the sub-

networks are statially alloated. Consequently, if one suh hannel

beomes permanently unreliable (e.g., due to interferene), the rele-

vant sub-network would be unreahable or, if the a�eted hannel is
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the HLN one, the entire network would be disrupted. The PriMulA

framework is the solution for addressing all these aspets in a uni�ed

way.

4.2 LLDN: an overview

In the LLDN protool, the network time is organized in ylially

sheduled superframes made up of equally sized timeslots, as shown

in Fig. 4.1. The LLDN superframe starts with the transmission of an

BCN MD MU U1 Un GACK R1 Rn B1 Bn

management

timeslots uplink timeslots
bidirectional

timeslots

Group ack

timeslot

retransmission

timeslots

LLDN Superframe

Figure 4.1: The LLDN Superframe (redrawn version from [48℄)

.

LL-Beaon frame (BCN) from the PAN-Coordinator. The beaon is

used for synhronization purposes and ontains information about the

superframe struture and the network state (i.e., number of timeslots,

aknowledgement information, timeslot diretion, et.). The LLDN

global state an hange at any time and this information is ontained

in the beaon frame, hene, if the beaon is lost, the transmission of

the end nodes is ompromised for the entire yle. The beaon is op-

tionally followed by two management timeslots, for downlink (MD)

and uplink (MU) transmission. The MU timeslot is ontended among

the end-nodes through a CSMA mehanism. The remaining part of

the superframe ontains uplink (U) and bidiretional (B) timeslots

for data transmission. The uplink ones are used by the end-nodes

to transmit data to the PAN-Coordinator (some timeslots an also

be reserved for retransmissions (R)), while in the bidiretional ones
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both the PAN-Coordinator and the end-nodes an transmit. The sep-

arated group ak timeslot, whih provides a bitmap to aknowledge

the suessful transmissions of the urrent yle, is used. Retrans-

mission timeslots ome at the end of the uplink timeslots, as shown

in Fig. 4.1, and are not preassigned to nodes, as their assignment is

regulated by a distributed algorithm de�ned in the standard, whih

depends on the umulative ak transmitted in eah yle. On eah

yle, a node an retransmit the unaknowledged messages at most

one. The duration of a timeslot (Tts) is de�ned in [48℄ as a funtion

of the maximum expeted data payload whih an be transmitted by

a node plus the overhead introdued by the physial and the MAC

layer, as in

Tts =
(o+ n)sb+ IFSpace

symbolRate
, (4.1)

where o is the overhead (in bytes) introdued by the physial and

MAC layer, n is the maximum expeted data payload, sb is the num-
ber of symbols per byte, and IFSpace is the inter-frame spae (i.e., 12

symbols for frames shorter than 18 bytes, 40 symbols otherwise).

The number of timeslots in a superframe (N) multiplied by the

timeslot duration gives the yle time (Ts)

Ts = N × Tts. (4.2)

As in the LLDN eah node has at least one timeslot assigned, the

yle time grows linearly with the number of nodes. This inreases the

yle times in networks with a very large number of nodes. For this

reason, in [59℄ the MC-LLDN was presented. In the MC-LLDN all the

nodes in the sub-networks send data to the relevant sub-oordinator.

Eah sub-oordinator uses a single timeslot to transmit all the data

olleted from all the nodes belonging to the sub-network, therefore

the timeslot size has to be large enough to aommodate in one times-

lot all the messages generated within a sub-network. Conversely, in

PriMulA the timeslot size an be smaller, as the framework provides

the nodes with the ability to embed a on�gurable number (Ω) of
PriMulA messages in a single LL-Data frame (i.e., the standard data
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frame transmitted from the MAC layer). Combining this feature with

message priorities, the timeslot size in PriMulA is set large enough

to allow for the transmission of the Ω highest priority messages only.

The redution of the timeslot size in PriMulA shortens the yle

time, whih depends on both the number of timeslots and their size,

as shown in (4.2). As a result, when ompared with LLDN and

MC-LLDN, PriMulA an support appliations with shorter message

generation periods.

4.3 The Priority-based Multihannel-LLDN

The PriMulA framework here proposed, omparing with the standard

LLDN, aims to provide several novel features, i.e.,

• Support for meeting the message deadlines, through priority-

aware sheduling;

• Shorter yle times and improved salability, through a om-

bination of hierarhial topology, multihannel ommuniation

and message priority;

• Inreased network reliability, through dynami hannel sele-

tion.

4.3.1 Priority-aware sheduling

In PriMulA, eah node maintains at the MAC level a queue of out-

going messages ordered by priority. To e�iently support priority

sheduling, PriMulA introdues a novel message, alled a PriMulA

message, that is embedded in the payload of a standard LL-Data

frame. This message onsists of the message priority and payload.

The PRIO �eld is enoded in one byte to ahieve a good tradeo� be-

tween the number of priorities and the overhead of eah message, so

up to 256 di�erent priorities an be handled. However, a larger PRIO

�eld would not a�et the e�etiveness of the proposed approah.
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In PriMulA, messages are periodially generated by the applia-

tion, with �xed period (P). For eah message, the appliation de�nes

a lifetime, alled a relative deadline (D). D is the maximum time in-

terval, measured at the appliation layer, within whih a generated

message has to be onsumed. Both P and D of a message depend

on the supported appliation. The relative deadline an be shorter

than or equal to period, or greater than the period. PriMuLa adopts a

�xed priority assignment, whih assigns priorities to messages aord-

ing to their relative deadlines, i.e., the shorter the relative deadline,

the higher the priority.

4.3.2 Multihannel ommuniation

PriMulA provides for a hierarhial topology, as shown in Fig. 4.2,

where an HLN with three sub-networks is drawn. Node 0 is the PAN-

Figure 4.2: Example of logial topology.

Coordinator and operates on hannel Y, while Nodes 1, 2 and 3 are

sub-oordinators and operate on hannels W, G and Z, respetively.

The sub-networks work in parallel and the sub-oordinators swith

between the HLN and their sub-network in �xed timeslots. As shown

in Fig. 4.3, PriMulA provides multiple superframes, one for the HLN

and one for eah sub-network. All the superframes ontain the same
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number of timeslots and all the timeslots have the same size. In times-

lot 1, the PAN-Coordinator transmits its beaon frame to synhronize

all nodes in the HLN and Nodes 1, 2 and 3 reeive it on hannel Y.

In timeslot 2, the sub-oordinators swith to their own hannels and

transmit their beaon. In the next timeslots, the nodes transmit their

data to the relevant sub-oordinator. Eah node is allowed to trans-

mit up to Ω messages in priority order. Ω is heuristially alulated

as a tradeo� between the yle time and the estimated delay of the

messages. Ω alulation is desribed in detail afterwards in this Se-

tion. On timeslot 4, the sub-oordinator 3 swithes bak to the HLN

hannel to transmit to the PAN-Coordinator the Ω PriMulA mes-

sages with the highest priority gathered from its sub-network nodes.

On timeslots 5 and 6 the sub-oordinators 2 and 1, respetively, do

the same.

Beacon

(Node 0) MU

Node 4 Node 5 Node 6

Node 8 Node 2Node 7

Node 2 Node 1

Node 1
Beacon

(Node 1)

Beacon

(Node 2)Sub-Net 2

Sub-Net 1

HLN

Node 2

(Rx BCN)

Node 1

(Rx BCN)

1 2 3 4 5 6

Node 11 -Node 3Node 10
Beacon

(Node 3)Sub-Net 3
Node 3

(Rx BCN)

Node 3MD

Node 9

Figure 4.3: Example of superframes in the PriMulA network.

In PriMulA, the minimum number of timeslots (Nmin) that must

be provided in eah superframe to allow the periodial transmission

of all nodes but the PAN-Coordinator an be alulated as in

Nmin = maxi=0...C (EHLN + 2, Ei + 2) , (4.3)

where C is the number of sub-oordinators (hene, the number of

sub-networks), EHLN represents the number of nodes in the HLN (ex-

luding the PAN-Coordinator), while Ei is the number of nodes in the

ith sub-network (inluding the sub-oordinator). Therefore, there is
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one timeslot for eah node in the HLN, one timeslot for eah node

in the ith subnetwork and in both ases two additional timeslots are

needed, one for the beaon transmission from the PAN-Coordinator

and one for the beaon transmission from sub-oordinators, respe-

tively. Suh a formula assumes the minimal on�guration, i.e., with

no management timeslots. The number of subnetworks (C) is heuris-
tially set as a tradeo� between reliability and yle time. In fat,

a high C value limits the number of available hannels to be used if

the urrent hannel beomes unreliable, while a small C value entails

a high number of nodes per subnetwork, a high number of messages

to be handled by a sub-oordinator and, onsequently, high delays.

The number of subnetworks must be in the range [1,15℄, as the IEEE

802.15.4 Physial Layer [56℄ provides only 16 hannels and one of

them is used by the HLN. The number of nodes per subnetwork (E)
is also heuristially set. As all the superframes must have the same

length, the nodes should be evenly distributed over the subnetworks

whenever possible. The timeslot size (in seonds) is determined in

the same way as in (4.1), alulating the maximum expeted payload

for an LL-Data frame (n) as in

n = (PriMulAHdr + φ) Ω, (4.4)

where PriMulAHdr is the PriMulA message header length, φ is the

maximum expeted length of the PriMulA message payload (that

depends on the supported appliation) and Ω is the maximum number

of PriMulA messages whih an be embedded in a single LL-Data

frame. The Ω value is hosen as a tradeo� between yle time and

message delays. On one hand, Equation 4.4 shows that the timeslot

length grows with Ω, so a larger Ω entails a longer yle time. On

the other hand, a large Ω value allows to transmit more messages in

one timeslot, thus reduing the waiting times of the messages queued

in the nodes. As the standard IEEE 802.15.4 physial layer provides

for a maximum payload of 127 bytes, Ω has to be set so as to not

exeed the maximum payload allowed. Hene, ondition (4.5) must
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hold

Ω ∈ ℵ : 1 ≤ Ω ≤

⌊

127− o

(PriMulAHdr + φ)

⌋

, (4.5)

where o = 3 is the MAC overhead (in bytes) and the right-hand side

indiates the maximum number of PriMulA messages that an be

transmitted without exeeding the maximum allowed payload. One

the message generation patterns of the nodes are known, and the

number of subnetworks as well as the total number of nodes for eah

subnetwork are set, Ω is hosen as the largest value that maximizes

the throughput of the subnetwork with the heaviest load. The Ω value

has then to be fed into the timing analysis presented in Set. 4.4.

If the message set is found shedulable, the Ω value is on�rmed,

otherwise a lower value is hosen (as previously explained) and the

timing analysis is run again.

4.3.3 Dynami hannel on�guration and blak-

listing

In PriMulA, during the network on�guration, the PAN-Coordinator

assigns to eah sub-oordinator the hannel number of the relevant

sub-network. This operation omplies with the standard [48℄, that

foresees a generi Con�guration Parameters �eld in the ommand

data frame [48℄ that is exhanged during the on�guration phase. To

avoid ross-interferene [88℄ between ontiguous hannels, the PAN-

Coordinator �rst assigns to eah sub-network, starting from the HLN,

odd-numbered hannels in asending order, and then assigns the

even-numbered hannels in desending order. These steps maintain

the HLN hannel far enough from the other sub-network hannels

to redue the hane for ross-interferene. After the on�guration,

as foreseen in the LLDN standard [48℄, the network swithes to the

Online State, in whih nodes start data transmission. During this

phase, if the hannel of a sub-network beomes unreliable, the sub-

oordinator hanges its state to Con�guration State and transmits to

the PAN-Coordinator, in the uplink management timeslot, a Con�g-
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uration status frame, i.e., a standard ommand frame indiating that

a node requires to be reon�gured. Note that to detet an unreli-

able hannel and ativate the Dynami Channel Con�guration (DCC)

mehanism, any approah provided in the literature, suh as [89℄, an

be adopted. The PAN-Coordinator is aware that the node requiring

on�guration is a sub-oordinator, therefore it assigns a new hannel

(hosen from the available ones) to the sub-oordinator that required

it and blaklists the unreliable hannel. If there are no more available

hannels, the PAN-Coordinator piks up from the blaklist the least

reently blaklisted hannel and assigns it to the sub-oordinator.

As during the hannel swithing phase the end-devies of the sub-

network that is subjet to interferene do not reeive any beaon,

they swith to the disovery state. One the sub-oordinator is as-

signed a new hannel, it also swithes to the disovery state to �nd

and on�gure its sub-network nodes. The DCC mehanism here pro-

posed only involves the sub-oordinators and the PAN-Coordinator,

so it is transparent to the end-nodes and therefore is ompatible with

the normal operation of standard LLDN end-nodes.

4.4 Shedulability analysis

In PriMulA, in the general ase, eah message is sent twie, i.e., from

the end-node to the sub-oordinator and from the sub-oordinator

to the PAN-Coordinator. Eah node an generate multiple messages

belonging to di�erent �ows with di�erent (or equal) priorities. The

messages within the node are sheduled aording to their priority,

whih depends on the �ow relative deadline. If two messages have the

same priority (i.e., the same relative deadline), they are transmitted

in First-In First-Out (FIFO) order. The maximum time RTi taken

by a message of the ith PriMulA �ow sent from an end-node to arrive

to the PAN-Coordinator is alulated as

RTi = Tq1i + Tq2i + 2Txi
, (4.6)
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where Tq1i and Tq2i are the maximum queuing delays experiened by

the message in the end-node and in the sub-oordinator, respetively,

while Txi
is the message transmission time. In the ase where an end-

node is diretly onneted to the PAN-Coordinator, RTi is given by

RTi = Tq1i + Txi
.

The analysis here presented assumes no retransmissions, but it

an be extended to onsider retransmissions using the separated group

ak de�ned by the standard [48℄ and desribed in Set 4.2. The sepa-

rated group ak allows messages to be retransmitted one within the

same superframe. To alulate the WCRT in this ase, a retransmis-

sion timeslot for eah uplink timeslot has to be assumed. Moreover,

in the worst ase all the messages are retransmitted, following the

same order as the transmissions. Under these hypotheses, the anal-

ysis here presented an be applied assuming that messages will be

transmitted only in the uplink retransmissions timeslots. Table 4.1

summarizes the notations used in the hapter. The ith periodi �ow

is shedulable (i.e., all the messages of the ith �ow will arrive to the

PAN-Coordinator within their deadline) if ondition (4.7) holds

RTi ≤ Di, (4.7)

where Di is the ith �ow relative deadline. As it was explained in

Set. 4.3.1, the relative deadlines are onstraints imposed by the ap-

pliation timing. In the following, a timing analysis for alulating

Tq1i , Tq2i , and Txi
is presented.

4.4.1 Response-time analysis

First, we assume that Txi
is equal to the timeslot duration (Tts), as

the latter is on�gured to allow the omplete transmission plus the

inter-frame spae. Under this assumption, the worst ase response

time for a message of the ith �ow is given by

RTi = Tq1i + Tq2i + 2Tts. (4.8)
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Table 4.1: PriMulA notation

Symbol De�nition

RTi The maximum response time of a PriMulA message of the ith �ow.

Tq1i The maximum time that a PriMulA message of the ith �ow waits to be trans-

mitted in the end-node queue.

Tq2i The maximum time that a PriMulA message of the ith �ow waits to be trans-

mitted in the sub-oordinator queue.

Txi
The transmission time of the ith message.

Di The relative deadline of a PriMulA message in the ith �ow.

Tts The timeslot duration.

sj(t) The maximum number of messages that the jth node an transmit in the [0, t)
interval.

Ts The superframe duration or yle time.

N The number of timeslots within a superframe.

z(j) The zth timeslot assigned to the jth node.

p
(j)
z The index of the zth timeslot assigned to the jth node.

z
(j)
worst The zth timeslot assigned to the jth node, whih provides the worst ase re-

sponse time for a message if the message arrives shortly after the beginning of

this timeslot.

p
(j)
zworst

The index of the zworst timeslot assigned to the jth node.

Γj The number of timeslots assigned to the jth node in a superframe.

Ω The maximum number of PriMulA messages that a node an transmit within

a timeslot.

pΓj
The index of the last timeslot assigned to the jth node in the superframe.

Ii(t) The interferene experiened by the ith �ow due to high-priority �ows at the

time t.

Pi The period of a PriMulA message of the ith �ow.

Xi The largest number of onseutive timeslots needed to transmit a message of

the ith �ow.

w(X) The longest time a node has to wait to see X onseutive timeslots.

C The number of sub-oordinators.

E The number of nodes belonging to a sub-network.

pm The index of the timeslot assigned to the mth sub-oordinator.

LM The number of late messages.

RxM The number of reeived messages by the PAN-Coordinator.

GM The overall number of generated messages.
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To alulate Tq1 and Tq2 both the position within the superframe of

the timeslots assigned to the sender end-node and the interferene of

high-priority messages have to be onsidered.

Calulating Tq1

To determine Tq1 , the worst ase response-time (WCRT) analysis is

made alulating both the resoure availability and the worst ase for

the resoure request. In PriMulA the resoure availability for the jth
node is given by the number of timeslots in a super-frame in whih

the node an transmit, while the resoure request is the number of

timeslots needed to transmit the messages generated by the node.

The analysis here presented, whih applies to �xed priority non-

preemptive sheduling, is based on the worst ase response-time (WCRT)

analysis that was proposed by Joseph and Pandya [36℄ and extended

by Lehozky with the �busy period� approah [90℄, and on the �nd-

ings in Davis et al. [91℄. Consequently, the response times of all

messages of a �ow within a busy period have to be examined. The

busy period is de�ned as the maximum interval during whih any

message of priority lower than the priority of the ith �ow is unable

to start transmission. The busy period starts at the time ts in whih

a message with a priority higher than or equal to the one of the ith
�ow is enqueued and there are no messages with priority higher than

or equal to the ith �ow waiting to be transmitted that were queued

stritly before ts. The busy period ends at the earliest time te in

whih there are no messages of priority equal or greater than the ith
�ow waiting to be transmitted that were queued stritly before time

te. With this de�nition all the messages with the same or higher

priority than the ith �ow that were enqueued before the end of the

busy period are transmitted during the busy period [91℄.

In PriMulA the resoure availability in the interval [0,t) is alu-

lated as the maximum number of messages (sj(t)) that the jth node

an transmit in the interval [0, t). In Fig. 4.4 an example of the s(t)
funtion for a generi Node A with Ω = 2 is shown. In the Figure, at
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Figure 4.4: Example of sj(t) funtion: the s1(t).

t0 = 0 a superframe starts. From this instant, the time that the Node

A has to wait for the arrival of its �rst timeslot (z = 1), i.e., the time
interval between the start of the superframe and the time at whih

the �rst timeslot assigned to node A starts, is (pA1 −1)Tts, where p
A
1 is

the position of the �rst timeslot assigned to the Node A (i.e., pA1 = 2
in Fig. 4.4). At this time the Node A an start transmitting up to Ω
messages. Then Node A waits for its seond timeslot (z = 2) that,
in the ase of Fig. 4.4, from the beginning of the same superframe

starts at (pA2 − 1)Tts = (4− 1)Tts. Hene, Node A an transmit other

Ω messages. This pattern periodially repeats with the superframe

period Ts. Hene, sj(t) is given by

sj(t) =

Γj
∑

z=1

⌊

t+ Ts − (p
(j)
z − 1)Tts

Ts

⌋

Ω, (4.9)

where (p
(j)
z − 1)Tts is the o�set of the zth timeslot from the begin-

ning of the superframe. Therefore [t + Ts − (p
(j)
z − 1)Tts]/Ts is the

number of timeslots assigned to the jth node available in the time

interval [0, t). The �oor operator is intended to make the funtion

stepwise, as any transmission an only start at the beginning of the

orresponding timeslot. In fat, sj(t) is inreased by Ω (in Fig. 4.4,

Ω = 2) only at the beginning of eah timeslot. Finally, the summa-

tion is required to onsider all the timeslots assigned to the jth node

within a superframe. As node transmissions do not ollide with eah
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other, thanks to the TDMA mehanism, for the Tq1 alulation only

the interferene of the messages generated within the same node has

to be analyzed. The worst ase arrival time for a message of the jth
node ours when the message arrives shortly after the beginning of

the timeslot (p
(j)
zworst) that, among those assigned to node j, is the

furthest one from the next timeslot for the same node.

To alulate Tq1, the longest time (wj(X)) the jth node has to

wait to see X onseutive timeslots is alulated as

wj(X) = QTs +

(

p
(j)

⌈ (R+1)
Ω ⌉

− p(j)zworst

)

Tts, (4.10)

where Q is the quotient of the Eulidean division of X−1+(zworst ·Ω)
by ΓjΩ and R is the reminder, i.e., [X−1+(zworst ·Ω)] = QΓjΩ+R.

For instane, in the ase of Fig. 4.4, Node A has ΓA = 2, Ω = 2 and
p
(A)
zworst = 2 (i.e., z

(A)
worst = 1), so for X = 5, we have Q = 1 and R = 3.

Therefore, Node A has to wait for w(5) = Ts + (p
(A)
2 − p

(A)
1 )Tts =

Ts + (4 − 2)Tts = Ts + 2Tts. In fat, looking at the example in

Fig. 4.4, if the �rst message arrives at the beginning of timeslot 2, it

will be transmitted in timeslot 4, thus the time at whih Node A an

start transmitting its 5th message is t = Ts + 2Tts.

To apply the busy period approah. First, we alulate the num-

ber of messages of the ith �ow generated in any interval of length t,
i.e.,

Ii(t) =

⌈

t

Pi

⌉

. (4.11)

Then, we alulate the largest number (Xi) of timeslots that are

needed to transmit the ith message, whih is given by the smallest

value of Xi that satis�es

Xi = 1 +
∑

pri(h)>pri(i)

Ih(wj(Xi)) +
∑

pri(h)=pri(i)
h 6=i

1, (4.12)

where 1 is the timeslot required to transmit the message, while the

parameter (Xi) enompasses the following soures of interferene:
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• The hth higher priority messages (i.e., pri(h) > pri(i)).

• The messages with the same priority as the ith message that

ompete with it in the end-node queue (in this ase a FIFO

poliy is adopted).

Equation (4.12) has not simple solution, as the Xi term appears both

in the Left-hand-side (LHS) and in the Right-hand-side (RHS) of the

equation under the eiling operator. Thus, the alulation of Xi is

performed by the following iterations















X
(0)
i = 1

X
(k+1)
i = 1 +

∑

pri(h)>pri(i) Ih(wj(X
(k)
i ))

+
∑

pri(h)=pri(i)
h 6=i

1
. (4.13)

Iteration starts with X
(k)
i = 1, with k = 0, as the message to be

transmitted requires one timeslot. Then X
(k+1)
i is iteratively alu-

lated until the LHS is equal to the RHS, i.e., until the interferene

stops growing. Equation (4.13) is proved to onverge if the timeslots

required to transmit every message of the jth node is lower than or

equal to the number of timeslots available for the jth node [36℄. This

way, Tq1i for the ith message is alulated as Tq1i = wi(X
(k)
i ).

Calulating Tq2

To ompute Tq2, all the messages that a sub-oordinator reeives from

the nodes belonging to its sub-network plus the messages generated

by the sub-oordinator itself are onsidered. The sm(t), Ii(t) and

wm(X) funtions an be alulated using Equations (4.9), (4.11),

and (4.10), but taking into aount, instead of pj, the timeslot in-

dex (pm) of the mth sub-oordinator in the HLN superframe, as the

messages in the sub-oordinator queue are generated by all the sub-

network nodes.
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Applying the busy period approah, the largest number (Xi) of

timeslots that are needed to transmit a message of the ith �ow is

alulated as in































X
(0)
i = 1

X
(k+1)
i = 1 +

∑

pri(h)>pri(i) Ih(wj(X
(k)
i ))

+
∑

pri(h)=pri(i)
tstart(h)<tstart(i)

Ih(wj(X
(k)
i ))

+
∑

pri(h)=pri(i)
h 6=i

1

. (4.14)

The (X
(k+1)
i ) parameter enompasses the following soures of inter-

ferene:

• The messages with a higher priority than the ith message (i.e., pri(h) >
pri(i)).

• The messages with the same priority as the ith message that

are either transmitted to the sub-oordinator in the timeslots

preeding the one in whih the ith message is transmitted or

that are transmitted in the same timeslot as the ith message,

but before it (ties are broken in a FIFO way) within.

• The messages with the same priority as the ith message gener-

ated by the sub-oordinator.

This way, Tq2i for the ith message is alulated as Tq2i = wm(X
(k)
i ).

Aording to [36℄, Equation (4.14) is proved to onverge if the

number of timeslots needed to transmit all the sub-network messages

is lower than or equal to the number of timeslots available for the

relevant sub-oordinator.

4.5 Simulation Senario

This setion presents a omparative assessment, obtained through

simulations, of the LLDN, the MC-LLDN proposed in [59℄ and PriM-
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ulA. A simulation model was developed using the OMNeT++ frame-

work and the inetmanet-2.0 library. The aim is to evaluate the net-

work salability and reliability, while taking into aount the message

deadlines. The simulated PHY layer uses the DSSS O-QPSK modu-

lation and operates at 250 kbps in the 2.4 GHz frequeny band.

To assess salability two metris are de�ned. The �rst one is the

network saturation point, whih represents the maximum number of

nodes for whih ondition (4.15) is met, under the assumption that

all the nodes generate the same tra�

NumFlows
∑

i=1

1

Pi

<
E
∑

j=1

ΓjΩ

Ts

, ∀ sub-network. (4.15)

In ondition (4.15) the LHS is the maximum ahievable workload

generated in a sub-network and the RHS is the overall sub-network

throughput, whih takes into aount that eah end-node or sub-

oordinator an transmit up to ΓjΩ messages every yle time.

The seond metri is the Deadline Miss Ratio, i.e., the ratio of

the number of late messages (LM) to the overall number of messages

reeived (RxM) by the PAN-Coordinator, as in

DMR =
LM

RxM
. (4.16)

Two other metris are used for the reliability assessment. The �rst

one is the Paket Loss Ratio (PLR), de�ned as in

PLR = 1−
RxM

GM
, (4.17)

where RxM is the number of messages orretly reeived from the

PAN-Coordinator and GM is the number of messages transmitted

to the PAN-Coordinator. The seond is the reon�guration time,

whih is the time the network takes to reon�gure itself after a DCC

run. A realisti networked ontrol system senario was set up, in

whih eah node generates and periodially transmits 18-byte data
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messages. The message periods are shown in Table 4.2. In all the

simulations the relative deadline of a message is onsidered equal to

the message period. For the sake of generality, the message periods

Table 4.2: Data messages on�guration

Message ID Period P (ms)

1 100ms
2 250ms
3 450ms

are not multiple of eah other and belong to the range [100,500℄ms,

to omply with the data sampling periods that are typially found in

realisti networked ontrol system appliations [92℄.

4.5.1 Salability assessment

In this senario, eah node periodially transmits to the PAN-Coordinator

three kinds of messages. In eah run the number of nodes is in-

reased to approah the situation in whih the network workload is

higher than the maximum ahievable throughput. In this assessment

no retransmissions and errors are onsidered, as the aim here is to

ompare the salability of the three di�erent approahes, while their

reliability is dealt with in Set. 4.5.2. In the LLDN network on-

�guration, the superframe provides one timeslot for eah node and

messages are transmitted in a FIFO order. In both the MC-LLDN

and PriMulA networks, instead, there are multiple superframes. The

aim of the simulations is to provide some insight on the number of

nodes that an be supported without reahing saturation even in the

ase of deadline miss. For this reason and for the sake of salability,

in all the assessed protools the network on�guration is not based on

the worst ase analysis, but is heuristially hosen so as to maximize

the network throughput while maintaining the lowest possible yle

times and, onsequently, to obtain the lowest end-to-end delays.

In the simulated senario PriMulA is shedulable with up to 40

nodes. When the number of nodes is 50, the lowest priority �ows
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miss their deadline, as their WCRT is equal to 0.5208s, while their
relative deadline is 0.45s.

Table 4.3 shows the LLDN on�guration parameters and results.

As the messages transmitted by eah node in every on�guration are

Table 4.3: LLDN on�guration

# of Nodes Tts (ms) N Ts (ms) Ω Workload (kb/s) DMR

20 2.656 21 55.776 3 46.72 0

30 2.656 31 82.336 3 70.08 0

40 2.080 41 85.280 2 93.44 0.35%

(NSP) 45 2.080 51 95.680 2 105.12 0.67%

the same, in terms of period and length, the timeslot duration de-

pends on the Ω parameter only. We refer to the notation in Table 4.1.

Table 4.4 shows the MC-LLDN and PriMulA network on�guration

parameters and results. For the on�gurations in whih the remain-

Table 4.4: MC-LLDN and PriMulA on�gurations and results

MC-LLDN on�guration

# of Nodes C E N Ts (ms) Ω Workload (kb/s) DMR

20 5 4 7 23.520 4 46.72 0

30 6 5 8 31.744 5 70.08 0.002%

40 8 5 10 39.680 5 93.44 0.025%

50 10 5 12 47.616 5 116.80 1.61%

60 10 6 12 54.912 6 140.16 7.43%

(NSP) 67 11 6 13 59.488 6 156.51 16.89%

PriMulA on�guration

# of Nodes C E N Ts (ms) Ω Workload (kb/s) DMR

20 5 4 7 10.752 1 46.72 0

30 5 6 7 15.008 2 70.08 0

40 7 6 9 24.768 3 93.44 0

50 7 7 9 30.240 4 116.80 0

57 8 7 10 45.760 6 133.15 0

64 9 7 11 50.336 6 149.50 0.03%

(NSP) 70 14 5 16 73.216 6 163.52 1.79%

der of the division of Number of nodes by C is equal to 1, the spare
node is assigned diretly to the HLN (e.g., this ours in the PriMulA

on�guration with 50 nodes). Moreover, in the PriMulA on�gura-

tion the unused timeslots in a sub-network are assigned as a seond
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timeslot to the nodes belonging to the sub-network (starting from

the end-node whih is assigned the �rst uplink timeslot) to minimize

the message waiting time in the node queue. On the ontrary, in the

MC-LLDN approah the unused timeslots are not assigned, as the

sub-oordinators within a superframe have to transmit one message

for eah timeslot in the sub-network. Note that the max(Ω) = 6, as
higher values would exeed the maximum payload that an be trans-

mitted by the physial layer (i.e., 127 bytes). The on�gurations in

Tables 4.3 and 4.4 already provide some insights on the salability

of the three networks. The network saturation point (NSP) of the

addressed approahes signi�antly varies. It goes from 45 nodes for

the LLDN up to 67 and 70 nodes for the MC-LLDN and PriMulA,

respetively. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show that PriMulA outperforms both

the LLDN and the MC-LLDN in terms of yle times (Ts), as shorter

sampling periods and end-to-end delays (i.e., from the sensor to the

PAN-Coordinator) are ahieved.

As far as the DMR is onerned, results in Tables 4.3 and 4.4

show that PriMulA outperforms the LLDN in terms of salability. In

fat, PriMulA allows up to 57 nodes in the overall network without

deadline miss and 70 nodes with a deadline miss of 1.79%, while

the LLDN allows up to 30 nodes without deadline miss and up to

45 nodes with a deadline miss of 0.67%. The MC-LLDN approah

supports a high number of nodes before reahing saturation, but only

20 nodes without deadline miss (Table 4.4). The reason for this is

that the MC-LLDN does not provide any prioritization mehanism,

hene there is no way to prioritize the messages with shorter relative

deadlines. Moreover, Table 4.4 shows that when the number of nodes

is less than 60 the MC-LLDN yle times are higher than those of

PriMulA. This is beause in the MC-LLDN, in eah yle, the sub-

oordinators have to transmit at least one message for eah sub-

network node (i.e., Ω = E), hene timeslots are larger.
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4.5.2 Reliability assessment

Here the standard LLDN protool and PriMulA are omparatively

assessed in a senario haraterized by paket loss and interferene.

MC-LLDN is not evaluated, as in [59℄ retransmissions were not ad-

dressed.

Paket Loss and Deadline Miss Ratio

Simulations refer to a senario with 20 nodes randomly plaed in

a sensing area of 100m x 100m, with the PAN-Coordinator in the

enter. Simulations were performed with and without retransmis-

sions. The PriMulA sub-oordinators are hosen among the nodes

that are plaed halfway between their sub-network and the PAN-

Coordinator. The result of this hoie is that the distanes between

the PAN-Coordinator and the sub-oordinators are always lower than

20m. Retransmissions are on�gured using the separated group ak

de�ned by the standard [48℄. The retransmission timeslots are plaed

after the uplink ones, so the orrupted messages an be retransmit-

ted within the same superframe. The LLDN protool retransmissions

are sheduled aording to the algorithm de�ned for this purpose in

the standard [48℄. In this senario, eah node runs an appliation

that generates two messages, m1 and m2, with a 16-byte payload

and periods P1 = 100ms and P2 = 250ms, respetively. The super-

frame on�gurations for both approahes are shown in Table 4.5. In

Table 4.5: Superframe on�gurations

Retransmissions not enabled

Network Mngt. Uplink Retr. N C max(E) Ω Ts (ms)

PriMulA 2 5 0 7 4 5 1 10.30

LLDN 0 20 0 21 - - 1 30.24

Retransmissions enabled

Network Mngt. Uplink Retr. N C max(E) Ω Ts (ms)

PriMulA 2 15 7 18 7 3 3 46.08

LLDN 0 41 20 42 - - 2 81.98

the ase of retransmissions enabled, the PriMulA network onsists of
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seven sub-networks, eah one omposed of a maximum of three nodes.

With Ω = 3, all the highest priority messages will be transmitted by

the sub-oordinator within one superframe. For this on�guration

of PriMulA, the shedulability analysis presented in Set. 4.4 gives

a worst ase response time of 94.72ms for the messages with 100ms

period and of 186.88ms for the messages with 250ms period. Paket

loss was obtained applying the Log-normal shadowing hannel model

with n = 2.04 and σ = 6.7, as these values are realisti for the in-

dustrial ontext [68℄. This model was hosen as it is adopted in large

sale indoor industrial environments [68℄. Simulations were repeated

six times varying only the seed used for random numbers generation.

The simulated time was set equal to 300s to ollet statistis on more

than 105 messages, while the other parameters were unhanged. At
the end of simulations, the queues in all the nodes were empty, so

all the generated messages were transmitted. Fig. 4.5 shows the sim-

ulation results in terms of PLR with and without retransmissions.

Results show that with retransmissions both the LLDN and PriM-

Figure 4.5: Paket Loss Ratio.

ulA obtain PLR values lower than 1%, with negligible di�erenes be-

tween them. Without retransmissions the PLR for both approahes

inreases and PriMulA provides a lower PLR than the LLDN al-
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though the messages are transmitted twie. In PriMulA the PLR

measured on the HLN (i.e., on the links from the sub-oordinators

to the PAN-Coordinator) in the ase of no retransmissions is very

lose to zero (i.e., 0.05%), as the sub-oordinators are plaed nearby

the PAN-Coordinator. Conversely, the PLR of the links between the

end-nodes and the sub-oordinators is higher than 2%, as the end-

nodes are plaed at a longer distane from the sub-oordinators. The

distanes between transmitters and reeiver in the PriMulA senario,

on average, are lower than in the LLDN senario, as in PriMulA the

sub-oordinators are hosen among the nodes that are plaed halfway

between the sub-network nodes and the PAN-Coordinator, while in

the LLDN nodes diretly transmit to the PAN-Coordinator. Hene it

is the distane between the nodes the parameter that has the major

in�uene on the PLR in the simulation. Di�erent hannel models

than the Log-normal shadowing might lead to di�erent results, how-

ever, the omparison between di�erent hannel models is out of the

sope of this work.

As far as the DMR is onerned, the results in Table 4.6 show that

when retransmissions are not enabled no deadline miss was experi-

ened by PriMulA and the DMR for LLDN is negligible. However,

when retransmissions are enabled, PriMulA outperforms the stan-

dard LLDN. In fat the DMR for the PriMulA network is always

Table 4.6: Deadline Miss Ratio

Retransmissions not enabled

Network Avg. DMR Min. DMR Max. DMR Std. Dev.

PriMulA 0% 0% 0% 0%

LLDN 0.015% 0.003% 0.028% 0.010%

Retransmissions enabled

Network Avg. DMR Min. DMR Max. DMR Std. Dev.

PriMulA 0.42% 0.24% 0.65% 0.17%

LLDN 3.38% 2.22% 4.77% 0.94%

lower than 1%, while in the LLDN it reahes 4.77% in the worst ase

and 2.22% in the best one. Suh a result is due to the higher yle

time of the LLDN. In fat, when a beaon is lost, all the messages
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have to wait in the node queue for the next available timeslot in the

next yle, thus the waiting time for the standard LLDN is inreased

by a yle time (i.e., 81.98ms) and the messages arrive after their

deadline. Conversely, in PriMulA the network yle time is 46.08ms

and onsequently a message has to wait a shorter time than in the

LLDN.

Network reon�guration time

For the sake of omparison PriMulA is ompared with an improved

LLDN that implements the DCC mehanism here proposed. To as-

sess the DCC mehanism, an interferer node was added and the simu-

lations were repeated in the same senario. The interferer node, after

90s of simulation time, starts to transmit data with an exponentially

distributed interarrival time between onseutive transmissions. A

simple online algorithm based on the paket loss observed is used

to ativate the DCC mehanism, but any approah in the literature

able to detet an unreliable hannel an be adopted. Both the PAN-

Coordinator and the sub-oordinators ollet the number (RX) of

LL-Data frames that arrived within a given number of superframes

(DCC_SfN ), hosen aording to the hannel quality variability. The

DCC proedure is triggered if this number is below a given fration

(η) of the average RXi, as in

RXi < η ∗ avg(RXn=1..(i−1)), (4.18)

where i indiates the ith superframe, while η ∈ (0, 1]. In the PriMulA

senario, the DCC was assessed in two ases, i.e., with the interferer

on the HLN hannel and on a sub-network hannel, respetively. In

the standard LLDN senario the interferer a�ets the hannel on

whih the network operates. Simulation parameters are summarized

in Table 4.7. The assessed metri is the reon�guration time, whih

is given by the sum of the durations of the disovery and of the on-

�guration phase. Suh a value depends on the disovery time de�ned

as a parameter in the IEEE 802.15.4e amendment [48℄. In the simula-

tions, the disovery time is set to the minimum value that allows the
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Table 4.7: DCC assessment parameters

Network Interf. Ch. η DCC_SfN Disovery Time

PriMulA 11 0.905 11 (HLN) PanCoord: 16s, SubCoord: 32s

PriMulA 17 0.667 11 PanCoord: 16s, SubCoord: 32s

LLDN 11 0.667 6 32s

disovery of all the subnetwork nodes. Suh a value indiates the du-

ration of the disovery state. Table 4.8 shows that the reon�guration

Table 4.8: DCC Reon�guration Times

Network Avg. Reonf. Time Conf. Interval 95%

PriMulA (HLN) 48.52s ±0.99s
PriMulA (SN) 33.76s ±2.21s

LLDN 34.50s ±0.002s

time is dominated by the disovery phase (whose duration is shown

in Table 4.7), while the time for the on�guration phase is negligible.

PriMulA results show that if the interferer a�ets a sub-network (SN

in Table 4.8), the reon�guration time is lose to the disovery time

of the sub-network, while if the interferer is on the HLN hannel, the

entire network is reon�gured, so the disovery time is lose to the

sum of the disovery time in the HLN plus the disovery time in the

sub-network. In the LLDN with DCC, the reon�guration time is

omparable with that of a PriMulA sub-network.

4.6 Implementation of PriMulA on real de-

vies

A proof-of-onept PriMulA implementation was realized to prove the

PriMulA feasibility on COTS devies. The devies are the TelosB

motes equipped with a CC2420 radio transeiver, whih provides

an IEEE 802.15.4-ompliant physial layer that adopts the 2.4 GHz

DSSS O-QPSK PHY with a datarate of 250 kbps. The implemen-

tation is realized using TinyOS. The onsidered senario omprises
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one PAN-Coordinator, three end-devies and two sub-oordinators,

in harge of two sub-networks. The tra� patterns are taken from a

realisti industrial senario [93℄, N is equal to 6 and the timeslot (Tts)

is equal to 1.3 ms, a value very lose to the theoretial one (1.2ms).

All the statistis were olleted every 30s. Under a workload of 3.8

kbps, an average throughput of 3.6 kbps was ahieved in a noisy and

error-prone environment. The time for the sub-oordinator to om-

mute between the HLN and the sub-network hannel was measured

equal to 213.6µs and is omparable with the one in the standard

(192µs). In the HLN, end-devies and sub-oordinators o-exist and

the multihannel approah allows for multiple sub-networks operat-

ing in parallel without interferenes.

4.7 Conlusions

PriMulA improves the LLDN in several respets. Comparative sim-

ulations in realisti senarios show that the number of nodes that

the PriMulA network an support without reahing saturation is in-

reased by 56% ompared to the LLDN. The introdution of message

priorities not only redues the yle time ompared to the LLDN and

to the MC-LLDN, but it also provides a lower deadline miss ratio.

The proof-of-onept implementation on the TelosB motes proves the

implementation feasibility without any hardware modi�ation. Fu-

ture work will address the PriMulA implementation on more omplex

testbeds, the stohasti analysis [94℄ and the support for event-driven

transmissions.
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Chapter 5

A novel MAC protool for low

datarate ooperative mobile

robot teams

Current advanes in roboti appliations and in wireless ommunia-

tion systems are inreasing the interest in ooperative mobile robot

appliations both in aademia and in industry. In this appliations,

the ommuniation system plays a major role, as robots need to share

their status information with other robots in order to aomplish a

task. Nowadays the ommonly used ommuniation tehnologies and

protools for ooperative robotis are based on the IEEE 802.11 stan-

dard (here, alled WiFi) in various �avors [95, 96℄.

Reent works and reent appliations [97�99℄ propose the view

of ooperating robots as the mobile sensors of a Wireless Sensor

Network (WSN) based on low datarate ommuniation tehnologies

(e.g., the IEEE 802.15.4 standard). WiFi protools are not suitable

to be implemented in low datarate devies, as they are spei�ally

devised to operate with high datarate. To ope with the multiple

requirements of the onsidered appliations, ooperating robots are

generally equipped with multiple di�erent ommuniation devies.

For instane, in [98℄ WiFi and Bluetooth devies support the om-
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muniation between robots, while IEEE 802.15.4 devies enable the

ommuniation with the sensors in the WSN. However, suh a de-

sign hoie entails high osts and omplexity. For this reason, a

new approah is needed for ooperating robots, i.e., a protool for

low-datarate low-energy ommuniations that an be integrated in

WSNs.

The main requirements of networks for ooperative mobile robots

(NCMRs) are the following.

Mobility. Mobility support is of outmost importane, as robots

have to transmit and reeive messages while on the move and regard-

less of their position.

Bounded delays. In ooperative mobile robot appliations, the

messages exhanged enable robots to share their status (e.g., posi-

tion, sensor values, et.) with the other robots in the network. As

a result, these messages have to be onsumed within a given time

interval, that depends on both the robot speed and the required lo-

alization auray. Therefore, messages have deadlines (e.g., from

tens of milliseonds up to one seond), whih ommuniation proto-

ols must ope with.

Multi-hop transmissions. Cooperative mobile robot appliations

generally require that data is transmitted both to all the robots of

a network (or sub-network) and to a single robot (e.g., for jointly

arrying a load, but also for joint sensory tasks, suh as distributed

exploration and map building). In some ases, a network managed

by oordinators or aess points is a suitable hoie, while in other

ases, due to the limited overage of wireless devies, multi-hop trans-

missions are required. To omply with the requirement of bounded

network delays, the routing protools have to be deadline-aware and

have to enable nodes to forward data messages in a preditable way.

High reliability. Mobility may a�et the quality of the ommu-

niation links between robots. This fat, in addition to possible in-

terferene, noise and fading on the wireless hannel, entails a high

potential for a large number of message losses. NCMRs annot prop-

erly operate when a high number of messages is lost. For this reason,
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reliability is an important requirement that has to be met taking

also into aount that delay grows with the number of retransmis-

sions. NCMRs have also to provide the apability to tolerate the

interferene due to external tra�.

This hapter presents RoboMAC, a new MAC protool for mobile

ooperating robots. RoboMAC enables the integration of robots with

WSNs, supports real-time ommuniations and mobility, and pro-

vides high salability. RoboMAC was implemented on the STMiro-

eletronis SPIRIT1 Sub-GHz devies, whih operate on less rowded

frequenies than the other Industrial, Sienti� and Medial (ISM)

ones and provide a higher radio overage.

The hapter is organized as follows. Set. 5.1 presents related

works. Set. 5.2 desribes the main onepts and approahes under-

pinning the protool here envisaged and presents possible solutions,

while Set. 5.3 presents the RoboMAC protool, disussing the im-

plementation hoies and the adopted solution. Set. 5.4 presents the

experimental assessment and results. Finally, Set. 5.5 onludes the

hapter and disusses ongoing work.

5.1 Related Work

Researh on protools for mobile low datarate networks mainly fo-

uses on monitoring and WSNs appliations. For instane, in [100℄ a

TDMA protool (alled M_TDMA) that supports mobility was pro-

posed. In M_TDMA the network is partitioned into lusters, eah

one oordinated by a luster-head node. As a node that joins a lus-

ter requests a slot to the luster head, a number of slots have to

be reserved for this purpose. Moreover, slots have to be reserved to

allow inter-luster ommuniation. However, this reservation entails

high message latenies.

In [101℄ the MobiSense protool is presented. It provides a hybrid

network arhiteture made up of �xed and mobile nodes organized

in a luster-tree topology. In eah luster, nodes ommuniate on
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di�erent hannels. A superframe-based TDMA transmission sheme

is adopted. Eah superframe provides uplink and downlink slots for

data transmission, disovery slots for beaon transmission, and ad-

mission mini-slots used for the nodes that want to join a luster. Suh

a protool provides high throughput thanks to multi-hannel om-

muniation and the adoption of a fast luster seletion mehanism.

However, MobiSense is not suitable for ooperative robot ommuni-

ations, as it requires �xed nodes, whih may not be always available

in these appliation senarios.

Other WSNs protools addressing mobility are presented in [102℄.

Some of them provide bounded delays, but none of them is able to

ope with all the requirements addressed in this paper.

In [103℄ a protool for real-time ommuniations in mobile ad-ho

networks is proposed. This protool provides a TDMA sheduling

mehanism in whih nodes periodially transmit messages aord-

ing the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) algorithm. Eah node main-

tains a Communiation Requirements Table (CRT), whih ontains

the properties of all the messages to be sheduled in the network.

The CRT is updated with a onsensus mehanism that enables the

network to ope with hanges in the message streams and allows

nodes to dynamially join or leave the network. To support topology

self-heking (i.e., online monitoring of topology hanges), synhro-

nization, and admission ontrol, eah node periodially broadasts a

message with its CRT, the Neighbor Node Matrix (NNM), the loal

lok value and other information relevant to the onsensus proe-

dure. The protool in [103℄ requires one dediated timeslot per round

for the transmission of the CRT and NNM. This hoie is suitable

in the ase of high datarate networks (at least 1-2 Mb/s), while in

low datarate networks (up to 256 kb/s) with a high number of nodes

(e.g., tens of nodes). This hoie inreases the NNM update time,

the round period and the end-to-end message delay, as all the times-

lots have to be sized so as to aommodate the transmission of large

frames.

Several other works addressed protools to support ommunia-
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tions between mobile robots, however, most of them addressed the

IEEE 802.11 tehnology. For instane, in [95℄, an adaptive TDMA

protool is proposed. Suh a protool partitions the time into yli

temporal windows, in whih robots are allowed to transmit follow-

ing a TDMA mehanism. Synhronization is based on the reeption

time instants of the messages transmitted by the other nodes. This

protool performs better when ommuniations go through an aess

point than in ad-ho networks. However, the protool requires a high

bandwidth, so it is not suitable for low datarate ommuniations.

In [96℄, the latest version of a distributed protool alled RT-WMP is

presented. The protool operates on IEEE 802.11 networks and on-

sists of three phases. In the �rst phase, a token irulates between

nodes. Suh a token ontains information about the network topol-

ogy (through a Link Quality Matrix) and information about the node

that holds the highest priority message. The last node that reeives

the token starts the seond phase transmitting an �authorization to

transmit� to the node that has the highest priority message, so that it

starts data transmission (third phase). The RT-WMP protool [96℄

ful�ls most of the requirements for ooperative robots appliations,

as it provides real-time transmissions, mobility support and routing

based on the nodes position. However, the the token-passing meha-

nism, due to its overhead, does not make the RT-WMP protool the

best hoie for low datarate networks.

In [104℄ and [105℄ an isohronous medium aess (IsoMAC) for

real-time wireless ommuniations in industrial automation systems

was presented as one of the outomes of the

�ex

WARE European

projet [106℄. The protool operates on top of the IEEE 802.11 phys-

ial layer and provides a sheduled phase for proess data, in whih

nodes transmit aording to a TDMA mehanism, and a ontention

phase for best-e�ort and management tra�. The protool requires

aess points that transmit the beaon frames ontaining the shed-

ule information for the nodes. In the

�ex

WARE arhiteture mobility

is enabled by suitable hand-o� mehanisms. The IsoMAC protool

meets the real-time, mobility and reliability requirements of oop-
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erative robots networks. However, IsoMAC needs aess points to

manage ommuniations and this is a drawbak in ooperative robot

networks, as nodes may lose the network onnetivity if they move

away from the overage area of the aess points.

This thesis investigates an innovative protool for ooperative mo-

bile robot appliations suitable for low datarate ommuniations and

able to ope with all the requirements of the onsidered appliations.

5.2 Design hoies

In this setion the foundations of a low datarate protool for ooper-

ative mobile robot appliations are addressed.

A typial network topology for these appliations onsists of nodes

that are not fully-linked (i.e., the radio overage of a node does not

reah all the network nodes), as shown in Fig. 5.1. For instane, node

6 is able to reeive or transmit messages only from node 5, so if node

1

2

3

4

5 6

Figure 5.1: Example of a network topology of ooperating robots.

6 moves away from node 5, the latter will lose the onnetion with

the entire network.

5.2.1 Bounded delays

To ensure onnetivity in a senario like the one in Fig. 5.1 a dis-

tributed network management approah represents the most suitable
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hoie. In order to ahieve prediable delays, a TDMA-based aess

mehanism is reommended, as other approahes (like the one pro-

posed in [96℄) require high datarate due to the overhead introdued

by the network management messages. The approah here proposed

is therefore distributed and TDMA-based. The MAC protool fore-

sees that the time is divided into superframes, whih are ylially

repeated. Eah superframe is, in turn, divided into slots. A node has

assigned one or more slots in whih it is allowed to transmit a single

frame. In RoboMAC, eah node shedules its messages aording to

their priority. Here stati priorities are assumed, whih derive from

and depend on the appliation.

Unlike other TDMA approahes (e.g., those in [100, 103℄) whih

provide slots dediated to the network management messages, here a

node is allowed to transmit ontrol information together with data, in

the same slot assigned for data transmission. Moreover, to hek the

neighbor availability and to allow for node synhronization, ontrol

data is always transmitted regardless of whether a node has data to

transmit or not. In this way, the number of slots in the superframe

is signi�antly redued, thus allowing for shorter yle times and,

hene, lower message latenies.

5.2.2 Salability

To e�iently support large networks, in RoboMAC nodes are orga-

nized in lusters, depending on their position in the network (i.e., the

nodes that are lose to eah other belong to the same luster). During

the network initialization, the position of network nodes is estimated

by exhanging a matrix ontaining the Reeived Signal Strength In-

diators (RSSI), whih holds the link relations between the nodes. In

this way the nodes are aware of the network topology. Two trans-

mission hannels are used, one for intraluster ommuniations, the

other for interluster ones. Interluster ommuniations are allowed

between the nodes of two lusters when the relevant lusters do not

have on-going intraluster ommuniations.
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Figure 5.2: RoboMAC network example.

Looking at the example in Fig. 5.2, during the slots assigned to

the Cluster 2 nodes (i.e., Nodes 3, 4, and 5), the nodes of Clusters

0, 1 and 3 an ommuniate on a di�erent hannel provided that the

message destination does not belong to Cluster 2. Interluster slots

are assigned to the nodes in turn.

5.2.3 Node Mobility

Cooperative mobile robots typially provide relative or absolute lo-

alization mehanisms, based, for instane, on the Reeived Signal

Strength Indiator (RSSI), Time-of-Flight, Global Positioning Sys-

tem, et. The robot position is shared with the other robots and suh

an information is exploited by several network mehanisms and pro-

edures. For instane, a routing approah based on the node position

avoids the need for a network topology disovery mehanism, thus

reduing the network overhead. In the ase robots are not provided

with a loalization mehanism, the envisaged approah foresees that

they share a bitmap, here alled the Network Link Matrix (NLM),

that holds the link relations between the nodes. In this way the nodes

are aware of the network topology.

RoboMAC provides dynami lusters, so their omposition varies

over time. In fat, due to the mobility, the distanes hange, and so
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the RSSI. For this reason, RoboMAC provides a distributed topol-

ogy management that is based on the RSSI regularly aquired during

the ommuniations. Mobility issues, like the unpreditability of the

network topology, are solved transmitting either interluster or intr-

aluster topology information within the header of eah frame.

As far as the message routing is onerned, the nodes position an

be exploited to adopt position-based routing. For instane, in the ase

nodes share their position the geographi routing [107℄, a modi�ed

version of the Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [108℄ is

an option. Otherwise, in the ase nodes shares the NLM, a routing

approah based on the lowest number of hops an be adopted. In both

ases, the network allows message transmissions in a preditable time

and without the need for additional routing messages.

RoboMAC adopts a �ooding-based protool in both the intralus-

ter and interluster ommuniations. Every time a node reeives a

message, it tests if the message is for a node of its luster and, in this

ase, it sends the message on the intraluster hannel. Otherwise

the node transmits the message on the interluster hannel. Mobility

is supported thanks to the �ooding algorithm. In fat, the �ooding

allows messages to reah all the nodes of the network or luster. To

avoid message retransmission loops due to the �ooding approah, the

routing algorithm takes into aount the message sequene number

and the maximum number of hops. Eah message reeived by a node

on the intraluster hannel or on the interluster one is retransmit-

ted one to eah neighbor until it reahes the destination. Moreover,

every node belonging to a luster periodially shares a matrix on-

taining the RSSI for the messages transmitted in the luster, so nodes

are aware of the physial topology of the luster. This also allows a

message to be routed diretly to the destination, thus avoiding the

�ooding. The intraluster and interluster ommuniations allow for

a redution of the number of nodes involved in the �ooding, thus

reduing the number of retransmissions and onsequently the trans-

mission overhead generated in the network.
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5.2.4 Advantages of the proposed approah

The addressed approah o�ers several advantages to ooperative mo-

bile robot appliations.

Preditable and low delays. The TDMA mehanism not only

provides deterministi medium aess time, but also allows for the

adoption of real-time algorithms to prioritize the messages using ei-

ther stati or dynami priorities.

Seamless mobility. Thanks to the distributed topology man-

agement, whih enables the knowledge of the link relations between

nodes, messages an be transmitted by mobile robots regardless of

whether they are moving or not.

Improved salability. TDMA mehanisms generally su�er from

salability problems (as the number of slots grows with the number

of nodes and so also the message delays grow). To solve this issue,

the TDMA-based mehanism ombined with multihannel transmis-

sions and lustering allows for shorter superframe and simultaneous

transmissions on multiple hannels, thus supporting tens of nodes

while maintaining bounded message delays in the order of hundreds

of milliseonds.

5.3 The RoboMAC protool

Fig. 5.3 shows the RoboMAC node arhiteture. The MAC layer

provides two sublayers, i.e., the Medium Aess and Synhronization

sublayer and the Clustering and Routing one. The upper sublayer

ommuniates with the lower one through two prioritized queues (i.e.,

the IntraCluster and the InterCluster PrioQueue, respetively) for the

frame transmissions, and one FIFO queue for the inoming frames.

Eah data frame arrived from the Appliation layer is sent to

the Clustering and Routing layer, whih proesses the data frame,

enapsulates it in a routing frame and inserts the frame in the intr-

aluster queue, in the ase the message is for the intraluster, or in

the interluster queue, otherwise. Both the intraluster and interlus-
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Figure 5.3: RoboMAC node arhiteture.

ter queues are prioritized. The Medium Aess and Synhronization

layer extrats the frame from the relative queue and transmits it to

the transeiver. In eah superframe, the Clustering and Routing layer

modi�es the superframe on�guration by setting for eah slot the slot

owner, the hannel and the relevant assoiated queue. In this way

the Medium Aess and Synhronization layer at the beginning of

eah slot knows the ations to undertake.

5.3.1 Physial Layer

The RoboMAC protool was spei�ally devised to work on low

datarate devies. The STMiroeletronis SPIRIT1 [109℄ Sub-GHz

devie was hosen as it works on frequenies that are less rowded

than the 2.4GHz ones, and allows for a higher radio overage. The

adopted development board is the STMiroeletronis STEVAL-IKR002V5 [109℄

(Fig. 5.4) that is ommerially available. The board is omposed

of a motherboard equipped with a STM32L1 family miroontroller

(MCU) and the SPIRIT1 transeiver that operates at 915MHz and
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provides a datarate of 250kbps.

STM32L1

SPIRIT1

Figure 5.4: STMiroeletronis STEVAL-IKR002V5.

The SPIRIT1 transeiver maintains two FIFO queues, alled TX-

FIFO and RX-FIFO, 96 bytes long, that ontain, respetively, the

frame to be transmitted and the inoming one. Moreover, multi-

hannel ommuniations are allowed as the transeiver provides a

funtion to swith the hannel, but the hannel swithing time is

not negligible, as the osillator should be realibrated every time

1

.

Some measurements proved that the hannel swith time plus the

realibration time is no higher than 1.92ms.

The development kit provides an API set to manage the ommu-

niation between the MCU and the transeiver. Due to the SPI om-

muniation, the time delay for eah operation between the transeiver

and the MCU is non-negligible. For this reason these ommuniation

delays were measured. Results are reported in Table 5.1.

In Table 5.1 the Tptx represents the time to transmit a frame from

the miroontroller to the TX-FIFO of the transeiver, Ttx is the

transmission time and Trx is the time required for reeiving a frame

from the RX-FIFO to the miroontroller.

1

Realibration is not mandatory as the alibration values an be measured and

set o�ine. However, the osillator realibration leads to a better on�guration

reduing the ommuniation errors.
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Table 5.1: STEVAL-IKR002V5 measured timings.

Payload (Bytes) Tptx(µs) Ttx(µs) Trx(µs) Tot. (µs)
87 900 3400 800 5100

75 800 3100 700 4600

63 700 2700 700 4100

51 600 2300 600 3500

39 500 1900 500 2900

27 400 1500 400 2300

15 300 1100 300 1700

3 200 800 200 1200

5.3.2 Medium aess and synhronization

RoboMAC provides a TDMA mehanism in whih the time is divided

in superframes that, in turn, are divided into slots. Eah node an

transmit in its assigned slots. A triplet {slot owner, transmission

hannel, transmission queue} is assigned to eah slot of the super-

frame. This way the transmission algorithm knows when it has to

transmit, the hannel to swith to and the relevant queue from whih

the frame has to be extrated.

To enable node synhronization, eah node transmits the frame

at a �xed time (Tg) after the start of the slot and inserts the slot start

time in the header of the MAC frame. When a node reeives the syn

word of the physial frame (i.e., after the �rst 6 bytes) an interrupt

is raised. In the Interrupt Servie Routine (ISR) the reeiver node

alulates the o�set of its lok using Eq. (5.1)

Offset = CurrentT ime− (SlotStartT ime+Tg +
6× 8

datarate
). (5.1)

where SlotStartTime is the timestamp written in the header of the

MAC frame by the transmitter node, (6 × 8)/datarate is the time

required to transmit the �rst 6 bytes and CurrentTime is the urrent

lok value of the reeiver node. To redue errors aused by babbling

idiot nodes, all the reeived o�sets are olleted within a time interval

and the lok is periodially adjusted aording to the average of the

olleted o�sets.
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Tg Ttx IfSTch

SlotDuration

Start Tx

Figure 5.5: RoboMAC slot timings

As shown in Fig. 5.5, in RoboMAC, slots are sized taking into

aount:

• The maximum time required for hannel swithing (Tch), whih

is equal to 1.92ms;

• The maximum between the time required to ope with the

synhronization auray (Tsync) and the maximum time re-

quired to transmit the frame from the miroontroller to the

transeiver (i.e., Tg = max(Tptx, Tsync));

• The time needed for data transmission Ttx;

• The Interframe Spae (IfS ).

Hene, slots are sized aording to the Eq. (5.2)

SlotDuration = Tch + Tg + Ttx + IfS. (5.2)

This way the transmission ompletion within a slot is guaranteed.

5.3.3 Clustering and routing layer

The Clustering routing layer provides the funtionalities of network

and topology management. Five funtional states are foreseen in this

layer, as depited in Fig. 5.6.

• Disovery state. This is the initial state in whih eah node

disovers its neighbor nodes. This state has a �xed duration

that is on�gured o�ine. The disovery state duration varies

aording the number of network nodes.
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Figure 5.6: Clustering routing layer funtional states.

• Setup state. When the disovery period is elapsed, nodes en-

ters in the setup state. In this phase all the nodes exhange

and update the Network Link Matrix (NLM). At the end of

the setup state all the network nodes are aware of the network

topology and exeute the lustering algorithm, whih assigns

eah node to a luster. The lustering algorithm runs in eah

node without message transmissions and takes into aount the

onnetivity relations of nodes provided in the NLM. The re-

sult of the lustering algorithm is a vetor ontaining the luster

identi�er assoiated to eah node (here alled the Cluster Mem-

ber Vetor).

• Online state. The Setup state is followed by the online state

in whih the lustering and routing layer enables the operations

of luster maintenane and routing. The luster maintenane

operation is needed to update the information of the luster

member vetor and the luster topology. In the online state,

nodes transmit in the header of the intraluster messages the

NLM of the nodes belonging to a luster. Suh an information

is used to disover hanges in the topology and to start the

migration phase or the reon�guration phase.

• Migration state. A node enters in this state when it moves

far away from the nodes of its luster. In this ase the node

starts the proedure to join another luster.
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• Reon�guration state. This state is reahed when there are

not the minimum onditions to maintain a luster and a new

lusterization is required, for instane, when a luster is om-

posed of a single node. The reon�guration state involves only

two lusters. The �rst luster is the one to whih a node re-

quested the reon�guration, the seond luster is hosen by this

node aording to its position and to the number on nodes in

the luster.

Both the Migration and the Reon�guration states involve a re-

strited set of network nodes and operate within a bounded time.

5.4 Experimental assessment

Experimental assessments were performed with a twofold aim. First,

the paket loss ratio of the RoboMAC protool was assessed to pro-

vide some insight on the reliability of the proposed approah. Seond,

the RoboMAC protool was tested in a real multi-robot appliation

spei�ally devised to prove that the onstraints in terms of maxi-

mum message delay are meet.

The Paket Loss Ratio (PLR) is alulated as the number of lost

messages over the number of transmitted messages, i.e.,

PLR = 1−
NumRxMessages

NumTxMessages
. (5.3)

where NumRxMessages is the number of messages orretly reeived

at the appliation of the destination node, and the NumTxMessages

is the number of messages transmitted from the appliation of the

soure node.

5.4.1 Paket Loss Ratio

The testbed for the measurement was omposed of 5 STEVAL-IKR002V5

and one PC. In eah experiment the network nodes were plaed in a
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daisy-hain topology, as shown in Fig. 5.7, with no obstales between

them. This topology is the worst on�guration for the RoboMAC

protool, as eah node has only two neighbors and the delay of a

message from the soure to the destination is the highest, due to the

fat that a message has to ross all the network nodes to reah the

destination.

Figure 5.7: Testbed topology for PLR measurements.

In this assessment, the sender node generates N=1000 messages

86-byte long. The payload of eah message ontains the overall num-

ber of generated messages. Eah time the destination node reeives

a message, it alulates the PLR aording to Eq. (5.3) and waits for

another message. Measurements were repeated varying the number

of nodes and thus the number of hops (i.e., from 1 to 3 hops).
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Figure 5.8: PLR results.

Fig. 5.8 shows the results of the PLR measurements. The graph
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shows that, in the ase of 1 and 2 hops, the PLR is omparable and

is lower than 3%. Instead, in the ase of 3-hop ommuniation the

PLR grows and is lose to 7%. However, no onseutive paket losses

where experiened.

In ooperating robots appliations, typially, nodes share their

state adopting the �last-is-best� approah (i.e., no retransmission are

needed as the last transmitted state is the best). Due to the high

PLR experiened, to share an updated state guaranteeing its arrival

with no error at least one within a bounded interval, the status of

the nodes has to be transmitted more times it is really required.

5.4.2 RoboMAC test on a real applition

This experiment was performed with the aim to prove that RoboMAC

is able to ope with the real-time onstraints in a real multi-robot ap-

pliation. RoboMAC was tested in a simple loalization appliation

in whih two robots (ontrolled by a entralized PC) ooperate to

searh and reah a radio target randomly plaed in the environment.

The assessed senario is presented in Fig. 5.9.

Figure 5.9: Assessed senario.

The senario is omposed of 7 nodes:
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• 2 mobile robots, equipped with a STEVAL-IKR002V5 ommu-

niation devie, one IMU ST iNemo-M1 (Aelerometer, Gyro-

sope, Magnetometer), 3 ultrasoni sensors and an STM32F4

miroontroller.

• 3 STEVAL-IKR002V5 nodes, whih at as anhors and are

plaed in de�ned and �xed positions. Eah anhor periodially

transmits a frame to the robots, to allow them to retrieve the

RSSI and thus estimate the distane to the anhor.

• 1 Notebook onneted to one STEVAL-IKR002V5 that ats as

a host ontroller for the robots.

• 1 STEVAL-IKR002V5 devie randomly plaed into the test

area. Suh a devie ats as a target for the robots. It peri-

odially transmits a beaon frame to the robots so as to allow

them to estimate their distane to the target.

The robots ollets all the RSSI values reeived from the anhors

and from the target. Then, eah robot transmits suh an information

plus its status (i.e., motors status and sensors sampled values) to the

host that, in turn, estimates the position of both robots, of the target

and transmits the relevant motors ommand to the robots.

As the host works only with the data olleted from the two

robots, the lassial trilateration method to estimate the position of

the target does not provide a single point, but two points, as shown

in Fig. 5.10

As it is possible to see in Fig. 5.10, one of the two estimated

positions is the one in whih the real target is plaed, so the host

sends one robot to one estimated position and the other one to the

seond estimated position.

All of these operations are required within 200 ms, that in this

ase is the minimum yle time, i.e., the time within whih all nodes

in the network have to exhange their information/status at least

one.
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Figure 5.10: Estimated target positions.

In this senario the superframe is made up of 8 slots. Eah node

is assigned one slot, with the exeption of the host that has assigned

two slots for ommuniating with both the robots. The slot length

was on�gured to be 10ms, so the entire superframe length is of

80ms. This means that the appliation annot tolerate 2 onseutive

paket losses. In order to test that the real-time onstraints are met,

if no ommands arrive to a robot for more than 200ms, the entire

appliation terminates.

Note that the ommands from the ontroller to the robots are

very simple ommands (e.g., �move forward with speed Y� or �turn

right with speed Z�, et.).

The experiment was repeated more than 10 times and robots

never stop moving until they reahed the target. Suh a result on-

�rms that all messages always arrived to the destination within the

deadline (i.e., within 200ms) regardless of the high PLR experiened

by the devies. This to on�rm that the RoboMAC protool is able

to ope with the real-time onstraints imposed by multi-robot appli-

ations while supporting the mobility of the nodes.
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5.5 Conlusions

This hapter foused on the investigation of an innovative MAC pro-

tool, alled the RoboMAC, spei�ally devised for low datarate net-

works of ooperating mobile robots. The RoboMAC protool sup-

ports the requirements of mobility, bounded delays and provides

high salability. RoboMAC supports mobility thanks to the �ood-

ing mehanism and the distributed topology disovery mehanism,

whih enable eah node to join to a luster without the need for

any entralized oordinator. In partiular, mobility issues, like the

unpreditability of links between nodes, were solved by ombining

lustering with �ooding transmissions. Bounded delays are ahieved

through the TDMA mehanism. Another important feature of the

RoboMAC protool is its high salability. Thanks to the lustering

and to the multihannel approah, the network overhead is split be-

tween the lusters. Moreover, multihannel ommuniations enable

di�erent nodes to ommuniate at the same time. A proof-of-onept

version of the protool was implemented on the STMiroeletronis

Spirit1 Sub-GHz devies and experimental evaluations proved the fea-

sibility of the proposed protool. Results showed that the protool

provides bounded delays and this makes it suitable for ooperating

mobile robot networks. Future work will deal with the investigation

of mehanisms to improve reliability through innovative retransmis-

sion poliies in order to redue the paket loss ratio. Moreover, energy

savings poliies will be investigated, as robots are typially battery-

powered. Finally, an improvement of the routing algorithm whih

operates on the RoboMAC network layer will be investigated so as

to further redue the network overhead.
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An Innovative Approah to

support Sheduled Tra� in

Ad-ho Industrial IEEE

802.11 networks

Wireless industrial networks have to ope with the requirements that

industrial appliations impose on ommuniation [110℄. Real-time

apabilities, i.e., bounded delays for the time-sensitive tra� lasses,

are one of the properties that these networks have to provide. One of

the most ommonly adopted wireless tehnologies for industrial au-

tomation appliations is the IEEE 802.11 standard [111℄, that spe-

i�es mehanisms to ahieve QoS requirements. Among them, the

Enhaned Distributed Channel Aess (EDCA), whih introdues

QoS support in the IEEE 802.11 standard providing tra� prioritiza-

tion, the Hybrid Coordination Funtion Controlled Channel Aess

(HCCA), whih o�ers parameterized QoS support, and the Mesh Co-

ordination Funtion Controlled Channel Aess (MCCA), that allows

nodes to aess the hannel at seleted times with low ontention.

However, these mehanisms are not suitable for real-time tra� sup-

port, as shown in [112℄, [113℄, [114℄, [115℄.
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For this reason, several approahes were proposed in the liter-

ature to support real-time ommuniations over wireless industrial

networks. Most of them either operate in managed mode or are based

on TDMA mehanisms. However, aess points limit the node mo-

bility as, in order to maintain onnetivity, there must be an aess

point in the area a node is moving to, while TDMA-based approahes

o�er a limited �exibility for the transmission of dynamially added

tra� �ows (e.g., aperiodi �ows).

This work onsiders a partiular lass of real-time tra�, alled

Sheduled Tra� (ST), whih is a high priority tra� lass that is

transmitted aording to a �xed shedule. A novel approah is pro-

posed, here alled ShedWiFi, that provides a �exible support to the

Sheduled Tra� over IEEE 802.11 ad-ho networks. The aim of

ShedWiFi is to provide ST �ows with low and bounded end-to-end

lateny, very low jitter and low paket loss. ShedWiFi modi�es the

EDCA mehanism introduing the possibility to transmit ST �ows

in a way that prevents any interferene from non-ST tra� thanks to

both the introdution of the onept of ST Window and the use of a

Time-Aware Shaper (TAS). The ST Window of an ST �ow represents

the time window in whih the transmission of the ST �ow is foreseen.

The TAS bloks all the transmissions whih ould interfere with the

ST Windows of any ST �ow. Thanks to the TAS, the ST Windows of

ST �ows are temporally isolated, i.e., the medium aess is granted

to eah ST �ow in an exlusive way, i.e., no other ST or non-ST �ows

an transmit within the ST Window of the onsidered �ow.

One main feature of ShedWiFi is that it does not require any

prede�ned superframe struture (as the time is not partitioned in

superframes) or timeslots, thus allowing a more �exible transmission

of the non-ST �ows, whih an be transmitted whenever they will

not interfere with the ST Window of any ST �ow. Moreover, ST

Windows have di�erent lengths for di�erent ST �ows, based on the

�ow payload, while when building a superframe the same timeslot

size is hosen for all the �ows, regardless of the di�erent payloads of

their frames. Moreover, ShedWiFi works in ad-ho mode and does
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not need an aess point or network oordinator, that represents a

single point of failure for the network.

This hapter is organized as follows. Set. 6.1 outlines related

works, while Set. 6.2 reall the basis of the EDCA mehanism in

the IEEE 802.11 standard. Set. 6.3 introdues the ShedWiFi ap-

proah. Set.6.4 addresses the simulation senario and the tra�

model, while Set. 6.5 presents the simulation results obtained us-

ing the OMNeT++ simulation tool. Finally, Set. 6.6 onludes the

hapter and outlines diretions for future work.

6.1 Related Works

Many protools in the literature propose methods to handle real-time

ommuniations over IEEE 802.11 networks. Most of them operate

in managed mode, i.e., they require aess points that manage the

transmissions. For instane, in [105℄ and [104℄ a MAC protool en-

abling for real-time ommuniations in IEEE 802.11 networks, alled

IsoMAC, was proposed. The protool provides a sheduled phase

for proess data, in whih nodes transmit aording to a TDMA

mehanism, and a ontention phase for best-e�ort and management

tra�. In [116℄, a TDMA-based approah based on the EDCA was

proposed. The protool operates modifying the Contention Window

of the EDCA for real-time tra�, that is transmitted aording to a

TDMA mehanism. In [117℄ a TDMA mehanism, alled RT-WiFi,

that adopts a entralized hannel and time management to aess the

hannels aording to strit timing shedule, is desribed. RT-WiFi

supports preditable, high-speed wireless ontrol systems. However

it annot operate on ad-ho networks. The paper in [118℄ presented

a mehanism, alled Group Sequential Communiation (GSC) that

uses a Publish/Subsribe paradigm and improves the HCCA. The

mehanisms in [104,105,116�118℄ are able to support real-time trans-

missions, but require aess points and are not suitable for ad-ho

networks. In [119℄ a wireless adaptation of the dominane proto-
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ol used in the CAN bus is proposed. However, it does not provide

support to sheduled tra�, as the temporal isolation of the high-

est priority messages is not guaranteed. In [120℄ and in [121℄ two

approahes for real-time ommuniations based on polling meha-

nism were presented. Both approahes use an Earliest Deadline First

(EDF) sheduler, work on top of the MAC IEEE 802.11 and allow

for real-time ommuniations without modifying the standard. How-

ever, they introdue a high overhead, due to the polling mehanism.

Some approahes to handle real-time tra� on IEEE 802.11 networks

in ad-ho mode (i.e., without the need for aess points) were also

proposed. In partiular, in [122℄ a Stream Reservation protool is

desribed. The network nodes use RTS/CTS messages to grant the

medium aess to a stream. In order to prevent ollisions, eah node

maintains a reservation table that ontains the shedule. However,

suh a protool is spei�ally designed for voie tra� and does not

address reliability issues. In [123℄ a distributed mehanism, in whih

the time is split into two phases, i.e., the sheduled phase and the

ontention phase, of a so-alled virtual frame, is presented. Slots are

assigned to the nodes in a distributed way, thus providing ollision-

free transmissions. The length of the virtual frame is adapted to the

workload ondition so as to have low delays. The protool in [123℄

does not provide any real-time mehanism and may su�er from jitter.

Another distributed protool, alled RT-WMP, for real-time ommu-

niation was investigated in [96℄. RT-WMP is spei�ally designed

for mobile robot ommuniations and provides a token passing meh-

anism. The results proved that RT-WMP works well with a low

number of nodes, but it su�ers from salability problems. In [95℄,

an adaptive TDMA protool is proposed. Suh a protool partitions

the time into yli temporal windows, in whih nodes are allowed

to transmit following a TDMA mehanism, and an be used in ad-

ho networks. In [124℄ a wireless version of the TTEthernet [125℄

standard that provides support to sheduled tra� is presented. The

proposed approah is entralized and needs an aess point node.

In [126℄ the real-time behavior is ahieved in a topology management
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protool whih provides bounded delays, while in [127℄ a load bal-

aning mehanism was proposed to redue the load in aess points

and ahieve a better QoS. In [128℄ an overview of QoS protools for

ad-ho networks is proposed and the importane of the QoS support

in IEEE 802.11 network is proved. Finally, in [129℄ a wireless traf-

� smoother was proposed to enable soft real-time tra� over IEEE

802.11 wireless networks. The ShedWiFi approah proposed in this

work aims to provide ST �ows with low and bounded end-to-end

lateny, very low jitter and low paket loss and has several nie fea-

tures. One is the temporal isolation property for the ST �ows, whih

is enfored by the TAS. Seond, the enhaned �exibility ompared to

a �xed superframe struture or timeslots, as the ST Windows have

di�erent lengths for di�erent ST �ows (based on the �ow payload)

while when building a superframe the same timeslot size is hosen for

all the �ows, regardless of the di�erent frame payloads. Moreover, in

ShedWiFi the ST �ow transmissions follow the appliation-assigned

shedule and therefore non-ST �ows are transmitted whenever they

do not interfere with the ST tra� transmissions. Conversely, in

TDMA-based mehanisms transmissions are bound to their assigned

slots and typially there is an over-provisioning of the number of slots

(e.g., to enable the superframe to also aommodate aperiodi tra�

and periodi �ows with periods longer than the superframe length).

This way, in TDMA-based mehanisms the network yle time may

be longer than needed. The third relevant property is that, unlike

most of the existing approahes (e.g., IsoMAC, RT-WiFi), ShedWiFi

works in ad-ho mode without any aess point or network oordi-

nator. This results in higher �exibility, as aess points typially are

to be onneted to a wired network, and higher reliability, as the

single-point of failure of the entralized approahes is avoided.
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6.2 Bakground of the EDCA mehanism

The ShedWiFi approah presented in this hapter adopts the En-

haned Distributed Channel Aess (EDCA) mehanism de�ned in

the IEEE 802.11e amendment [130℄, whih is part of the IEEE 802.11-

2012 standard [111℄ and o�ers prioritized QoS support.

The EDCA mehanism provides the following priority lasses,

alled Aess Categories (ACs):

• AC_VO: Voie tra� (highest priority).

• AC_VI: Video tra�.

• AC_BE: Best E�ort tra�.

• AC_BK: Bakground tra� (lowest priority).

Eah AC has its own transmission queue and the highest priority

queue (i.e., the AC_VO queue) is served �rst. When the AC_VO

queue is empty, the AC_VI queue is served, and so on. A node that

has data to transmit listens to the hannel. If the hannel is busy,

the transmission will be deferred, otherwise the node listens to the

hannel for a time interval, alled an Arbitration InterFrame Spae

(AIFS), as shown in Fig. 6.1.

Figure 6.1: EDCA medium aess timings [111℄.

Eah AC has a di�erent AIFS, that is alulated as in Formula (6.1)

AIFS[AC] = AIFSN [AC]× SlotT ime + SIFS (6.1)
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where AIFSN[AC℄ > 2 is de�ned aording to the AC, while the Slot-

Time and SIFS are parameters de�ned in the standard [111℄ whih

depend on the Physial Layer adopted.

To avoid ollisions of messages belonging to the same AC, a ran-

dom bako� time is added to AIFSN. The bako� time is within a

Contention Window (CW), that is bounded for eah AC by the pa-

rameters CWmin and CWmax. In ase of retransmissions, the CW is

iteratively inremented until it reahes the CWmax value for a given

AC. To allow the transmission of the highest priority messages be-

fore the lower priority ones, the CWs are set so as to avoid overlap

between CWs (e.g., CWmax[AC_V O] ≤ CWmin[AC_V I]). Finally,
TXOP is the maximum time duration for a node to transmit after

winning aess to the hannel.

The EDCA mehanism does not provide any guarantee that mes-

sages priorities are respeted. When the workload inreases, the per-

formane of the protool deteriorates due to the narrow range of

bako� values [112℄. Moreover, tra� prioritization is not su�ient

to handle spei� kinds of tra�, suh as Sheduled Tra� (e.g.,

ontrol tra�), whih require real-time apabilities and ollision-free

transmissions. Unlike EDCA, the ShedWiFi approah is spei�ally

designed to o�er support to Sheduled Tra�, as it will be disussed

in the following Setion.

6.3 The ShedWiFi approah

6.3.1 Sheduled Tra�

The Sheduled Tra� in our model is a high priority periodi tra�

that is transmitted aording to a time shedule so as to ensure no

interferene from other tra� types. The harateristis of ST �ows

(period P , frame size L) are �xed and a priori known. The trans-

mission sequene of ST �ows is handled o�-line by a sheduler whih

adopts o�set-sheduling tehniques [131℄ to avoid ollisions between

di�erent ST �ows. The end-to-end transmission of an ST �ow along
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its path from soure to the �nal destination, that goes through one

or more relay nodes when diret transmission is not possible, ours

within a temporal window, alled an ST-Window (STW). During the

STW only the messages of the ST �ow assigned to the ST-Window

an be transmitted from the soure node to the destination node

along the de�ned route. Moreover, the nodes that are not involved in

the transmission of the ST-messages are not allowed to transmit dur-

ing the STW, and so ollisions are avoided. In Fig. 6.2 a sheduling

example with two �ows, f0 and f1, is shown. There are two STWs,

one for eah �ow, i.e., the STW0 (dark gray) and the STW1 (light

gray). The two onsidered �ows have two di�erent periods, P0 and

P1. In our shedule two di�erent o�sets, O0 and O1, to avoid any

possible overlap between the two STWs, are used.

Figure 6.2: Example of ST-Windows.

All the network nodes are aware of the start time and the end time

of eah ST-Window, through an o�-line on�guration. This way, no

ollision may our even in ase of hidden nodes. In order to establish

a ommon notion of time in the proposed approah, a lok synhro-
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nization mehanism is required. Several synhronization algorithms

are proposed in literature, for example [132�135℄. Here nodes are as-

sumed to be synhronized aording to the algorithm in [135℄, whih

provides a synhronization auray of 25 µs in a network with up

to 100 nodes.

Eah ST-Window has a �xed length and is sized to aommodate

the end-to-end message transmissions from the soure to the desti-

nation. The ST-Window is sized taking into aount the message

length, the number of hops, the maximum number of retransmis-

sions allowed for eah hop, and the synhronization auray. The

ST-Window sizing will be disussed in Set. 6.3.2.

As far as the routing poliy is onerned, in this approah nodes

maintain a stati routing table in whih the ST �ows have �xed routes

de�ned during the deployment phase. The main advantage of suh

a hoie is that in this way the routing delays for the ST tra� are

onstant and preditable, and the ST-Windows an be easily sized.

To improve fault-tolerane, in ShedWiFi eah node has to main-

tain a routing table with a bakup path (with the same number of

hops) for eah �ow. When a sender node does not reeive the a-

knowledgement from the reeiver one, the sender transmits the mes-

sage on the bakup path.

6.3.2 Sizing the ST-Window

In the ShedWiFi approah, the use of ST-Window isolates sheduled

tra� from the interferene of other tra� ategories. During this

time interval, nodes an only transmit sheduled tra�, hene the

ST-Window for an ST �ow has to be sized so as to aommodate

the transmission of a message of the �ow from the soure to the �nal

destination, inluding aknowledgments and retransmissions. The

ST-Window size therefore depends on:

• The maximum lok di�erene between nodes (∆), that is equal
to ∆ = max_sync_error +max_skew, where max_skew is

the lok di�erene just before a synhronization round.
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• The number of hops (H) from the soure to the destination.

• The message size (L).

• The maximum number of retransmissions for eah hop (R).

Note that, in the ShedWiFi approah a message is aknowl-

edged on eah hop, hene the time for the ACK transmissions

has to be onsidered too.

Hene, the ST-Window size is alulated as in Formula (6.2)

STW = 2∆ + (TXdata + 2SIFS + TXack) (1 +R)H (6.2)

where TXdata is the time required for the transmission of L bytes

(in industrial ontexts L, i.e., the size of ST messages, is small) and

TXack is the time required for the transmission of an ACK message.

6.3.3 Non-ST tra�

The ShedWiFi approah foresees that the non-ST tra� is transmit-

ted out of the ST-Windows and, aording to the EDCA rules, after

the ontention phase, as explained in Set. 6.2. As a result, delays

for non-ST tra� are not preditable. However, in order to provide

a di�erent QoS to di�erent �ows, messages are prioritized aording

to their aess ategory, as de�ned by EDCA protool spei�ed in

the standard [111℄. The ShedWiFi approah provides three non-ST

tra� Categories:

• Periodi High Priority (PHP): The periodi tra� �ows

with the highest priority among the non-ST �ows.

• Periodi Low Priority (PLP): The periodi tra� �ows

with the seond highest priority among the non-ST �ows.

• Best E�ort (BE): The aperiodi tra�, with the lowest pri-

ority.
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The mapping between the ShedWiFi Categories (SC) and the Aess

Categories (AC) de�ned by the EDCA protool in the IEEE 802.11

standard is shown in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Mapping between SCs and ACs

ShedWiFi ST PHP PLP BE

802.11 - AC _VO AC_VI AC_BE

The shorter the periods of the ST �ows, the smaller the spae

between onseutive ST windows, and this ould limit the probability

to aommodate the transmission of non-ST �ows between them.

In order to avoid the resulting potential for starvation of the non-

ST �ows, the non-ST messages an be fragmented aording to the

fragmentation tehnique desribed in [111℄, thus enabling them to �t

the spae between two onseutive ST Windows.

6.3.4 Time-Aware Shaper (TAS)

In order to isolate the ST tra� from the non-ST tra�, ShedWiFi

provides eah node with a Time-Aware Shaper (TAS) that prevents

the transmission of the tra� that ould interfere with the transmis-

sion of ST messages. As shown in Fig. 6.3, the TAS funtion is imple-

mented just before the frame transmission in the physial layer. The

TAS heks whether the transmission duration and aknowledgement

reeption of a non-ST frame exeeds the start time of a ST-Window.

If so, the TAS bloks the transmission and restores the MAC state

to the one before the start of the CSMA/CA operations. The TAS

also bloks the transmission of ST messages that would exeed their

own STW and interfere with other ST transmissions. Note that it

is reommendable that the ST windows are onseutive, in order to

minimize the bandwidth waste due to the TAS mehanism.

In this way, the ST messages an be transmitted without any

interferene from both other ST messages and non-ST messages.
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Figure 6.3: Frame �ow diagram of ShedWiFi.

6.4 Performane Evaluation

This setion desribes the senario and the tra� model used in the

OMNet++ simulations.

6.4.1 Simulation Senario

In Fig. 6.4 the onsidered set of nodes is shown. The sensing area

is 100x100 m2
large and the ShedWiFI nodes within the area are

pseudo-randomly loated.

There are three kinds of ShedWiFI nodes in the network:

• The soure nodes (S1...6, in grey in the piture). They generate

and send messages.

• The reeiver nodes (R1...3, in blak in Fig. 6.4). They are the

sinks that reeive messages.
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Figure 6.5: a) 2-hop on�guration b) 3-hop on�guration ) 4-hop

on�guration

• The relay nodes (in white in Fig. 6.4). They do not generate

messages at the appliation layer, but forward the messages re-

eived from other nodes (either soure or relay nodes) aording

to their routing tables.

In the simulation, the start time of eah �ow is obtained through

an exponential distribution with mean equal to 1 s.

The ShedWiFi approah, due to the ST-Windows, requires high

bandwidth, as bandwidth is reserved in eah node in the entire net-

work for eah transmission of ST messages and for the possible re-

transmissions. For this reason, in this senario the IEEE 802.11n [136℄
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physial layer was hosen, whih provides a theoretial datarate up to

600 Mb/s. ShedWiFi is also suitable for working on higher datarate

physial layers, e.g., the IEEE 802.11a-2013, whih provides a the-

oretial datarate up to 6.93 Gb/s, while lower datarates PHY types

(e.g., the IEEE 802.11b/g) are not reommended for e�ieny rea-

sons.

The adopted propagation model is the Log Normal Shadowing

[137℄, with alpha equal to 2.4 and standard deviation sigma equal

to 6.7. These values were hosen so as to re�et the signal propaga-

tion onditions in realisti industrial environments. A stati routing

algorithm was hosen, as the network is on�gured so that the ov-

erage does not allow the soure nodes to diretly reah the relevant

reeiver nodes and all nodes in the network do not move, but keep a

�xed position assigned during the on�guration phase.

Using the same senario, three di�erent on�gurations were re-

ated and named 2-hop, 3-hop and 4-hop depending on the number

of hops that the messages must traverse to reah the reeiver nodes.

The given senario inludes 12 available relay nodes. The propaga-

tion delay due to the distane between the nodes is negligible and

does not a�et the transmission delay. For eah on�guration, the

relay nodes that are atually used were randomly hosen among all

those available in the network. For eah on�guration, �ve runs were

performed by varying the random parameters, in order to prove that

the auray of the results is not a�eted by the use of a probabilisti

distribution.

In Fig. 6.5 all the topologies for the 2-hop, 3-hop and 4-hop

on�guration are shown. Fig. 6.5.a desribes the topology for the

2-hop on�guration. Three relay nodes were hosen as follows. L1

forwards the messages from S1 and S2, L2 forwards the messages from

S3 and S4, while L3 forwards the messages from S5 and S6.

Fig. 6.5.b shows the 3-hop on�guration. Eight relay nodes were

hosen as follows. L1 and L2 forward the messages sent by S1 and

S2. L3 and L4 forward the messages sent by S3 and S4. L5 and L6

forward the messages sent by S5. Finally, L7 and L8 forward the
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Table 6.2: Tra� haraterization

Soure node Priority Payload Period Destination

(byte) (ms)

S1 - S2 ST 46 5 R1

S1 - S2 Periodi-HP 1200 3 R1

S1 - S2 Periodi-LP 1200 3.5 R1

S3 - S4 Periodi-HP 1200 3 R2

S3 - S4 Periodi-LP 1200 3.5 R2

S5 - S6 Best E�ort 1200 - R3

messages sent by S6.

Fig. 6.5. shows the 4-hop on�guration. Nine relay nodes were

hosen as follows. L1, L2 and L3 forward the messages sent by S1 and

S2. L4, L5 and L6 forward the messages sent by S3 and S4. Finally,

L7, L8 and L9 forward the messages sent by S5 and S6.

6.4.2 Tra� Model and Evaluation Metris

Tab. 6.2 shows the tra� haraterization and eah row desribes

a tra� �ow. The �rst olumn shows the soure nodes, the seond

olumn the tra� lass, the third and fourth olumn the payload and

the period, respetively, and the last olumn the reeiver node for the

relevant �ow. The soure nodes S1 and S2 every 5 ms generate 46

bytes long ST messages and send them to R1. In parallel, S1 and S2,

every 3 ms, send to R1 periodi high priority (PHP) messages and,

every 3.5 ms, periodi low priority (PLP) messages. Both the high

and the low priority messages are 1200 bytes long. With the same

timings, S3 and S4 send to R2 PHP and PLP messages. Finally, S5

and S6 send 1200 bytes long aperiodi best e�ort messages to R3.

Table 6.3 shows the workload value for eah tra� lass.

The onsidered performane metris are:

• The end-to-end delay, de�ned as the time interval between the

message reation time and the message delivery time at the

destination node, measured at the appliation layer.
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Table 6.3: Workload

Tra� Class Workload

ST 147.2 Kbps

PHP 6.40 Mbps

PLP 5.48 Mbps

Table 6.4: PHY parameters

Parameter Layer Value

Datarate PHY 300Mbps

Transmitter Power PHY 2mW

Thermal Noise PHY -110dbm

Carrier Frequeny PHY 2.4 GHz

Modulation PHY QAM

• The jitter, de�ned as the di�erene between two adjaent end-

to-end delay values.

• The Paket Loss Ratio (PLR), de�ned as the ratio between the

number of pakets lost (due to ollisions or bit errors) and the

number of pakets sent.

Tables 6.4 and 6.5 show the MAC and PHY parameters used in

the simulations. In Table 6.5, the AIFS parameter represents the time

a node has to wait, listening an idle hannel, before making a trans-

mission attempt. CWmin and CWmax are the minimum and max-

imum length, expressed in slots, of the Contention Windows (CW),

i.e., the time window within whih the hannel ontention takes plae,

for a given aess ategory. If a retransmission ours, the CW for

the relevant aess ategory is inreased up to the CWmax value.

6.5 Results

In this setion the results obtained for eah on�guration are pre-

sented and disussed. The results are shown with the relevant on�-

dene interval.
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Table 6.5: MAC parameters

Aess Category CWmin CWmax AIFSN

PHP 7 15 2

PLP 15 31 2

BE 31 1023 3

6.5.1 2-hop on�guration

ST Flows delay. In the 2-hop on�guration, the maximum end-to-end

delay obtained by ShedWiFi for the ST tra� is equal to 48 µs, that
is twie the transmission time of a 46 bytes long ST message (i.e.,

24 µs). The end-to-end delay of ST messages is bounded by design

and in this simulation was found �xed, as there was no need for re-

transmissions. This result on�rms that the ST Windows mehanism

works well for the 2-hop on�guration, so preditable delays for the

ST tra� an be guaranteed.

Non-ST Flows delay. Fig. 6.6 shows the distribution of the end-

to-end delay for the PHP tra� lass. Most the end-to-end delay

results are in the range [0.2 ms, 0.4 ms℄. The results show that most

of the PHP messages arrive at destination with an end-to-end delay

lower than 1 ms. However, there is also a non-negligible number of

messages that experiene end-to-end delay values higher than 1 ms.

This higher delay is mainly due both to the delay that PHP messages

experiene in the queues and to the ation performed by the TASs.

Fig. 6.7 shows the distribution of the end-to-end delay for the PLP

tra� lass. All the messages are reeived with an end-to-end delay

lower than 6 ms and the average end-to-end delay value is in the range

[0.2 ms, 1 ms℄. The PHP tra� lass presents mean end-to-end delay

values lower than those obtained for the PLP tra� lass thanks to

the tra� prioritization mehanism implemented in the queues, that

allows to serve PHP messages with the highest priority among the

non-ST �ows.

Paket loss ratio and jitter. Table 6.6 shows the paket loss ratio

for eah tra� lass and eah on�guration, while Table 6.7 shows
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Figure 6.6: End-to-end delay for PHP tra� in the 2-hop on�gura-

tion.

the mean jitter values obtained for eah tra� lass and for eah

on�guration, with the relevant on�dene interval.

The number of ollisions experiened by non-ST �ows is very low,

espeially for the PHP and PLP tra� lasses. The paket loss ratio

for the ST lass is low and is not related to the number of ollisions, as

it depends entirely on the hannel bit error rate. The throughput of

the ST tra�, equal to 147 Kbps, is very lose to the ST workload and

this on�rms that the introdued hannel noise does not signi�antly

a�et the transmissions of ST �ows. The jitter value is negligible

for the ST lass, while for both the PHP and PLP tra� lasses the

jitter value is higher than 100 µs. This value is still aeptable, as

most proess automation appliations an tolerate jitter values up to

1 ms [138℄.

Table 6.6: Paket loss ratio for all the tra� lasses

Tra� Class 2-hop 3-hop 4-hop

ST 0.19% 0.22% 0.31%

Periodi-HP 0.36% 0.98% 21.64%

Periodi-LP 0.57% 1.49% 25.77%

Best-E�ort 1.34% 21.83% 97%
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Figure 6.7: End-to-end delay for PLP tra� in the 2-hop on�gura-

tion.

Table 6.7: Jitter values for all the tra� lasses

Tra� Class 2-hop 3-hop 4-hop

(µs) (µs) (µs)

ST 0.33 ± 0.003 0.47 ± 0.005 0.5 ± 0.006

Periodi-HP 111.74 ± 1.33 183.73 ± 1.79 1539 ± 44

Periodi-LP 159.85 ± 2.24 342.36 ± 2.95 1844 ± 67

6.5.2 3-hop on�guration

ST Flows delay. The end-to-end delay value for the ST lass is equal

to 72.51 µs, i.e., three times the transmission delay of an ST message,

whih is 24 µs in the senario here onsidered. This on�rms that the
ShedWi� mehanism works properly even in the 3-hop on�guration,

guaranteeing an upper bounded end-to-end delay for the ST lass.

Non-ST Flows delay. In Figure 6.8 the distribution of the end-to-

end delay values for the PHP tra� lass in the 3-hop on�guration

is shown.

The end-to-end delay values for the PHP tra� that most fre-

quently our are in the range [1.5 ms, 10 ms℄. The di�erene be-

tween these results and those obtained with the 2-hop on�guration
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Figure 6.8: End-to-end delay for PHP tra� in the 3-hop on�gura-

tion.

is mainly due to the inrease of the queuing delay for PHP messages,

whih undergo an additional hop to reah the destination node.

Fig. 6.9 shows the end-to-end delay distribution for the PLP

tra� lass. More than the 80% of the PLP lass messages obtain

a value below 50 ms. Comparing these results with those of the 2-

hop on�guration, in the 3-hop on�guration the delay values are

in general higher. Moreover, the delay inreases more signi�antly

for the PLP tra� lass than for the PHP tra� lass. This result

depends on the queuing time in the relay nodes, where the PLP

messages have to wait for the transmission of the PHP messages

before being transmitted.

Paket loss ratio and jitter. Table 6.7 shows the mean jitter results

and the on�dene intervals alulated at the 95%. Similarly to the 2-

hop results, the jitter values obtained for the ST lass are negligible,

while those of both the PHP and PLP messages are lower than 1

ms, i.e., they are higher in this ase than in the 2-hop on�guration.

As shown in Table 6.6, the paket loss ratio for the ST lass is low

and, as disussed in the 2-hop on�guration, is not related to the

number of ollisions, as it depends on the hannel bit error rate. The

paket loss ratio for both PLP and PHP tra� lasses is lower than
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Figure 6.9: End-to-end delay for PLP tra� in the 3-hop on�gura-

tion.

1.50%, while for the best-e�ort tra� is equal to 21.83%. This result,

whih exeeds the 3% threshold required in industrial automation

appliations [139℄, is due to both the queue over�ow in the relay

nodes and the high number of ollisions experiened by the best-

e�ort messages.

6.5.3 4-hop on�guration

ST Flows. In this on�guration the end-to-end delay for the ST lass

is bounded and equal to 96 ms, i.e., four times the transmission time

of a single ST message, and the jitter value is negligible, as shown in

Table 6.7. The fourth olumn of Table 6.6 shows the paket loss ratio

for the 4-hop on�guration. The result for the ST lass is omparable

to those obtained for the 2-hop and 3-hop on�gurations. This proves

that the ST messages, thanks to the ST Window mehanism, do not

experiene ollisions when the hop number inreases.

Non-ST Flows. Fig. 6.11 and 6.10 show the end-to-end delay

distribution for the PHP and PLP tra� lass, respetively. Com-

paring with the results obtained with the previous on�gurations,

here the end-to-end delay values for the PHP tra� lass are higher
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than in the previous on�gurations, up to 160 ms, while the 80% of

the messages experiened an end-to-end delay lower than 50 ms. The

end-to-end delay of the PLP tra� lass is signi�antly inreased and

reahes quite high values, up to 650 ms, while the 80% of end-to-end

delay results for the PLP lass are lower than 210 ms. Jitter for

non-ST �ows also inreases in this on�guration.

Figure 6.10: End-to-end delay for PHP tra� in the 4-hop on�gu-

ration.

Figure 6.11: End-to-end delay for PLP tra� in the 4-hop on�gu-

ration.

Table 6.6 shows that the paket loss ratio for the PHP and PLP
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tra� lass are higher, i.e., equal to 21.64% and 25.77%, respetively.

This result is mainly due to the inreased number of hops, whih

inreases the probability of ollisions for non-ST �ows. The paket

loss ratio obtained for the best e�ort tra� lass is very high, i.e.,

lose to 97%. This is beause the best-e�ort tra� has the lowest

priority, so best-e�ort �ows in suh an unfavourable on�guration

perform worse than in the previous on�gurations.

Table 6.8 summarizes the end-to-end results of the ST messages

for eah on�guration.

Table 6.8: End-to-end Delay for ST Messages

2-hop 3-hop 4-hop

48µs 72µs 96µs

In Table 6.9 the average end-to-end delay and the on�dene in-

terval alulated at the 95% of on�dene level for the simulations

are presented. The results show that the on�dene intervals are

negligible if ompared to the order of magnitude of values.

Table 6.9: Average end-to-end delay with on�dene interval

Tra� Class 2-hop (ms) 3-hop (ms) 4-hop (ms)

PHP 0.365± 0.003 6.600± 0.057 26.804± 0.303
PLP 0.855± 0.005 28.394± 0.215 142.492± 1.182

Sine the entire ShedWiFi approah is distributed and no polling

mehanisms are foreseen, salability depends on the number of ST

�ows in the network and the lengths of the ST Windows. In fat, the

longer the ST Windows, the shorter the time available for non-ST

transmissions. The results shown in this Setion prove that with up

to 17 nodes, 2 ST-�ows, 10 non-ST �ows and adopting paths long up

to three hops, the paket loss ratio is always lower that 22%, even for

the tra� with the lowest priority.

Nevertheless, the higher is the number of hops the larger are the

STWindows, whih means less time for non-ST transmissions. In this
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ase, the results proved that the tra� �ows with lowest priority, i.e.

the best e�ort tra�, ould experiene higher paket loss ratio and,

eventually, starvation, as shown in Table 6.6. Anyway, it is likely

that a large area will be overed by multiple lusters, eah one with

a small number of hops.

6.6 Conlusions and future works

This hapter presented the ShedWiFi approah that provides sup-

port for sheduled tra� over IEEE 802.11 ad-ho networks.

The ShedWiFi approah was presented and evaluated through

simulations in three di�erent on�gurations, in order to assess both

the support provided to ST lass and the salability of the approah

with an inreasing number of relay nodes between the soure and the

destination.

Results proved that, as far as the ST lass is onerned, in all the

onsidered on�gurations ShedWiFi allows for low and preditable

end-to-end delay values, negligible jitter and very low paket loss ra-

tio. Compared to the MCCA mehanism de�ned in the IEEE 802.11

standard [111℄ and assessed in [115℄, in the ShedWiFi approah non

real-time tra� does not a�et the end-to-end delay of ST �ows. On

the other hand, the end-to-end delay values of all the non-ST lasses

is sensitive to the inrease of the number of hops.

Future work will deal with mehanisms of bandwidth reservation

for non-ST periodi tra� lasses, and in partiular for the PHP and

PLP �ows. In addition, the adoption of a dynami routing protool

(suh as ontrolled �ooding) will be investigated. Comparative eval-

uations between ShedWiFi and other relevant approahes proposed

in literature, suh as [123℄ [96℄ [95℄ will be performed. Moreover, us-

ing the quality riteria and trade-o�s desribed in [140℄, the seurity

provided in ShedWiFi will be evaluated and disussed. Finally, as

ShedWiFi requires only software modi�ations to the IEEE 802.11

MAC layer, the feasibility of implementing ShedWiFi on real devies
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will be investigated.
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Chapter 7

A Bluetooth Low Energy

real-time protool for

industrial wireless mesh

networks

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is a short-range wireless transmission

tehnology intended for low-power low-ost and low-omplexity om-

muniations [47℄ that o�ers interesting properties for Industrial Wire-

less Sensor Networks (IWSNs). BLE signi�antly redues the power

onsumption of the ommuniation stak, thus guaranteeing a longer

lifetime than other wireless protools. However, BLE is not suited

for supporting real-time tra�, sine message delays annot be pre-

isely bounded. Furthermore, BLE also su�ers from other limitations

(e.g., on the distane between nodes and on the network topology)

that make it di�ult to build a BLE mesh network featuring multiple

hops. These limitations redue the extent to whih the overage of a

BLE network an be expanded. To overome these limitations while

maintaining the advantages of low-energy and low-ost ommunia-

tions this work proposes the Real-Time BLE (RT-BLE), a real-time

protool for industrial wireless mesh networks developed on top of
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BLE. The proposed protool exploits a Time Division Multiple A-

ess (TDMA) approah with an optimized transmission alloation

that provides data pakets with real-time support, while maintain-

ing a good trade-o� between the maximum guaranteed delay and the

throughput.

This work provides a twofold ontribution. a) A on�guration

method for the BLE standard that guarantees bounded message la-

tenies with star topologies; b) a protool working on top of BLE that

allows for meshed topologies while maintaining bounded latenies.

The hapter is organized as follows. Setion 7.1 overviews related

work, while Setion 7.2 desribes BLE and the proposed on�guration

method to ahieve bounded latenies on star topologies. Setion 7.3

presents the RT-BLE protool design, while Setion 7.4 provides the

protool analysis. Setion 7.5 presents some experimental results.

Finally, Setion 7.6 gives our onlusions and hints for future work.

7.1 Related Work

Many papers investigated the ase for Bluetooth-based industrial

ommuniations, also proposing improvements and new features [141℄.

Reently, BLE raised some interest in the sienti� ommunity. The

paper [142℄ analytially addresses the maximum peer-to-peer through-

put and the minimum turnaround time of a BLE paket, pointing out

some limitations of the results ahieved by o�-the-shelf transeivers

ompared with the analytial results. Another analytial model for

alulating the maximum throughput of BLE was presented in [143℄,

while the work in [144℄ analyzed and used a simulation tool to es-

timate the speed and lateny of BLE ommuniations. The BLE

energy onsumption was addressed in [145℄ and [146℄, and the results

in [145℄ show that the energy onsumption of a BLE transeiver is 2.5

times lower than that of a transeiver based on the IEEE 802.15.4

protool. The results obtained in all the above mentioned works

show that it is worthwhile to investigate novel extensions of BLE. In
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partiular, it is interesting to �nd a way to improve the BLE perfor-

mane on real devies through on�gurations spei�ally optimized

for industrial environments.

New transeivers allowing for the o-existene of multiple ommu-

niation staks make it possible to develop dual protools. In [147℄

an approah to use BLE in a dual-protool environment to support

real-time tra� is proposed. However, the approah in [147℄ provides

real-time behavior only for ommuniations between nodes that im-

plement the spei� dual protool addressed. Conversely, the RT-

BLE protool proposed in this hapter works on standard BLE de-

vies.

The BLE standard is limited to a star topology. In order to in-

rease the ommuniation overage, it is possible to use a network

with a tree topology, as it provides for multi-hop relaying. The work

in [148℄ proposes an approah to implement a salable tree-based

network using BLE network that aims at expanding the BLE net-

work overage, thus inreasing its salability. However, the approah

in [148℄ does not provide data pakets with real-time support, as it

is intended for Internet of Things (IoT) appliations. Conversely, the

RT-BLE proposed in this work inreases the BLE network salability

while supporting real-time tra�.

7.2 Ahieving Bounded Latenies on BLE

Networks

7.2.1 Overview on BLE

In BLE one a onnetion is established, two Link Layer (LL) roles

for the devies are de�ned, i.e., master and slave. The master oor-

dinates the medium aess adopting a TDMA-based polling meha-

nism, in whih it periodially polls the slaves. In BLE [47℄ the time

is divided into units alled Connetion Events (CE). Frequeny hop-

ping is realized on eah CE, i.e., in eah CE a di�erent hannel is
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used. The onnetion event starts with the transmission of a data

paket from the master to a slave. The start time of a CE is alled an

Anhor Point (AP). The start times of onnetion events are regu-

larly spaed, with a on�gurable interval alled a Connetion Interval

(CI). During a onnetion event, the master and one slave transmit

and reeive pakets alternately. The onnetion event is onsidered

to be open as long as the devies ontinue to transmit pakets. If

none of the devies has data to transmit, the slave swithes to the

sleep mode until the next AP. At this point, the master starts the

ommuniation with another slave and the proess repeats until all

the slaves have transmitted. At that point, the master also goes to

sleep until the next onnetion event starts. This way, the master ba-

sially splits the onnetion interval into as many onnetion events

as the number of onnetions. Conseutive paket transmissions are

separated by an Interframe Spae (IFS) whose duration is 150 µs.
Fig. 7.1 shows an example in whih there are two slaves (S1 and S2)

and one master (M).

M → S1 S1 → M M → S1 S1 → M M → S2 S2 → M

t

CES1APS1 CES2APS2

CES1 CES1 CES2 CES1

CI CI

IFS IFS

Detail of CEs

CES2 CES2

Figure 7.1: Example of the BLE medium aess mehanism.

The bottom line of Fig. 7.1 indiates the onnetion events for the

slave S1 and S2, whih are periodially repeated with a period equal

to CI. The top line of Fig. 7.1 presents the details of eah onne-

tion event. At the anhor point of S1 (APS1) the master transmits

a paket to S1, thus starting the polling and the alternating trans-

mission sequene (M->S1, S1->M, et.). At the end of the CES1,

the master starts the onnetion event for the S2 (CES2), whih is

periodially repeated with a period equal to CI. While the CI is the
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same for all the slaves onneted to the same master, the relevant

anhor points are shifted, as the master polls one slave at a time.

The BLE spei�ation also de�nes a parameter, alled Connetion

Slave Lateny, whih spei�es the number of onseutive CEs that

a slave has to skip while remaining in sleep mode. The slave shall

always send a reply to the master for any paket reeived, valid or

not [47℄. The ak for the previous paket is transmitted within the

header of the reply to the master.

Several BLE implementations [149℄ require a guard band (GB)

between the onnetion events to ope with synhronization auray.

Moreover they provide on�gurable parameters to set the maximum

size of eah onnetion event.

7.2.2 Con�guring BLE to obtain bounded laten-

ies

This setion explains how to set the main on�guration parameters

in order to enfore bounded message latenies over BLE networks

with a star topology. A mathematial formulation is provided and

disussed.

The maximum paket length (L) that an be transmitted at the

physial layer is 47 bytes [47℄, thus the time needed for transmitting

it at 1 Mbps, here alled TL, is equal to 376µs. Hene, the duration
of the onnetion event j (T j

S) that an embed the transmission of

Mj maximum-length data pakets an be alulated as

T j
S = 2MjTL + (2Mj − 1)IFS. (7.1)

Equation (7.1) takes into aount the time for Mj master/slave �

slave/master transmissions within the j-th CE plus the IFS intervals

between the transmissions. Taking into aount Eq. (7.1), the max-

imum time that the master takes for handling S onnetion events
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(Ttrx) (S is the number of onnetions) an be alulated as

Ttrx = (S − 1)GB
S
∑

j=0

T j
S, (7.2)

where (S-1) indiates the number of GB intervals between the on-

netion events. The standard spei�es that the onnetion interval

an be on�gured as a multiple of 1.25ms in the range from 7.5ms to
4s [47℄. Hene, we have to alulate the minimum multiple of 1.25ms
that is higher than or equal to Ttrx so that the minimum onnetion

interval (CImin) for S onnetion events an be alulated as

CImin = max

(⌈

Ttrx + IFS

1.25ms

⌉

1.25ms, 7.5ms

)

. (7.3)

The BLE protool with a suitable on�guration (i.e., with bounded

onnetion events) allows for bounded delays when the network has

a star topology, so a master an rule the timing and synhroniza-

tion of all the network nodes. Some issues raise in the networks

in whih the slaves are onneted to multiple masters (i.e., a slave

holds onnetions with multiple BLE networks). In fat, as there are

multiple masters and eah of them provides synhronization to the

assoiated slaves, it may happen that the CEs assigned to the same

slave by di�erent masters overlap. This an happen, for instane, in

the topology that is shown in Fig. 7.2. In fat, the node D3 may

experiene a CE overlap problem, as suh a node is onneted to two

di�erent masters, i.e., the nodes D2 and D4. In the worst ase, the

two masters transmit a paket to the node D3 at the same time, thus

determining a CE total or partial overlap. In partiular, one of the

four ases depited in Fig. 7.3 may our.

In Fig. 7.3A and 7.3B the CE overlap is partial, while in Fig. 7.3C

the overlap is total. In Fig. 7.3D no overlap ours. Setion 7.3 pro-

poses a solution to this problem that enables real-time ommunia-

tions over BLE and also o�ers support for mesh network topologies.
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D1 D2 D3 D4

D5

M

M

M M

S

S S S

Figure 7.2: Example of topology with a potential for CE overlap.

7.3 Protool Design

The RT-BLE protool proposed in this hapter enables BLE to ahieve

bounded message delays, thus providing support for real-time om-

muniations, and also introdues multi-hop data transmissions, thus

allowing for the reation of meshed networks. The main idea to

ahieve this result is to reate multiple networks (here alled sub-

networks), eah one oordinated by a master. The sub-networks

in turn share one or multiple slaves that at as �bridges� between

the sub-networks. Fig. 7.4 shows an example of network topology

in whih there are three sub-networks, oordinated respetively by

nodes 2, 4, and 6. In Fig. 7.4, the node 3 is a slave of both the

node 2 (i.e., the master of the sub-network 0) and the node 4 (i.e.,

the master of the sub-network 1). The node 6 is the master for the

nodes 5 and 7, while it is a slave of the node 4. In the example of

Fig. 7.4, the node 3 has to ommuniate with two masters that are

not synhronized with eah other. Consequently, due to the potential

for CE overlap, the transmissions to node 3 annot be guaranteed.

To deploy a meshed network that avoids the CE overlap, the nodes

have to be on�gured aording to the following rules:

1. A node not ating as a master an establish a onnetion with

up to two masters.

2. A node (A) ating as a master an establish a onnetion with
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Figure 7.3: Possible overlap of the onnetion events.

at most another master (B). In this onnetion, the node A

shall play the slave role.

Note that, aording to the BLE spei�ations [47℄, a devie an

at both as a master and a slave for di�erent onnetions and an

also establish onnetions with several masters. Several devies, suh

as [149℄, support di�erent roles at the same time.

In order to enable a slave node to be on the right sub-network at

the right time, the onnetion intervals of the di�erent sub-networks

have to be the same. To this aim and to avoid CE overlap, the

onnetion interval for eah sub-network has to be alulated, using

Eq. (7.3). Then the CI for any sub-network, heneforward alled CI*

is hosen equal to the maximum of the CImin values among all the

sub-networks.

The solution proposed in this hapter to solve the problem of
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Figure 7.4: Example of RT-BLE network topology.

CE overlap and to enable real-time ommuniations on BLE-based

meshed networks is explained through the ase-study shown in Fig. 7.5,

in whih two master nodes are onneted with four slave nodes eah.

D1 D3 D5 D7

D4

M

M

M M

S

S S S

D2

D9

D8

M

M

S

S

D6

M

S

M

S

Figure 7.5: Case-study topology for the RT-BLE approah.

The node D5 is a slave onneted with the nodes D3 and D7,

therefore the onnetion events of the node D5 may overlap. The

solution here proposed is to alternate the onnetion of the node D5

with a master at a time. This means that in a given onnetion

interval the node D5 will disable the onnetion with the node D3,

while for the next one it will enable the onnetion with the node
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D3 and disable the onnetion with the node D7. This an be easily

realized, as at the higher levels of the BLE stak a mehanism to

enable/disable a onnetion setting the Client Charateristi Con�g-

uration Desriptor (CCCD) is provided. This is a two-bit �eld that

works like a real swith. It allows one of the two nodes to enable or

disable a onnetion, notifying both the nodes about the new status

of the onnetion. The slave D5 in Fig. 7.5 an modify these bits at

any time and eah master, before sending data, has to hek that the

onnetion is enabled. If this is not the ase, the master inserts the

paket in a queue and transmits it in the next onnetion event. This

way the CE overlap is avoided.

Fig. 7.6 shows the timing of the masters D3 and D7. The semi-

transparent bigger retangles represent the intervals during whih the

node D5 disables the onnetion with one of the two masters.

Figure 7.6: The solution to the overlapping CEs problem.

Fig. 7.6 shows that the node D5 is initially onneted as a slave to

the node D3. Subsequently the master D7, whih in the initial phase

has only two onnetions (with the nodes D6 and D8, respetively),

establishes a onnetion with the node D5 (and later with the node

D9). The master D7 alloates one CE for the onnetion with the

node D5, whih is a shared slave with two onnetions. One the

onnetion with the node D7 is established, it is immediately disabled

(semi-transparent retangle). As soon as the node D5 transmissions

with the node D3 �nish, the node D5 disables the onnetion with

the node D3 for a time equal to the onnetion interval and enables
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the onnetion with the node D7, for a onnetion interval. This

mehanism repeats over time.

In the proposed approah the network is on�gured o�ine. Dy-

nami on�guration will be investigated in future works.

7.4 Timing analysis and analytial assess-

ment

This setion presents a timing analysis to determine the end-to-end

worst ase latenies. We onsider a network made up of N nodes.

Eah node generates multiple messages belonging to di�erent �ows

(f). Messages are periodially transmitted with a period Pf . The

routing path (Rf ) for eah �ow is �xed and on�gured o�ine. To

improve fault-tolerane, eah node has to maintain a routing table

with a bakup path for eah �ow (this way the analysis an be re-

peated for eah path). Eah �ow is thus haraterized by the pair

(Pf , Rf ), where Rf = (nf
0 , ..., n

f
h) is the vetor of the nodes (n) that

a message of the �ow f has to traverse to reah the destination (nh),

while h is the number of hops.

For the sake of simpliity, here it is assumed that eah node has

assigned one CE within the onnetion interval. CEs are sized so

as to provide room in every onnetion interval for all the messages

that are transmitted and/or forwarded by the node. This way, all

the messages in the transmission queue of the node are transmitted

within one CE.

Aording to the approah presented in Set. 7.3, a node has the

opportunity to transmit its messages every two onnetion intervals

and onnetion intervals have the same length by design o by on-

�guration, as it was explained in Set. 7.3. Therefore, the maximum

time a node has to wait to transmit its messages (WT ) is equal to

WT = 2CI∗ (7.4)

where CI∗ is the maximum of the CImin values among all the sub-
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networks. To alulate CImin, aording to Eq. (7.1), (7.2) and (7.3),

the maximum number of messages (Mj) that the node j has to trans-
mit is alulated as

Mj =
∑

f :j∈Rf

1, (7.5)

i.e., the number of �ows that are generated by the node j plus those
that have node j in their routing path (R). Finally, the end-to-end
worst ase lateny for the �ow f is alulated as the produt of WT
and the number of hops (h) the �ow f has to traverse to reah the

destination, i.e.,

RTf = WT · h(f). (7.6)

7.4.1 Analytial results

This subsetion presents an analytial evaluation of the RT-BLE pro-

tool with aim of providing some quantitative performane indiators.

The �rst omputed metris is the minimum onnetion interval, al-

ulated using Eq. (7.3). The evaluation was performed varying the

number of nodes (N) and the number of messages transmitted from

eah node (M). For the analysis, it was assumed that one CE is

assigned to eah node (i.e., S = N). Results are shown in Fig. 7.7.

Figure 7.7 shows that the minimum onnetion interval grows lin-

early with the number of nodes. In partiular, in all the evaluated

ases, the CImin value is lower than 50ms. Suh a value is lose to

and omparable with the network duty yle of other IWSN pro-

tools (e.g., those based on the IEEE 802.15.4 with its industrial

�avors [78℄, [80℄).

The seond omputed metris is the worst ase end-to-end lateny,

alulated as in Eq. (7.6). In the onsidered senario, eah node peri-

odially transmits one paket to one sink node. Nodes are onneted

in a daisy-hain topology (Fig. 7.8). Suh a topology represents the

worst ase for our protool, as inreasing the number of nodes, the

number of �ows for all the nodes in the hain also inreases.
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The results, shown in Fig. 7.9, are obtained varying the number of

hops (h) and the number of hains onneted to the sink node (eah

hain is a network segment, with a daisy-hain topology, onneted

to the sink node as shown in Fig. 7.8).

Figure 7.9 refers to the ase of one subnet and �ve nodes, where

the Node 1 transmits one message to the Node 2, the Node 2 trans-

mits two messages to the Node 3, and so on. Fig. 7.9 shows that

the maximum lateny is lower than 100ms. In the ase of 5 hains

(i.e., 5 network segments with 5 nodes eah) the maximum lateny is

lower than 350ms. Suh a result proves that the RT-BLE approah

makes BLE suitable for industrial WSN, as the maximum latenies

ahieved are omparable with those required for industrial ommuni-

ations [150℄.
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Figure 7.7: Minimum onnetion intervals (CImin) varying the num-

ber of nodes (N) and the number of messages transmitted from eah

node (M).
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Figure 7.8: Assessed network made up of 5 hains of 5 nodes eah.
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Figure 7.9: Worst ase end-to-end lateny results.

7.5 Experimental results

This setion presents some experiments arried out to haraterize the

feasibility of the RT-BLE approah on real devies and to measure
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the delay experiened by real-time data exhanges.

The testbed was devised so as to obtain the lateny bound on

a single hop, whih represents the most important ondition for the

feasibility of the proposed approah.

Measurements were performed using the X-NUCLEO-IDB05A1

devies produed by STMiroeletronis. These devies are equipped

with SPBTLE-RF BlueNRG-MS, i.e., a ommuniation module om-

pliant with the Bluetooth Spei�ation v4.2 [47℄.

The testbed was omposed of 4 devies, as shown in Fig. 7.10.

Devie A was the master for the devies B, C and D (slaves). All

the slave nodes periodially generated one paket with a period equal

to the CI. Only the mehanisms of RT-BLE for single-hop real-time

ommuniations were implemented in this phase, to prove that, with

a suitable on�guration of the CE lengths and of the onnetion in-

terval, the network provides bounded latenies.

Figure 7.10: Implemented topology.

In the implemented topology, whih is shown in Fig. 7.10, the

onnetion interval was set to 20ms, as the Blue-NRG transeiver

ommuniates with the MCU through the SPI port and this entails

higher latenies.
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The end-to-end delay is the time interval between the sending

time of the appliation paket at the transmitter and the reeiving

time of the paket at the reeiver. The results relevant to the paket

end-to-end delay for a onnetion are shown in Fig. 7.11.

Figure 7.11: End-to-end delay.

As it was expeted, the maximum end-to-end delay that was mea-

sured is 20ms, so it is equal to the onnetion interval. Thanks to

the on�guration methodology presented in Set. 7.2.2, the end-to-

end delay for a paket is always lower than the onnetion interval

on�gured, as all the messages generated from a node are transmit-

ted in the same onnetion event and all the onnetion events are

sheduled within a single CI. This result provides an evidene of the

lateny bound on a single hop, whih represents the most important

ondition for the feasibility of the proposed approah.
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7.6 Conlusions

This work proposed RT-BLE, a protool for industrial wireless mesh

networks developed on top of BLE that provides real-time support

for data pakets and extends the network salability and overage.

The hapter also presented an analytial evaluation of the onne-

tion intervals and of the worst ase end-to-end latenies. The results

obtained show that RT-BLE allows for latenies that are omparable

to those of other IWSN protools and prove that RT-BLE is suitable

for industrial appliations. Moreover, a proof-of-onept implemen-

tation of the same mehanisms as RT-BLE showed its feasibility on

COTS devies.

Further work will investigate a dynami on�guration mehanism

ombined with load balaning tehniques, suh as those investigated

in [127℄, to provide more �exibility and to inrease reliability and

fault-tolerane. Moreover, a full-�edged version of RT-BLE will be

developed on COTS devies to assess the protool in a realisti multi-

hop senario.
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Chapter 8

Conlusions and future works

Although the many advanes in automation network tehnologies and

protools, no wired and wireless solutions are able to ope with the

di�erent requirements imposed by the whole set of industrial appli-

ations. This makes unavoidable the adoption of multiple ommuni-

ation tehnologies, eah one spei�ally devised for an appliation

�eld. This mainly originates from the mismathes that the meha-

nisms adopted to meet spei� requirements have with eah other.

For instane, the mehanisms to improve reliability, as retransmis-

sions or relaying, a�et the determinism required for real-time om-

muniations.

The work done in this thesis goes right in the opposite diretion,

i.e., to investigate innovative solutions to meet the requirements of

both industrial automation and ooperative robot appliations lim-

iting the mismathes between the various mehanisms.

In partiular, the problem of sheduling aperiodi real-time mes-

sages in an e�ient way over EtherCAT networks was solved with the

introdution of a novel telegram that is ontented among the network

nodes and a swapping mehanisms that allows for �preemption� with

no message loss. The proposed solution allows for the transmission

of both periodi and aperiodi real-time tra� guaranteeing both a

yle time of hundreds of miroseonds and the ompatibility with
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the EtherCAT standard.

Two low datarate wireless solutions to support real-time appli-

ations for industrial automation and ooperative robot teams were

also proposed. Starting from an assessment of the protools de�ned

in the IEEE 802.15.4e standard, the �rst solution, alled PriMulA, is

spei�ally devised to improve the salability, the fault-tolerane and

the support to real-time transmission of LLDN networks. Thanks to

the introdution of a multihannel mehanism ombined with mes-

sage prioritization, the PriMulA approah, ompared to the standard

LLDN, provides an improvement in network salability up to 56%

and allows for yle times up to three times lower. Moreover, the

introdution of the dynami hannel on�guration and blaklisting

mehanism improves the fault-tolerane under radio interferene. All

of these features were designed so as to maintain the interoperability

with LLDN standard devies. However, the LLDN does not sup-

port mobility. To ope with this requirement a novel protool, alled

RoboMAC was proposed. RoboMAC is devised for low datarate de-

vies and operates on mesh topology. Thanks to the multihannel

ommuniation, lustering and a TDMA-based medium aess meh-

anism the RoboMAC protool proved to be suitable for ooperating

mobile robot appliations supporting mobility, real-time ommuni-

ations and low lateny. A proof-of-onept implementation of the

RoboMAC protool was realized on STMiroeletronis SPIRIT1 de-

vies and the protool was tested on a real appliation to validate

and demonstrate its e�etiveness.

Last, but not least, the hallenge of sheduling real-time mes-

sages on mesh topologies and using onsumer tehnologies (i.e., IEEE

802.11 (WiFi) and Bluetooth Low Energy) was addressed. The pro-

posed solutions enable these tehnologies to be integrated in the in-

dustrial and robotis senarios. Two solutions were proposed: Shed-

WiFi, whih introdues the support for sheduled tra� over IEEE

802.11 networks, and RT-BLE, whih enables the support for real-

time tra� and allows for mesh topologies over the Bluetooth Low

Energy protool. Assessment results demonstrated the appliability
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of the proposed approahes on the industrial automation senario.

Future works will deal with innovative auto-on�guration meh-

anisms (suh as sheduling algorithms, admission ontrol systems

and topology management protools) improve the network �exibility

avoiding the need of o�ine reon�guration the networks or the ap-

pliations hanges. Self-adaptivity solutions for wireless networks to

allow nodes to self-adapt their on�guration and apabilities the en-

vironmental hanges, while onsidering the the real-time onstraints

imposed from the appliations.
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